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CORY WHO MAKES CARTOONS FOR THE MEW MEXICAN PRESENTS THE ENTIRE FAMILY HEREWITHTAFT VETOES SPECIAL RATE
STEEL BILL TO GAMBLING
PROMPTLY CONCERNS
PRESIDENT IN SPECIAL MESSAGE
DECLARES THAT CHANGES WERE
HASTILY MADE FOR POLITICAL
REASONS
NEW INK MICE HAD SLIDING
SCS1E ACCORDING TO LOCATION
a, jr--t ai,-- - viswsn& fssyfys' lutttpx x r y. r ss'i kv. i 7 ifMi
AND BUSINESS DF CROOKS THEY
PROTECTED
PPld.oocbn TEDor Big Bill . 'feY KING ISCALLS ACT UNJUST
TO ALL CONCERNED
51 UM VISUM?
SMALL FORTUNE FOUND
IN ANCIENT DWELLING
IN HILLS OF MISSOURI.
Bandit Anderson Before Civil War Hid
$10,000 there When Escaping and It
Has Just Come to Light.
Liberty, Mo., Aug. 13. Ten thou-
sand dollars In gold, which is be-
lieved to have been hidden by William
Anderson, a bandit, who terrorized
central Missouri after the Civil war,
OLD SOLDIERS
ARE IN WANT
OF FOOD
WHILE THEY SOFFER DEPRIVATIONS
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
CAUGHT IN DRAGNET
In search for
eviVA . To convict the murderers of
the Jp, Herman Rosenthal, the
slate's Viorney and the grand Jury
have unearthed a wealth ot informa-
tion showing that gamblers and keep-
ers of disorderly houses had sums ag-
gregating hundreds of thousands of
dollars yearly for police protection.
The liionthly tariffs paid to the pol-
icy vary. First class uptown gambling
houses pa d l,00fl; a middle class
gambling houBe paid $500; east side
gaming houses paid anywhere from
$100 to $100; high class pool room .
JGOO; while poker and dice games paid
$300. Uptown disorderly houses paid
$600, while east side resorts paid
$100. .;
With the of all the
banks In the city, District Attorney
Whitman has been able to obtain the.
names of lour police inspectors
whose bank accounts run into several
hundred thousands. One Inspector is
said to have accumulated a million
dollars.
'Jack" Rose In his story before the
grand jury is reported to have Involv-
ed Jack Sullivan, the - "Newsboy
King" and close friends ot Lieutenant
Becker, who went to "Brldgie'' Web-ber- 's
gambling place and seeing that J
the gun men were there, went to th&s ifhotel Metropole to locate Rosenthal'
Rose, it is further said, told the
grand jury that Sullivan then return-
ed to Webbers and told the gun men
where Rosenthal could be found.
District Attorney Whitman obtain
ed a clue today of a second safety de
posit box in which It waa reported Po-
lice .Lieutenant Becker had placed
large amounts of money and securi
ties. County detectives were sent to
investigate.
Lieutenant Becker was asked In '
prison about deposits in various banks
accredited to his ownership. He ad-
mitted that he had $9,000 in a branch
has been found in the old Manor
house on what was the plantation of
William Burch, In Howard county,
Missouri, and which now is the prop
erty of C. E. Yancey, of Liberty. Mr.
Yancey was notified of the discovery
by employes who are remodeling the
o'd house.
According to those familiar with
the story of the death of Anderson,
in 1808, he was wounded after robbing
a central Missouri bank and stopped
that night in the Manor house of the
Burch plantation. It was in the room
In which the bandit slept that the
money was found.
NEW PARTY BORN
IN TEXAS TODAY.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 14. The Lyo&
Roosevelt faction of the republican
party in Texas today determined to
change the name of the party to the
"Progressive party of Texas'' and
elected Cecil A. Lyon as national com-
mitteeman.
Resolutions adopted Indorsed the
policies of the progressive party and
renudiated the administration of
president Taft.
Taft foIlower8 n0 geparat(,d rom
th Ton f nrB , nnent,nn ,
another hall,
xxx'xxxxxses
""'".nun inunr,,un
X 8TATE LIBRARIAN. X
X Former Executive or Territorial
"ven "nlcn mr- -
X victory Resigns. X
X Governor W. C. McDonald to- - X
X day named former Governor W. X
X T. Thornton state librarian to X
X succeed Mrs. J. P. Victory, who X
X was nominated by the governor X
X during the last legislature, but X
X who was not confirmed by the X
X senate. The appointment Is a X
X recess one. Mrs. Armljo, who X
X was holding the office, it Is said, X
X may contest the power of the X
Xgovernor to remove her. X
XXXXXXXXXXXXS
OFFICIALS AT
ASYLUM ARE
BOUNCED
BOARD AND SECRET MEETING YESTER-
DAY ASKS FOR RESIGNATIONS OF
SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS
ASSISTANTS-DEMOCR- ATS TO GO
IN IS REPORT.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 14.
There la considerable of a sensation
here over the request for the resig- -
of the Cora Exchange bank.
I borrowed that money," said
Becker, "and paid it out to the build-
ers to put up my house."
Lieutenant Becker would not talk
further of the bank deposits.
Hot Springs. Ark., Aug. 14. While
It Is practically certain that Sam
Sohepps, held as a witness in the Ros
enthal murder case is not far from
the business district here, yet he has
ROOSEVELT IS
SCORED BY
STANLEY
HE IS DECLARED AS,THE EXPONENT
OF BIG BUSINESS AND PERKINS
IS MERELY GO BETWEEN FROM
WALL STREET.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. The
personal and political relations of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt and
George W. Perkins, formerly of J.
Pierpont Morgan & Company, were
bitterly attacked on the floor of the
house today by Representative A. 0.
Stanley, of Kentucky, who is chair
man of the steel trust investigation
committee. In supporting his bill to
raake the reports of the commission-
er of corporations available for con-
gress, Representative Stanley charg-
ed that Roosevelt bad protected the
Harvester trust from government
prosecution and described Perkins as
the "go between" of "big business"
and the government.
Representative Stanley's character-
izations of the former Morgan asso-
ciation were extremely bitter. He
dwelt at length on the absorption of
the Tennessee Coal & Iron company
by the United States Steel corpora-
tion and charged that Perkins had
been ab!e to secure from Herbert
Knox. Fmltb , form" coumlssloner of
corporations, information which was
denied congresa. The new progres-
sive party also came in for an ex-
tended discussion.
"I hear that this new party of pro-
gressive capitalism," he said "will
sing hymns between the tirades of
Roosevelt nnd the platitudes of Perk-
ins and that Perkins is to be choir
leader. I would suggest that' they
paraphrase the war cry of the Turk-
ish Janazarles and adopt it as the
battle hymn of the 'Faithful from
Wall street," as follows:
"Allah, Allah, Mammon Is Allah."
"There Is no God but Mammon and
Morgan is his prophet."
In his attack on Morgan, Stanley
said: "For several years the chief
intermediary between big business
and those who are invested by the ex-
ecutive department with the duty of
investigating it has been a gentle-
man by the name of George W. Perk-
ins. For years this fanatical, ardent,
partisan has broken through all re-
straints which deter better men and
has unhesitatingly sacrificed every
other obligation to society and to
himself in the secret service of his
party,
"In 1904 Mr. Perkins In his eager-
ness to aid his party and his hero,
Mr. Roosevelt, actually gave $50,000
of other people's money to the good
cause. He gave his personal check
to Mr. Bliss and waB by
check of the New York Life Insur-
ance company, No. 7,283, payable to
J. P. Morgan & Company. The pro-
ceeds of this check were traced to
Mr. Perkins for this. eminent service
he was arrested under a warrant
charging grand larceny.
The United States steel corporation
has not been lacking' in gratitude
from the day of the merger until this
good hour. Perkins and' Gary, broth-
ers of the steel corporation, have been
absolutely at the command of the
of the United States."
ROCKHILL MAY ADVISE
NEW CHINESE REPUBLIC.
It It Understood That Negotiations
Are Under Way for an American Di-
plomat, But He Still Holds His Job.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Unof-
ficially It is known here that over-
tures have been going on between
President Yuan Shi Kai and Mr.
Rockhlll, the American embassador,
to Turkey, looking to the appointment
of the latter as advisor to the new
Chinese republic These have not
progressed far enough to warrant Mr.
Rockhlll's resignation, but it Is known
he Is giving the offer serious consid-
eration.
Mr. Rockhlll Is regarded as being
thoroughly conversant with Chinese
governmental methods.
In addition to a service of three
years as minister In Pekln, following
ARE WITH PEN
SION MEASURE
REGULAR ARMY IS
ALSO WITHOUT PAY
V 8ENATE BACKS UP. X
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. S
The senate today passed the X
X pension appropriation bill will a $
provision abolishing all pension X
agencies January 31, 1913. X
S The house is expected to ap-- X
K prove the bill without delay, X
X making all pension appropria- - X
X tions, immediately available. X
SkXXXXXSXSXSXXXX
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. Thou
sands of army veterans, in need, be
cause the annual pension Dill is
held up in congress, may be relieved
ai once a me House win meet u
senates new proposal for the abolish- -
hikuu ui me eeveijfiueu uuujiub y"- -
slon agencies. "
The house wants all abolished. The
senate pensions committee today de- -
elded to surest a Comnromise by
Bholishine the aeencles on February
1Q15 Ttio whnln hill won Rrhpritlled
to come up In the senate today with
an amendment to that effect
It is believed the house will accept
It. Venrlv J9.000.00fl la now due to1
pensloners.
The pension bureau today faced the
greatest financial crisis in its history
as the result of the lack of funds to
pay pensioners. The San Francisco
agency has a balance of exactly seven
cents, and Detroit only four cents.
Reports from all the agencies received
at the bureau told the same story of
no money for the veterans and their
dependents on the nation's pension
list.
This condition is due to the delay
of congress in passing the pension ap
propriation bill.
The veteraiu dependent upon pen-
sions, who are feeling the pinch of
poverty because the pension office Is
"broke" are not alone in their dilem
ma. Practically all the regulars at
army posts in the United States have
received no pay since June 1.
This extraordinary situation was
caused by the delay, n passing the gen
eral deficiency bill." The regular army
appropriation had been exhausted In
May and the war department was de-
pending on the deficiency bill for more
money.
July payments really are available
under the resolution of July 1, which
extended last year's appropriations for
another month but disbursement ot
what was 'held up in the paymaster's
office with the expectation that con-
gress soon would pass the regular
bill.
Paymaster General Smith, however,
said1 he would disburse some of the
money available If the deficiency bill
was not enacted this week.
The army bill is yet to be acted
on in the senate and' later will go to
conference with the house.
TAFT ADVISORY BOARD
HEADED BY BARNES.
New York, Aug, 13. Chairman
publican committee today announced
PROSECUTOR SCORED
BY THE ATTORNEY FOR
DARROW IN ARGUMENT
Earl Roger Said McNamarat Were
Guilty of Heinous Crime But Com-
promise Allowed Them to Escape
With Their Lives.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 14. Char-
acterizing the agreement In the Mc
Nam am case as a remarkable victory
for Darrow and a heinous thing on the
part of the district attorney. Attor-
ney Earl Rogers resumed his argu-
ment today in the bribery trial of
Clarence S. Darrow.
Rogers declared that the McNa-mara- s
were guilty of "hideous, horri-
ble crime" yet the district attorney
had agreed not only to allow one to
escape hanging and the other to take
a term of fifteen years in prison, but
to allow Caplan and Schmidt, two of
the men actually involved in the
Times murder to go free, provided
they remained out of the county.
Attacking the testimony of Bert H.
Franklin, Rogers asserted that if Dar-
row had known that Juror Bain was
bribed early in October, he would not
have told Lincoln Steftens In the pres-
ence of E. Wr. Scripps that he regard-
ed the case as hopeless.
The danger in Franklin's story, con
tinued Rogers, was that all of it was
true except small portions that par-
ticularly where he received the bribe
money and as to who authorized the
corruption of Jurors.
A DELIGHTFUL JAUNT.
Judge Roberts and Nathan Salmon
and Harry Deen, assistant superin-
tendent of the penitentiary, loaded
themselves into an automobile and
ran over to Valley ranch, thence two
miles north , where they camped.
They report having had a splendid
time. They claim that their work
was all right and1 that they escaped
suspicion from all officers on the
route.
COTTON TARIFF BILL X
X PASSES 8ENATE ALSO. X
X Washington, D." C. Aug. 14. S
The democratic "otton bill pass--
ed the senate today 30 to 19. X
X It carried an amendment re- - X
V pealing all of the Canadian re- - 3C
X clprocity acts except free paper X j
X provision. Xi
X Progressive republican sena-- X
X tors voting for the bill were X
X Borah, Bristow, Clapp, Crawford, X
X Cummins, Kenyon, La Follette, X
X Polndexter and Works, X
XXSXSXX.XXXXXSXS
DEPUTY GAME
WARDEN IS
IN BAD
FRED W. EDWARDS OF TAOS COUNTY
WIRES URGENT APPEAL FOR
MOUNTED POLICEMEN TO COME
AND GET HIS GUN
OLD TIMERS TOOK
HIS WEAPON AWAY
Trinidad C. de Baca was somewhat
astounded this morning when he re-
ceived a telegram from Fred W. Ed-
wards of Versylvla, Taos county, ask-
ing him to rush a mounted police of-
ficer to his assistance. The telegram
wiib not explicit but it was gathered
from its contents that Edwards had
tried to arrest some one for violating
the game laws. Instead, however, he
reported by wire that the alleged
malefactors had relieved him of his
six shooter and star and he was help-
less. He wanted a mounted police-
man to recover his gun. An officer
will be sent overland from Cimarron
tonight to Investigate the affair.
Meanwhile, one deputy game warden,
is temporarily at least, out of busi-
ness in Taos county.
GERMAN WORKMEN KILLED.
Dortmund, Germany, Aug. 13.
Twenty-si- x workmen were burled to-
day by the fall of a slag bank at an
iron workB in the suburbs of this city.
Eight bodies have been extricated and
It Is believed that nil the men
Washington, D, C, Aug. 14. Presi-
dent Taft today vetoed the steel bill.
In a message to congress the presi-
dent said he disapproved the measure
because it provided tor revenue only
and took no account of protection for
American industries. He condemned
the ways and means committee for
refusing public hearings on the bill.
His veto was expected.
President Taft gave as another rea-
son for his veto, that the bill affected
not only the iron and steel Industry,
but fifty-nin- e allied Industries, which
he said, were worth separate classifi-
cation.
Sir. Taft wrote he was not prepar-
ed to say there were no items in the
steel schedule which ought not to be
reduced, but he pointed out that its
advalorem rate wan an apparent re-
duction of 16 per cent from the du-
ties of the Wilson law.
"A bill for a complete revision of
this sched ile was presented to me a
year ago in the extra session of this
congress," wrote the president.
"Many Increases and decreases of
rates are now made from those nam-
ed in the former measure. The
changes are not explained and indi-
cate the hasty method pursued in the
preparation of both. It is not fair to
ask either, on the basis of proposi-
tion of revenue, which was right? On
the whole, therefore, I am not willing
to approve of legislation of this kind
which vitally affects not only millions
of working men and the families de-
pendent on them, but hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of stocks of
goods in the hands of storekeepers and
distributors generally without first
providing for a careful and disinte-
rest Inquiry Into conditions of the
"whole Ind'iitry.
"From the outset of my admini-
stration I have urged a revision of the
tariff, based on a study
of the facts. I have provided the
Tneans for securing such information
1n the appointment of a tariff board.
Its thorough work, already completed
on several schedules has Justified my
confidence in this method."
The president has said he also
would veto the legislative, executive
and Judicial appropriation bill carry-
ing riders to abolish the commerce
court and limit tenure of office of
civil service employes to seven yearB.
By doing so, the president would
hold up his own Balary, that of every
member of congress, and every other
Judge of the U. S, courts.
Speculation of the possibilities of
passing the bill over his veto are be-
ing discussed by leaders of the house
and senate. As soon as the presi-
dent's veto message had been read
the house democrats began an at-
tempt to repass it over the executive's
disapproval. The republican leaders
entered upon a determined fight
against the plan and a long debate
was deprecated.
Speaker Clark this afternoon ruled
that the question of considering im-
mediately the president's veto was a
question of the highest , constitutional
privilege and therefore displaced all
other business before the house.
Minority Leader Mann appealed from
the decision of the chair but lost by
an overwhelming vote.
Majority Leader Underwood propos-
ed a ptan that provided one hour's de-
bate, to be equally divided, at the
expiration of which a, vote of passing
the bill over the president's veto waa
to be taken.
Within three house after President
Taft had sent the steel tariff bill back
to congress with a message of disap-
proval, the house today passed It over
his veto.
The vote was 173 "to pass it, 83
against it, and one present and not
voting. It Is not expected to repass
the senate.
U. 8. ARMY SUES TO .
' RECOVER ON BOND OF
PLUMBING CONTRACTORS.
The Commissioner of Insurance
Jacobo Chaves, has been served with
papers in the case of the United
States to the use of the John Douglas
company vs. The Fidelity and DepoBlt
company of Maryland and he in turn
will notify the Maryland company
that suit has been fl'ed. The suit U
brought to recover $5800 on a bond
furnished by the Maryland company
through the John Douglas company
for The John howe Palgo company.
First Lieutenant Charles C. Wlnna,
constructing quartermaster at Ft
Bnyard, alleges that a plumbing con-
tract was not properly carried out
and that the bond has been forfeited.
The BUlt is a three-side- d affair tor
the purpose of getting action against
the Maryland company doing busi-
ness In New Mexico,
ASM HOME
TODAY
THREE MILLION DOLLAR BABY IS
A SON AND MOTHER AND CHILD
ARE DOING NICELY THANK
HAS NO FATHER
New York, Aug. 14. Mrs. Madeline
Force Astor, survivor of the Titanic
disaster, in which her husband, the
late Colonel John Jacob Astor lost his
life last April, gave birth to a son at
8:15 o'clock this morning. The new
arrival has been named John Jacob
Astor, after his father. The baby be-
comes a direct heir to $ J, 1X10,009 of
the Astor fortune. The attending
physician said mother and son are in
good condition.
.'...The fact that its father proved him
self a hero In the Titanic disaster by
stepping aside to let women and child-
ren take places in life boats and that
the wife from whom he parted was
hie bride of but a few months, coupled
with the large fortune which was pro-
vided for a posthumous child have
lent unusual intereg to the arrival of
the youngest Astor.
The new Astor baby will be one ot
the few children ever born with a for-
tune as large as $3,000,000 in bis own
right. Colonel Astor had provided
that whether the child was a boy or
girl, it should rwetv that sum.
ODELL'S STORY DOES
NOT AGREE WITH ONE
TOLD BY SHELDON.
History of Harrlman's Magnificent Do
nation to Republican Campaign
Fund Varies on Essential Points.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. For
mer Governor Benjamin B. Odell, of
New York, told the senate committee
Investigating campaign funds a story
of Edward H. Harriman's 1240,000
contribution of 190 so different from
that told to the committee by George
K. Sheldon, that members of the com
mittee asked Mr. Odell how he ac
counted for the variance.
The former governor remarked that
Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer of the
republican national committee in
1904 might have told some "white
lies" to Mr. Sheldon about It. Sheldon
waa associated with Bliss unofficially
in 1904 and was treasurer In 1908.
The Bubstance of Mr. Odell's tes
timony was that President Roosevelt
asked Mr. Harriman in 1904 to come
to the White House to talk about
campaign funds. Following that
talk, said Mr. Odell, Mr. Harriman
raised $240,000 for the campaign and
turned It over to the republican na
tional committee. Mr. Odell said he
had received $200,000 of that con-
tributed for the New York state cam-
paign and remained in the hands of
the national committee.
Mr. Odell said that Mr. Harriman
had told him Colonel Roosevelt had
agreed, if necessary, he would help,
out in the New York senatorial sit
uation by appointing Senator Chaun--
cey M. Depew, ambassador to France,
thus leaving the senatorial contest
clear for Frank S. Black, former gov-
ernor of New York.
Mr. Sheldon had testified that the
contribution had been arranged be-
tween Mr. Bliss and Mr. Harriman
that Colonel Roosevelt never
knew about it until a long time after
e'ectlon. He denied that it had been
a subject of correspondence between
the former president and Mr. Harri-
man.
Mr. Sheldon had further testified
that Mr. Odell had come to Mr. Bliss
to see about raising money for the
state campaign and that later Mr.
Harriman and Mr. Bliss got together
about $250,000, which was handed
never went to the national commit-
tee.
OFFICIAL COUNT IN
MIPSOURI IS NECESSARY. ,
St. Louis, Aug. 9. The official count
of the vote cast in Tuesday's primary
election will be necessary to determ-
ine whether Attorney General Elliott
W. Major, or former Congressman
Wm. W. Cowherd, has won the demo
cratic nomination for governor.
On the face of late returns from
country districts, Major is now lead
ing Cowherd by several hundred
votes.
it
i
f 1
not been seen by newspaper men
since his removal from a downtown
hotel last night. The return of
Schepps to the custody of Postmaster
Johnson was merely for precaution.
No representatives, either of the
district attorney's office or the police
department of New York have ar-
rived. Mr. Whitman's representatives
are expected today. ,
In the event conflicting efforts are
made to secure Schepps, it become
known that. Postmaster Johnson
stands ready to file a charge against
ScheppB before the United States
commissioner. This would cause de-
lay which would permit the arrival
of the district attorney's men, for
whom all concerned here say they
are holding ScheppB. The start of
Bernard Sandler, Sr., ScheppB' attor--
'
ney, for Hot Springs, may however,
delay the delivery of the prisoner to
any person until Sandler himself ar-
rives.
Schepps is held without legal pro-
cess. He understands his position
and has declared himself satisfied
with conditions.
He would neither confrm or deny
the report In a New York dispatch,
yesterday that Sandler had started
and had telegraphed Schepps not to
start to New York until Sandler's ar-
rival in Hot Springs. A few hoars
Inter he was removed from the hotel
quietly, although the authorities will
not admit connection with his being
placed In hiding and hia having re-
ceived telegrams from Sandler. ,
HELD BY CURTIS IN
U. S. SENATE.
Governor of Kansas Who Is Progres-
sive Asserts That He Haa Defeated
Standpatter In Primaries.
nation of Dr. H. M. bmun, Bupenu- -
at 'he 8'ite lnsane asy,"m
ani1
-
Dllmber ot hls ?mplo.5r8 a" th and
re8U,t ot a secret 8e88lon of 'he bar
the names of the advisory board ofi" lne manner m u..,. ..mi
the national committee. William stltutlon has been conducted. Dr.
Barnes, Jr., chairman of the republic Smith has a five year contract signed
the old board nnd which does notcan state committee Is chairman. jhy
Dr. Hilles said the party would be expire for three years. He will prob-
able to announce the name of the ably refuse to resign and In that
treasurer when he returned from Chi- - event. It would be necessary to
whither he and" Secretary e hlra on charges. George W.
nolds went today to assist In opening Ward, Steward, Harry Arnold, assist-Chicne-
headauarters of the Taft cam-'an- t Bteward, and Mrs. Prentiss, the
or directors held nere yesteruay uuer-noon- .
If any charges have been preferred,
the fact has not leaked out as yet,
but 11 18 8ald tnat the bo"rd haa made
an. investigation into uuiwiliuub m
'"e asylum and that it is not pleased
matron, all received urgent invita-
tions from the board to quit. The af-
fair will doubtless result In some-
what of a complication and may be
thrown into the courts, u tne omciais
refuse to resign, the matter will
hkely be laid before the state legal
department and the governor. It is
reported here that the places will be
filled by democrats.
Topeka, Kans., Aug. 9. With
turns from all of the counties,
friends of Governor Stubbs today
claims his nomination to the United
Cinl unnta In TllooHnv'a tirfniftl'l AH.
Retu;5 lnmcate that stub0'B ba9
carried 92 of the 165 legislative dis-
tricts. Judge Wm. H. Thompson is
probably the democratic senatorial
rominee, although Hugh P, Farrelley
is a close contender for the nomina-
tion. Both Billard and Hodges claim
the democratic gubernatorial nomina-
tion, with complete returns to be re-
ceived from nearly 40 counties.
lead is being slowly reduced
and Hodges claims the nomination by,
8,090.
palgn.
WIRELES3 BILL PASSES.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. The
senate'' bill to regulate wireless tele- -
grnphy passed the house today and
now goes to the president. The leg--,
islatlon was inspired by the Titanic,
disaster.
the Boxer uprising, Mr. Rockhlll, as
secretary to the Amerioan legation
at Pekln about a decade before, made
extensive exploration of the Interior
of the country.
!.. ........
VTHURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 1812. THE HIGH PLANK.
,
PAGE TWO OFF THE TROLLEY,
We bave got to disagree with Rev, Llchliter of that big St. Louis church,Lay a plank on the ground, and a minion people win warn n
MAJOR PALEN WILL
NOT RETIRE HE SAYS
chairman of that city's public morals committee, who Justifies lying on thethought of losing balance. Lift it 25 feet high, and only one in a tuousauu ground that "the duty of truth telling lies within the realm where othersNEW MEXICAN REVIEW 111 dare to walk It. Lilt it 100 feet, ana not more man one iu bave a right to the truth; no one has a right to ask a prying or maliciouswill venture uoon it,
question.
" We tlhink this a mighty cross-eye- d view of morality and mighty poor doc
It Illustrates the difference between littleness and bigness of purpose;
and that difference is not In the plank, but in people.
i hi thine la generally done Just as easily as a little one if one only
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT INQ COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
trine to Inculcate Into our youth. A lie Is a lie and never Justified. There
Is no realm confining the duty of truth telling. Oiven the alternative of
ABLE PRESIDENT OF FIRST NATIONAL
BANK DECLARES STREET RUMORS TO-
DAY ARE WITHOUT FOUNDATION
gets at it with proper force applied in the right place. The big automobiles lying, or telling truth that seriously hurts, there la always out by
8ANTA FE N EW mtAH-- .
Oldest Dally In ths Southwest in d Only Dally at Stats Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining Political and Industrial News,. Gooa to Every
Poet Offloe of 8tate.. $2.00 a Year.
run with less noise ana seeming strain man ina imie ones. iuo s""i
silence.b. oom to irulde with greater ease than the dummy engine.
It is perhaps true as a rule, that no one bas a right to ask a prying orThe main difference between the millionaire and the pauper is that
the one frames his thoughts to the forms of millions and the other Ibis to malicious question, but shall we instruct our children to He under such cirEL NUEVO MEXICANO.
cumstances or to frankly declare to the prying or malicious questioner thatfnrma of nennies,
the matter 1b none of his, or her, blamed business?Lamer Circulation Than Any
Other Spanish Paper In United States, 12.50
a Y ear.
BRON80N CUTTING P"i"l
..,,mjt ninnltir.fi .....Editor
There is already too much lying, too much evasion, too much flattery,
The main difference between the educated man and the Ignorant one
is that the one sizes upon the essential things and the other does not.
Some of the most highly educated men the world knows, or ever has
known, have had the least learning. Some of the world's most learned men
too much false diplomacy in our association with one another. The fellow
who asks a malicious or otherwise objectionable question is not entitled toWILLIAM F. BROGAN VUlr
GeneraluiDio m RTAUFFER the facte, but that does not Justify our lying. On the contrary, he 1b ennuve been the most ignorant. titled to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, which is thatWhat do you know that counts? There is the measure of your educa
the matter is none of his business.tion. What do you know and do to make yourself better and braver andEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce. Such answer is both politic and moral. It clears the atmosphere andbrighter? There Is the measure of your real culture, power and oppor
leaves both parties perfectly assured as to their position. To say that lyingtunity.
It Is really no harder to walk the lilgh plank than the low one, except
for fear. The many look down and fall through dizziness. The few look
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier I .26 Dally, six months, by
mail 3.6
Dally per month, by carrier 75 Weekly, ilx months "0
Is Justified is saying that deceit is better than frankness, and this is not so.
0
A TEXT IN OUR CREED.
A Btreet rumor which gained con-
siderable credence vo the effect that
Major R, I. Palen, veteran banker
and president of the First National
bank would retire from active b'lsU
pcbb Boon and that ono jf the lionrd
of directors would succeed lilm, was
positively denied by Major Palen this
morning.
"I am not going to retire," s.tid
Major Palen to a New Mexican re-
porter. "I have never even given a
thought to such a thing and you may
say that the report Is untrue and that
I have no idea of quitting the First
National Bank at this time or in the
future.
"So long as I feel that I can handle
tbe affairs of the bank as they have
been handled in the past, sc long will
I continue in my present position, I
have, within the past 'ew ocys, re-
ceived a couple of banking vropoi.lt-lo- ns
which would greatly enlarge my
Bphere of work but I have rejected
straight ahead, confident of success.
ttut rnmAmhAr this:uaiiy, per snonia, uj I r
n.iiv ner rear, by mall 7.Ltoklr' jar quarter. iinwBvnr hlah vour plank may be, make sure that you are walking It The tariff should be taken out of politics and made the subject of
study by a commission of experts. The rates should be
- - M k MS
tn nnmothinff worth while.A to JNTY. For many of the things that most of us deem big are really very small;OFFICIAL PAPER 0 lowered to cover the difference in the cost of production at home and abroad,
and so levied that the benefit would flow to American labor and not to favor-
ed lniorests as at present. No one general tariff bill should be enacted, be--V 1 ard many of the things that most of
us deem little are very Dig.
Men have controlled kingdoms who did not regulate their own homes,New Mexico. It la sent toThe New Mexican Is the fcldest news nrh insulation offers onnortunity for trading and log rolling. Thelarge and growing circulationvery postofflce In the Territory, and
among the Intelligent and progressive ol the Southwest.
Men have won fortunes while wasting their lives.
A convention note in the Chicago Tribune says:
0
schedules should be adopted one at a time on the basis of the expert dats
collected by the tariff commission which should be required to report topeopte
"A newspaper artist in the press stand wao has been 'hitting off' the congress and the president at stated times.0
'big fellows' at the national conventions for years, confessed ne was up
"Business should be so supervised bb to make prosperity also take the
'How am I going to carl- - shape ol good wages to the wage-worke-r and reasonable prices to tne
con-
sumer, while Investors snd business rivals are insured Just treatment, and
stump.
"
"They're all new ones on me,' he complained,
faturn these auvswhen I don't know 'em?' "
both of them. One came from Albu-
querque and another from the east.s
the farmer, the man who tills the soil, is protected as sedulously as theThat torn been a oeculiar characteristic of all the progressive conven intend to remain here, however.
waraworker himself." and build the First National bank ontions that have been held and it is an encouraging sign as well as a sign of That does not sound revolutionary nor dangerous nor dictatorial does it? the same foundation It always has badIt has the tone of helpfulness and relief. It has the human ring and surely for conservative, honest banking
methods."
strength. It shows the entire absence of bossism and the enforcement oi oia
methods as the men new to political conventions do not know how to boss
and are ignorant of those long tried methods operated under the steam
roller system. It shows that the delegates who have been attending these
there is no intimation of bossism in it. It is a quotation from Roosevelt s
speech at the Chicago progressive convention.
BUSTED BUILDING AND
0 .
Some of the rules adopted by the progressive convention show a radical
UATCH THE ScNATE.
FedelaTcommerce Court Judge Archbald's Impeachment was unanimous,
voted by the house,ly recommended by the house Judiciary committee and
who voted No. Arcn-bal- d
again unanimously, save for one lone Pennsylvanian Machine whichOilis a protege of the
has for years made the old Keystone state a byword. Archbald was first
Roosevelt and promoted to the com-
merce
appointed by McKinley, reappointed by
court by Taft. ,
Archbald's first Judicial act was to appoint a railroad attorney as jurj
commissioner. One of his latest acts was to conduct a secret correspond-
ence with an attorney of the L. & N. railroad, concerning a case that had
been argued and submitted to the commerce court. Archbald first Inquired
- whether an official of that road who had given an affirmative answer as
shown by the record, had not Intended to give a negative answer. He con-
tinued to advise the railroad's counsel of differences of opinion among the
departure from the old system of procedure, and all are along lines which
late conventions are of and from the people. They have awakenea to tne
conditions and come to a realization of the position In which the American
people have been placed; that they have not been recognized; that their
rights have not been considered; that the action of the past conventions has
been with an eye single to the advantage of a class, and that class has not
LOAN ASSOCIATION WILL
NOT LET RECEIVER IN.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 12.
curb the power of the bosses and give the people greater voice. One of the
changes precludes the right of a delegate in a convention, seated on prima
facie evidence to vote on his own contest and another prohibits any omcehn tha vprvdsv cltizeu of the country: that selfishness ana greea nas cun- When Francis J. Brandon, placed inholder serving on the national committee. Both are progressive measures. charge of the Continental Building andtrolled; that appointments have been made and legislation passed for one
purpose, and that purpose the perpetuity of certain political organizations 0Sec. says In See's paper that It was not Incompetency that defeated
Loan Association by George S. Walk-
er, state building and loan commis-
sioner, attempted to take possession ihim. It was because Lucero got the most votes. Sure thing. That
s alwaysa cen-members of the court and to suggest ways of overcoming tne oDjecuons vi and the retention
of power.
Never since the organization of the republican party, over half
presented itself. Then as now,nrr mm has the present conditionihn.a nnnnaod tn th railroad. This whole correspondence waa concealed the dele- the reason one fellow beats another, but there must be a cause for the fellow'B
th interstate commerce commission. The to
-- (., m th onnvsntinn were men new to politics. They were there getting the most votes, and we opine that competency" had something to do
with See's defeat. But the competency was Lucero's.bring about a regeneration, being wearied with oppression and the lack
ofpublic would like to know (how many other members of the commerce court
knew about It.
It Is natural that a Judge who would go to such lengths In favoring the
0
recognition of the people's rights. It is nistory repeating useu. The past two weeks have revealed a wider scope in the third partyu-
movement than was thought probable at an earlier date, and the warningrailroads, should feel that be should be favored financially Dy tnem. bo
Archbald Is found engaged in numerous deal for culm (coal) banks owned
hv railroads which bad litigation before his court. A large stockholder in
One thing of deep significance in the progressive movement is the fact
thnt it is bound by no traditional alliances with tfhe old sectional parties,
and has nothlnir to do with sectional issues. The thing that appeals to all
of the democratic state chairman of Massachusetts to the Btate committee-
men of that state as to the third party's strength in the Industrial districts
railroad corporations paid Archbald's expenses on a pleasure trip to Europe. of Massachusetts was not given as one of danger to the republican partynonni. with a natrlotio fervor is that the new party stands for those prac
Anybody who is interested in further details may obtain them by asking alone, but was full of significance as to what might happen to the democratic
vote In those districts of the Bay state.tices
and principles of a square deal government which the people of our
country believe in and are now demanding. There are no divisions along
sectional lines, no east, no west, no north, no south, but it is a people's There are signs of similar import from New York and Ohio. In fact,
today he found the doors locked and
a company guard inside. Deputy
Brandon Immediately reported to R.
W. Harrison, representing Commi-
ssioner Walker, and Harrison went In-
to conference with Attorney General
Webb to determine If a forcible entry
would be wise. The state is definite-
ly in control of the Continental today.
Judge Graham in the superior court
having made permanent his order of
Saturday giving Commissioner Walk-
er power to liquidate the affairs of
Judge Graham upheld
the attorney general, who argued that
a oPlcer of the state ought not to bo
restrained from performing his pub-H- o
duty.
Commissioner Walker, who declar-
ed the Continental insolvent, last
Thursday, with liabilities exceeding-$300,00-
is 111 in his home at San Jose
with congestion of the lungs. Attor-
ney General Webb announced as his
the danger signals are out for the two old parties from all over the country.
It is not as funny as it was a few weeka ago, when the standpat republicans
hie congressman to send to him the report of tne nouse juaiciary commiuee
made after it had heard the evidence.
We can now see more clearly why big business supports and finances
political bosses and their machines. Judges are handplcked by big business
and appointed on the recommendation of these bosses. The lid has been
, taken off, because one of their tools saw no reason Why he should not have
and the democrats alike were Inclined to place the great progressive move
ment In the clasB of the Palmer and Buckner niovement In 1896 and other
political movements of even less Importance ..
movement, and all who have Joined it are for an equal opportunity ior an
and against boss government.
There can be no dividing line between citizens who stand for the propo-
sition that their own government shall hold the equal balance between the
humbleat citizen and the most powerful trusts. There may be divisions
on issues built only on selfish interests or party prejudice but no line of divi-
sion, sectional or otherwise, can be drawn where a people are united on a
great principle that Is basic in its origin.
The progressive party comes forward as the outgrowth of resistless de
a share of the swag filched from the public and went about getting it in
raw way. It is the Intention of the progressive party to fight strenuously for the
Archbald has not yet been separated from Uncle Sam's Judiciary pay eradication of the recognized evils that are existing at the present time
roll. The senate must give a s vote sustaining the bouses im
peachment before that will be accomplished. Will it fail to do Its duty, as
It did In refusing to oust Stephenson and Lorimer, on the first vote, or will
and this new party will have to be reckoned with in every state in the Union,
and the campaign Is to be one of kaleidoscopic changes and Btartling climaxes
in all localities. It is very significant that one of the greatest and staunch-es- t
democratic dailies in the United States has sounded a note of alarm
and is calling upon the members of the party to beware of over confidence,
mands of an united people.
0It send Archbald after Lorimer? Keep your eye on the U. S. senate.
0
"We propose boldly to face the real and great questions of the day, and
not skillfully to evade them as do the old parties. We propose to raise
aloft a standard to wfhich all honest men can repair, and under which all
It Is one of the marvels of the age that the two cities of the world as the independent vote promises to be very heavy. It 1b an acknowledgedfnr that nin..v.lt la a Iwlnv ovumnla nf the nla" Hflmiiti anli-l- t tn "find A decision that he would file a petition
claiming the highest civilization New York and Parts have pushed Dodge
City, Nome, Flagstaff and Bullfrog off the map as centers of the homicide
cltlnB " directors and officers of the
way or make it," and he is not one who ever surrenders. His hold on the
i. tinA ., , ... a. oi. . 0,0n nnn inr0ir, nnlr association to show cause why Bran- -can fight, no matter what their past political differences, if they are conindustry. don shu,d not beIt seems today stronger than ever before and none of the leaders of the Permitted to taketent to face the future and no longer to dwell among tne ueaa issues oithe past."
in thora nnv indication of a bomb concealed In the above remarks? Do
Most of those towns are now peaceful spots where the no
longer promotes the private graveyard. Texas, the land of Colonel Bowie two old organizations know how to meet or check it. They are bewildered
poswasion,
thev annear dangerous? Is there anything that looks revolutionary m mem:and Daw Crockett, sends men to Jail for playing cards, or drink at the growth and tremendous strength of the progressive movement. They
see old time members of both parties breaking away from their allegiance ROYAL THEATER ATThey are quoted from the speech of Theodore RooBevelt which he delivereding: in public. The murder business has moved to New York. Where police
and cannot tell how far reaching the defection Is going to be.at Chicago. NEW WESTMINSTER
WRECKED BY DV.VAMITE..
men and courts are most numerous, where society is most settled, where
; crime should be least, murder walks abroad by daylight as It never did in the The Cincinnati Enquirer, the old, d democratic paper says, in0
an edlorlalTHE ERROR THEV MAKE.mining town, safe for brief periods.The cause? "The regular republican organization, as was proved last June in Chi Robbers Blew Safe and Laid Money
"The formation of new parties Is not novel in tne uniiea siaien. r.v;i cago, is under command of experienced, aggressive, skilled, artistically efIt lies In the kind of government New York has for so long been cursed fective leaders, men who only seek results, not arguments or explanations,With. Crime attracts criminala. A criminal class breeds and multiplies.
Bare But Were 8o Frightened They
Fled Without Taking Loot.
New Westminster, B. C, Aug. 12.
campaign sees one or more of them. Generally they are the product of some
indlvdual's effort, but seldom, if ever, has there been an instance where
the one man has been able to dominate the resulting organization as will be
and Colonel Roosevelt has always risen to meet every political difficulty
that has blocked his progress."
No community wants such conditions. New York does not. But New
York is not a community. For generations our greatest city
has been held helpless In the grip of two corrupt machines the e the case here."
- After shattering the safe in the RoyalIt looks like utter demoralization In the old organizations.
0The above auotatlon from an eastern standpat paper shows tne errorreDubllcan machine, and the Tammany crowd in the city. Both have Been theater with charges ofI
the strength of which was evi--machines of criminals. Not murderers, but followers of the game of big under which the supporters of the old organizations are laboring. The
one
man's party does not hold conventions attended by eleven hundred delegates. It requires too, a remarkable quality
of optimism, or blindness, on the
dently underestimated safe blowersnort nf tha nroRlHpnt. tn rierlflrA that "the republican partv has notgraft. The loot has been the streets, the wharves, and the franchises and with every state in the Union representea. TJie "one or more new parueo
changed." Had it not changed, there would not be In Chicago during the were 80 frightened last night by thecontracts of the state and the city. mentioned as organized In "every campaign ' have never been strong enougfl nr...ni wool, lovn hunrtpon rieloMtAa forming a nw nartv. Had the srreat "eavy explosion tney am not take tneHonesty (has been in eclipse. Big graft has needed little graft for the to meet in a national convention with a delegate attendance greater than
nay of the smaller fry. Protection to gambling and prostitution is a neces organization held fast to its original tenets there would be no progressive or-- m? ine5r wh'cn l"? In Plain sight. Fire-
gantzatlon today. It is the fact that it has changed that has awakened the ,"""""u l"" i"s'u was extra-that of either one of the old parties and to build up a state organizationin every commonwealth. The new parties have never been able to assem-
ble a new set of men. fresh from the people, free from old entanglements
sary part of the system for how else are the city workers to be rewarded.
And when police, gamblers, bawdy house keepers, street railway grafters,
team railway grafters, tariff grafters, trust grafters, smugglers and their
Amerlran- neonle. It is the fact that it has changed that it is to be decisive- - 5"'" "iiuuut uiucu uamage.
i h, i v...nw Tt ic n oiint nf tn tapt that it h. rhano-A- 1 no theater is located only twoand alliances, bent on the upbuilding of an organization that recognizeslike are all leagued together to loot a great city, a greater state, and a good that it is facing today an utter repudiation by an aroused and indignant peo- - bloc8 ,rom tDe Pllce etation and an
. equal distance from the bank of Mon- -only a square government deal and with a desire only to uphold the rightspart of the greatest nation in the world, the mere trifle of human slaughter between individuals and between the individual and the government.
cannot be allowed to stand in the way of the business. We are optimlBts," declared Mr. Taft as he accepted the nomination ' oKumer rouuerThe progressive movement is not a one man's movement in sny sense of
stolen for him at Chicago. Surely Mr. Taft needs all the optimism he has '"' i.uuu.They are looking for the men higher up in the Rosenthal case. Let
them go to Belmont, Morgan, Ryan, Richard Croker, Bill Barnes and George In Mo ...t.m fa fa,.o nt tha TtroaoTlt Xllflt. WhAfA t)A flnflft tilB I OIHCCI lAtf HELD UP.the word. The fact that the ensemble of the great- Chicago convention
was
new proves the very force of the strength of the movement and that It Is
v,!lnanhi7 frin, whtoh h. nravua 'hi. nntlmlam It la rilfflf-lll- t tn dlRC.nvr nn- - Chicago, III., Aug. 12. A streetW. Aldrldoe. They are the men higher up. Thurlow Weed and Boss Tweea not the result of a disappointment to one man or a few men, nut a tremenwere the men higher up. The men who have kept the people of the city of less it Is in a kind Providence which has graciously taken care of him up to noId UP aai tne robblngo f passenger
this time, and which he hopes will not desert him In his hour of great need. on a crowded street car netted ban- -dous uprising
that will not down. Had the convention been composed, evenNew York from governing themselves, who have balked democracy through in part, of the old leaders and bosses of the old organizations, the argumentthe Rube legislators of tbe rural districts and the swashbucklers of Tarn. Amone other cheerful thoughts given voice by the president are these: '"",0 tuB" s," loaay.used by tbe standpat Journals would apply, but it is futile and unavailing
many Hall are the men higher up. They have made murder so safe in New "The republican party does not believe that human nature, has changed; Four robbers boarded a Western
"We fi.vor the greatest good to the greatest number, but we do not believe avenue car, covered the passengersunder the
conditions as they actually exist.York city that no skill is needed in it, no darkness, no mask, no caution. It Proeressivlsm is not but a determined demand for
that tis can be accomplished by minimizing the rewards of individual effort I with revolvers and escaped after tak-n- r
hv in.rino-in-- , nr Ho.t rnvin tho Haht nf iiroiiArtv.'' 'T'& 31 a watch from the conduc- -
Is simple as the killing operations at Armour's.
0 equity and probity. It Is not a party of today but a party of perpetuity,
will have a permanent place in American political life.
Collier's Weekly has many editorials on courts and lawyers that are The "right of property" of which Mr. Taft is so solicitous can only be
tor-
- Several passengers, among whom
that property which is the possession of his masters. It does not have ref- - re wmn, were forced to give up
orence. it is Dresumable. to the little property of mill hands or those people trielr lwelry. A, C. Thumm, owner
Another text In our creed:
0
worthy of consideration. Here is one:
Another text In our creed is this: The elimination of the middleman
In Iho ,mmn ntolk. nf llfo xuhnoa IntArastR haVA nnt annABlnd tn thn Tafi 01 a Chain Of cigar Stores, Was Ohok- -n Imperative step toward reducing the present high cost of living. There
"This is not the day of giants among lawyers. There are too many
time-serve- among the profession, and their influence has been baneful.
Perhaps If we had greater Judges we would have greater lawyers. The really nniiHneAnt to anv noticeable extent. The minimizing of the rewards of
in- - eu ,IUO unconsciousness and robbed
should be legislation to bring the producer and tha consumer closer together. Hiirfi vttnM nnnhtioa. ii.i rofnronpA tn thnsA iinfilnsh effnrta tn irohhlA of WOO and Jewelry valued at 1500.Wherever Investigation discloses that any particular tariff schedule In
everything in sight and hold it, as has been the custom of those who have by. nree men " th north side. Thecreases the cost of living, such duty should be reduced.
enirlnAArAd thB renomlnation of President Taft. .vuubis-0
0The question of the negro and his relationship to the progressive move JOHN DANIELS THROWNThe New Mexican congratuInteB the Fosters on the enterprise they arement has been widely discussed. It Is summed up about this way: While
great Judge admires the lawyer of spirit and Independence. Justice rarely
flows from men of small minds."
This question of Judges and lawyers has come into unusual prominence
within the last few years, but we are not prepared to admit that it is not a
day of great lawyers. The great questions of government and of statesman-
ship have changed In character, and there is less chance today for a great
lawyer to display his gifts. Our courts of this day are filled with that class
of cases that are more commercial In cnaraeter than they were In former
years, in the day of our early struggles; the day that brought men like Web
displaying In publishing the New Mexico Magazine, mentioned elsewhere, andthe republican party accepts negroes from the south and practically keeps IN BASTILE WHILE
IN ALBUQUERQUE.we wish for them an abundant and gratifying success in the venture,them from the northern delegations, and while tbe democrats bar the colored
0man entirely, the progressives will invite and encourage colored men in the
Clerk at Montezuma Hotel Nownorth to Join the party and in the south will leave their standing to the local Evidently the senate Is too busy with other matters IKas) to take up so
ster to the front. The questions then were more questions of human rlghti trivial a thing bb the U. S. marshalshlp for New Mexico.organizations for settlement
0 0and they were more appealing In character and more spectacular in effect
Threatens to 8ue Duks City For
Falsa Imprisonment,
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 12, John
President Taft says he will not countenakee any coalition with the pro An edict from the New York police Is that all unmuzzled dogs must beBut, with the same questions for consideration it Is fair to presume that great
lawyers and great Judges would rise to meet the emergencies. Tbe present shot. That will be easy. Shooting In New York city, whether it's dogs or
tendency la again toward the lights of individuals, the human tide of govern gamblers, is no trick at all.
gressives In Ohio. "Nobody asked you," seems appropriate as a quotation
Just there. If the president bas many more withdrawals from his state ticket
or from his state committee, be wont have much of anything to offer in the
way of coalition. His forces seem to be too badly shattered to get even a
Daniels, clerk at the Mbntezuma hotel
in Santa Fe, was arrested here on
what was supposed to be the request
mental Hfe, and It should bring Into prominence once more, tbe great lawyer o
Senator Root declares that Taft's nomination is 99 pure, It wouldand the great Judge.
It is not pleasant to think that In any department of life, we are degen line up of his own.
0-- be Interesting to see Dr. Wiley's analysis on that.
of the Santa Fe police on a charge
that he had smashed up a rig belong- -erating and our lawyers are men of "smaller minds. If in a certain degen
If Governor Wilson should be elected president he cannot expect to keep nrvan i,a. nnntrihntd 11.000 to the Wilson camDaiim fund. Why don't ln8 to a Santa Fe livery concern. Af-eracy in great governmental ideals, we have slipped back a little, it does not
mean that we will not recover. It some of our Judges have been caught In himself so aloof from rows and factions as he Is now attempting to do. Ho it that way? ler uel "au spent tnirty-sl- loursh iv. . lrtnr or two. and Day. . - - .B D,J 1l.l I. A 1nis very coy Just at present and doing the diplomatic act; but should he act--this seeming backward movement, It does not mean that they bave alb degen
ually land in the White House lie will find that the mailed fist will be the i ,tormeln la the latest. Now if the needless inventor would e that the Santa Fe police did not
Duly thing that will tame the multitude. want him. He was then released.
erated in ability nor sense of Justice. We believe that in the great struggle
ahead of u for a of an equitable relationship between the
people and corporative power that the lawyers and the courts will not be
turn bis attention to grapes. Daniels Is now threatening suit0
An eastern man wants his marriage annulled on the ground that hislacking In fairness, Justice and patriotic Impulse which is so necessary for Woodrow Wilson says he will not Interfere with any rows in the demowife is deaf and dumb. There are occasions where that might be groundsan equitable alignment of rights between opposing beliefs or antagonistic
against the city for false Imprison-
ment, He Is good and angry and bas
emploj'tl an attorney. .cratic party. Woodrow's optimism Is as touching as Tafts.for marriage rather than divorce. oforces.
0 0
Some magazine writer In an attempt to say something new, writes There aro said to be 14,000 patents
Issued In this country covering the
manufacture ol shoes. If only some inventive genius woum invent someThe straw vote may not be indicative of much, but Individual action Is. Woman is not a personality, but a symbol." That fellow will see it differ-
thing that would bring down the cost.
. 0untly after he' married.C. R. Barnes, editor
of the extension division- department In the University
of Minnesota and formerly editor In chief of the St. Paul Pioneer-Pres-s Is
WOUNDED BATTLE8HIP
IS PROCEEDING TO
DRY DOCK FOR REPAIRS.
Newport, R. I Aug. 10. Convoyed
0
Tha manner In which Governor Stubbs of Kansas, laid Senator Curtisout for Roosevelt, The local Interest In this is that Mr. Barns Is the grand A New York paper says that Eleanor Glyn was presented at court recent- -
away In the senatorial contest was one of those trivial acts that occur infather of the secretary of the Chamber of Commerce In Santa Fe; while y. It did not state wnetner it was tne royal court or tne police court and if
the latter, did she get "three weeks" or a fine. politics not trivial to Senator standpat Curtis, nowever.0 by the flagship Missouri, the battle-
ship Nebraska, which was damaged
tbe public interest is mat tnis veteran carried a torch in the campaign of
1866; attended the "Under the Oaks" at Jackson, Michigan republican con-
vention and has been a Mfe long member of the republican party. His Join
0
The idea of tlncle Sam asking John Bull how to handle his cannl evi The progressive platform Is broad enough and strong enough for any- - laBt night by striking an uncharted
body to stand on, and a constantly increasing number of American people are Uboal off Point Judith Is proceeding atdently was not popular with the senate. Nor would It be with the American
climbing on. "la five point knot up the coast todaypeople.
o to dry dock at the Charlestown navy
There Is an eight million dollar bean crop In California this year. Abal yard. The Nebraska left the practice
0
The ice trust has agreed to open its books to the government. That
ing the progressive movement is fun of significance.
0 .
The theory advanced a few weeks ago by some progressives that the
only sure way to defeat Taft was to vote for Wilson Is fast being shattered.
More and more Is the fact impressing Itself on the voters of the country
that the Roosevelt strength Is growing with tremendous rapidity and that
every progressive can best serve the principles for which we are fighting,
by voting for the progressive candidate for president, Theodora Roosevelt,
Who cares where (he price of meat soars to. grounds off Block Island yesterday rlooks like a cold day for somebody.
0
A bare runs sixty feet a second. The presidential candidates should go
0 ' " - , Charlestown. Last night the Missouri
It must be an awful humiliation now for Just a common criminal to be I was dispatched from ibere to go to
arrested by a New York policeman, ber aid.and get a few lessons from the hare,
)t
THE OLD SOLDIERS tZVXXX. SCHOOL OF ARCHAEOLOGY has Issued a neat little booklet anDAILY DOINGS nouncing the work that will be done! NEW MEXICANS BUYOF LONG AGO ATDENING iiy thla Institute from August 19 toe7n;.rraadded Z EM INTERESTING LECTURES August 31. The Institute will be held
In the high school building, and Supt.
huvou loMuns vuuiu uvb mgu, uuuer- -
ally they came In to the scout serv-
ice with the most miserable looking
Demlng, N. M., August 8. Jesus a. raylor Is announced aa InstituteDr. Hewett began the lectures for Delgado, who was seriously stabbed ,.,,led them to build markets among the
temples. BasalUca borrowed from Prof. W. T. ofhorse In the world and went out with Wednesday with a talk upon the Pal
As stated some time ago In this pa-
per we would glv a brlet synopsis
of tome of the bodiea lately removed
from the Fort Wlngate cemetery to the
Notional cemetery at Santa Fe, N. M.
In the back last Saturday by Orozto ,h K I, ,,T.;j.u... Z.;,' -
POSTAL BONDS
APPLICATION IS MADE FOR BLOCKS OF
SECURITIES BY RESIDENTS OF NEW
STATE
a "Maud 8." ce of the Governors, on the north Ponce, Krew worse this morning .nd w, vlglt tn! tne ?nte7est ofArthur O'Nell Is also among those lde ot the P'aza. He pointed out the " " """i""" " aer cultural avian.inn ,i, o..i.removed, lie was one of those old 'act that the building was used even the greeks, were built In the marketplace. Here law courts were held,business transacted and here the loaf-
ers lounged through the sunny after-
noons.
About this time the struggle be
operation. It Is feared that be will Superintendent Alvan N. White Mrs
not survive the wound. T. B. n-
- n ,d dj J 'Wan Brothers are digging 160 sacks Mexico Unlver.lrv.' n or r n.
Most notable among tbem wai "Old
' Washy" an old Navajo squaw, who at
one time saved Fort Wlngate, or Its
garrison from being massacred, All
the troopi were out In the Held after
hostile Indians, and only a tew mem-
bers left back for guard duty, the sick
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Inforof Irish potatoes to the acre in their son of the New Mexico College oftruck garden near Demlng. Agriculture and Mechanlo Arr- - nr r mation made public today by Post
time soldiers that could be depended before the coming of the Spaniards,
on at any time, and who had had serv- - which is proved by finding puddled
ed under General E. A, Carr from the walls within the adobe walls when
first day be enlisted, and' he thought
' the building was remodelled a few
there was only one man in the army, years ago. The Spanish taught the
that was his colonel; well there were Indians to make adobe brick and
lots of others that thought so then, hence adobe brick walls can only date
and think so Btill today. But poor from the time of the Spanish r,
when his regiment the "Gal- - quest. Before that the Indians had
The following party left Demlng M. Light ot Sliver City Normal ahnni
tween the aristocrats and pleblans
began. In the beginning only aris-
tocrats could hold office but during
the struggle the pleblans gained con
master General Hitchcock shows that
DOStal aavlnpfl Itannaltnl-- In Vanriuesaay morning wun a wagon, one "r- - H. Roberta, of New Mexico
hack, nine saddle horse, cooks and N'ormal University, of East Las Vegas, I Mexico applied on July 1st for $2,- -trol and Cicero boasted that he wasIn the hospital and the wives of off-icers and soldiers. Then the Nava- - guide for a month's outing on the wl1' D Prestnt during the institute 680 of the third issue ot postal sar--the first pleblan to become counsel. west fork of the Gila: Herb Osmer. a"u ' instructive talk. nrf wIn the time of Julius Caesar themade only puddled wai.s, which were
made In the same way as the poured guide;
Nathan Oamer, cook; G. W. ture'- - Tna Institute la under the
Thoa. R. Taylor, Ed ernl uPelsion ot Miss Grace O.
W. B. King, M. A. Nordhaus, coun'y uperlntendent of public
Forum became so crowded that Cea-sa- r
bought ground near the marketcement walls ot today, using skins for
loping Sixth" left and he was left be-
hind it broke him all up and It la be-
lieved that he died from grief over
the departure of bis regiment.
There Is one monument at the San-
ta Fe National cemetery which speaks
for the love and loyalty of one soldier
Misses Elizabeth Waddlll, Margaret ',ucu,n'
rrom vl"m further Infor--
Jos were considered a hostile tribe,
and it seems that, learning that the
past was garrisoned by only a few,
they concluded to attack It while the
main garrison was absent on field
duty. Old Washy as she was ever af-
ter known had been doing the wash-
ing for some of the officers' ladies,
and being treated kindly by them
formed an affection for them strong
Moore, Louise and lone Hodgdon and . ,' " """"""ng the work of the
Ings bonds. Application for this
amount was made by 6 depositors and
It Is particularly Interesting to note
that more than $3,000 of the total
amount ot bonds applied for are those
In the registered form. Indicating
that they are being purchased aa a
permanent inveatment. Application
were received for 4 coupon bonds of
the 20 denomination and 2 ot the
1100. Of the registered bonds appli
the mud moulds.
After the arrival ot Onate In 1605
the Spanish began the reconstruction
ot the building, veneering the pud-
dled walls with adobe brick. The
Mrs. M. A. Nordhaus. ue secured.
h u Tov. in.ni uemmg, fy. M., Auk. i! rhfor another, Dennis O'Leary, company
"T" 92ri tnfnntrv Hlarf Anxll 1 1 am Falls, Idaho, Is 'introducing the cor- - 7!ilJ the.Dnln Real Estate and
and began the erection of the Basi-
lica Julia, which was completed by
Augustus. Julius Caesar was the first
to have a uniform plan for the build-
ings of the Forum.
The views of the Forum at pre-
sent look like pictures taken In a
marble yard to those whose Imagina-
tion can not reconstruct temples on
the ruins. Dr. Wilson told a story
In 1608 andand was burled In the llftla m t' Palace was completed rugatlng system of Irrigation Into the supplement the city water works, hascovered cemetery to the left of the UBea 07 si"""8" omciaia tor tne next Mlmbres valley. He has ten acres
tuiupieiea oy Messrs Sldev rj tnost. At Wlmrata hl frit,H .nrf h,,. '""'eniy-nv- e years, .ine wings ex. now In alfalfa under this Bystem, and cation was made for 14 of the 1100
er than tribal' connections to her. She
learned of this assault upon the fort,
and sneaked there after dark, went to
ome of her lady customers and In
ky had thought the world of Dennis he says It works perfectly In this valtended much further to the east andwest than the present building andand missed him very much, In fact, ley. Corrugations are made eighof a hurried American tourist who
ated by a 50 horse pa er
' Jklo,;ldenom,uatlon and 2 of the
18 inch American turbtn i lng a grand totaI of '2'400 ot the re"
stage, to deliver the water to onl8 r?d bnd'-o- f
the stand pine which l .v.m- - Wlth resP of the amount ot
he took It to heart and wandered Into In the "reat fortified Pa:ace all the teen Inches apart and four Inchestold his guide that he had time to deep across the field, and a sufficient
number ot corrugations are opened at
see only the monuments of Rome
five feetwhich are the most famous the won
the hills to be alone In his sorrow. spanlsl1 Population took refuge dur-H-
comrades remarked this and asi1"" times of Indian rebellions,
he was a fine young fellow and attend- - The Spanish were defeated In the
ed to his duties strictly, was a gen-- ' rebellion of 1680 and the Indians took
eral favorite. Still his wandering off possession of the Palace. This lasted
once to the feed-ditc- to accommo Judging from the ground and cwdate the entire head of water. Thederful church o. Saint Peter and theRoman Forum. The guide took the
bond applied for Albuquerque leads
the other cities of the state with 0
and following In order are Carls-
bad, tsfuo; Alamogordo, $500. The to-
tal amount on deposit In these cities
water trickles down the Irrigation acter of the water bearing gravel n.countered, c. J. Laughren, managertourist to the Forum first and after
formed them of what was to happen
next morning. Of course everybody
that could carry a gun was at once
erraed, and even some of the women
went on the hill, where the water
works are located now, to help defend
the post. At daylight sure enough
the Nnvajos were seen slowly com-
ing towards the post. When uhey
saw the large number of men, which
4 bey supposed they were, only seen
the guns glitter, they came to the con-
clusion that part of the regular garri
and subs out, this supplying the soil m me company, estimate th w
tnat way worried some of the rest of until 1693 when DeVargas reconquer-th- e
men, and they were beginning to led the land In the name of Spain,
bring this matter to the notice of Snanish BrnvnrnnrR then ncpnnlpri the
with moisture without wetting the Majr 31,1 w" " folIow": Albu- -well will have a capacity of 1500 al.ionsurface except in the corrugatlo.ns. iuu per minute. The water bearing ' ..lueir company commander. When palace until 1821 when the Mexican This savea loss of water from eva $1,714.strata are as follows: 65 to 57; 60 to
SO; 87 to 96; 103 to 124; 134 to 139,
making an aggregate of 50 feet of live
poration and also saves cultivation to
some extent. It also has the ad
one aay tnis young man came Into government took charge of It. Gen-th- equarters and requested Bome of eral Kearney captured it for thetie men there, to come out In the United States In 1846 and from thishills with him and bring in a monu-jtlm- e it has been occupied by Amer- -
vantage of allowing the irrigator to water bearing material.
the tourist had looked at the ruins
for a minute he said "Well now which
Is this?"
On the ruined shrines ot the god-
dess Vesta the Germans have planted
myrtle and laurel trees the myrtle
which was dedicated to Vesta and I be
laurel which was won so often by
Caesar. 'These trees add a note of
living decoration and beauty in the
once busy market place that was
built by men long since dead.
LECTURES FOR THURSDAY.
This is the third bond Issue since
the installation of the postal savings
system in this country. The first was
on J ily l, 19H, and the second on
January 1st ot this year. Compared
with applications In New Mexico on
January 1st, the date of the last con
run nis piant nay ana nignt as the charle. tmm. a neirrn. wfm ihnnnta mav h t,nth..f I - t B'
son had returned to the post during
the night and gave up their attempt
to invade the post. It being Christ-Uia- s
morning, everyone who knew her
u.U WD UlOl, IUUICU LUIUigUUUl
the night without the attention of the
been employed by J. A. Mahoney, as
porter, died In the local hosmtal thi
-- ... v.ul uUl vi sanusione ior ican governors,his old chum "Dennis." That monu- -
nient is at the National cemetery to- - ,At 'hres thlrty ln,the atterno' Dr- -
day and Is one of the tr,,t mork. &ave a most interesting lecture Irrigator. morning. Immes is the same negroHenry Meyer states that he cut wuo wae staobed in a fight a few
months ago. An autopsy was held tonine tons of alfalfa from five acres
011 Amerlcan architecture from thecomradeship and the real love that da!"1 of the pn8rlm libera to theone soldier bears for another, when up
two are thrown together, like those "8tctlon of the Flat Iron building last week, that being the third cut- - determine the cause of his death nnrfThursday Dr. Hewett took the
version, the number of the present
applications show an Increase. For
the previous bond Issue applications
were received from 2 depositors for
$400 of the bonds, ot which all were in
the registered form.
ting. Mr. Meyer's place Is on thestudents to the San Miguel church fortwo were, that was ever shown andl1" "ew IurK oaa- - laB B"aes 11
should be classed with Fred Remlns:-- ! luBtratlng tllis tallc Blowed our pub
tne pnysicians who made the exami-
nation state that bis death wae dueedge of town to the southwest.
ever after, greeted Old Washy with
her own greetings "Merry Christmas"
no matter whether that day was six
months gone or six months coming. At
fny rate Old Washy was a fixture at
Fort Wlngate from that date, up to
the day of her death.
Another character was "Benny
Green,'' a Navajo Indian, who while a
baby, fell In the fire, face first and the
scars left on this Indian disfigured
John R. Kibbey ot Chicago, Is hereton's "Bunky.1 solely by an abscess on hla liver jinrt
on business.
lie, private and memorial buildings In
all the periods ot their growth.
Dr. Alliot spoke especially ot the
A funeral took place at the ceme In no way was due to the wound he
received some two months ago.M. J. Frederick, of Paris, Texas, ishere looking for a location. u wellv of Pittsburg. Pa.. Is
tery Monday afternoon and was at-
tended by a large number of the mem-
bers of the G. A. R. who came to lay
to rest the remains of a member of
architecture of the southwest and San-
ta Fe. He urged that the architecture C. C. Parker of El Paao Is here on prospecting here this week.business,
the morning walk and lecture. He
explained that long before the coming
of the Spaniards Santa Fe had been
occupied as an Indian pueblo. In fact
some authorities claim that the site
had been abandoned at least one hun-
dred years previous to Onate's con-
quest. This desertion may have been
due to drouth or other mauradlng In-
dian tribes coming up from tbe south.
Santa Fe had two sites at that time,
the larger town occupying the present
Fort Marcy and the smaller the sec
J. S. Vaught, of Fulton. Mis., after
HAITIAN EXILE' ARE
HUGELY PLEASED THAT
PRESIDENT WAS BURNED.
Colony Residing In Jamaica For
Health Plana to Return to Negro
Republio Soon and Reside In
Peace,
Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 10. Haiti
hiui so, that he was beyond doubt the
ugliest Indian ever seen by anyone.
His mouth was actually stretched from
R. Barrier, of ML Pleasant, Texas,
Is here looking for a location.
spending week here Investigating
has decided to locate here.
His family will Join him shortly. Mr.
here should conform to the surround-
ings and the historical Betting of the
place. He emphasized the charm of
the unique Santa Fe and showed how
essential it was to keep the modern
ear to ear, without any Intermission H. C. Cooper, of Fort Worth, Tex
and when he laughed, which he gen as, arrived in Demlng Tuesday morn Vaught will practice law here.
this camp, James M. Lucas, late pri-
vate company "I" 121 Ohio Infantry,
and who wa discharged at Washing-
ton, D. C, on the eighth day of June,
1863. Mr. Lucas was a well known
pioneer of Santa Fe; he died last
Thursday but owing to the request of
his daughter who lives In California
to await her arrival the funeral was
ing and will spend several days here R. W. Osborn, and son. of Roseland.common place out of the Ancient city.erally did, not only his front and eyeteeth were visible, but everyone of an exiles here are Jubilant over theon business. La., are visiting Harry Bixier, Mr.
Osborn'g brother-in-law- . Mr n.his back mollars. But this was not E. P. Reldy of Lorain, Ohio, stop-tion around the old church. The set-
tlement on Fort Marcy was called
Greek temples, colonial mansions and
modern villas are beautiful In their
proper environment but In Santa Fe
the only appropriate and therefore
his remarkable point. Anyone com pea on nere on nis return trom tne born is engaged In the mercantile anding to Benny with a lead pencil, and Elks' convention to visit Dr. M. J.Kwapogue, which means the place of
a piece of paper would be met half not neio untlli today, A. V. N. Moran.tine shell bead people near the water,
turn of events in Haiti. For months
plans were being laid In Jamaica for
the overthrow of General Le Conte,
and It la aaid his death is the direct
result of an intrigue between a group
of Haitians now in Kingston and com-
patriots in Port Au Prince.
The Haitian colony is preparing to
return to the republic
while the Capitol Hill site was called A. W. Peay of Carlsbad, Is here to
farming at Roseland and he announc-
es that as oon as te Is able to close
out his business and dispose of his
Interests in Louisiana he will return
immediately and locate In Demlng.He is very much pleased with the op--
Analso, the little place across the wa locate.
only beautiful type of architecture Is
the Spanish plan.
In the evening Dr. Hewett gave a
short talk on the Rito de los Frijoles
where the school will go Into camp
ter. All Indian towns took thjeir H. H. Jacobs received 2200 volts of
MUSSULMEN SLAUGHTER
UNARMED CHRISTIANS
WHILE TURKS LOOK ON.
Bombs Are Thrown Into Market Place
electricity this afternoon, having gotnames from Important tribes or a pe-
culiar feature of the surrounding ten his shoulder accidentally against portunitles which are presented inthe last two weeks In August. He ex country. These names given to San the wires in bis motor house. He tn section.
ta Fe were Aztec and were probablyt uskup and Then Knives and plained for the benefit of the strang-ers that the Rito de Iob Frijoles survived the shock, and says he feelsGuns Are Freely Used to Complete as well as ever except for two holes DENVER GIRL RAVISHEDbrought by the traders, for the Aztecs
themselves did not come as far north
way, and in a short time this Indian
who never had any education, would
sit down and with pencil and paper
reproduce a copy of a railroad engine,
and we have seen very few white men
wiho took engineer drawing as a study
who could do any better. At one time
while sitting at the railroad depot at
Wlngate, a new pattern of an engine
passed through and while It stopped
there for some time, Benny noticed
the difference In the new engine and
the old ones he had drawn for years.
He sat down and made a copy of his
engine, and then went up to the en-
gineer of the new pattern, and In-
formed him that his engine was all
tne work.
as Santa Fe.
THEN MURDERED AND HER
CLOTHING TORN FROM BODY.
burnt into his shoulder about a half
Inch deep. His motor was running at
the time he got against the wires andUskup, European Turkey, Aug. 10. The first authentic account that wehave of the settlement of Santa Fe
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy,
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co.'a medicines for many years says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no equal, and is
the one cough medicine I can recom-
mend as containing no narcotics or
other harmful properties." The gen-
uine la a yellow package. For sale
by all druggists.
Details of the massacre of Bulgarians
meant Bean brook in English and was
a deep canon twenty miles directly
west of Santa Fe twenty miles by
air line altho' the trip over the road
Is a good thirty-fiv- e miles. The slides
of the Rito were very good and gave
some idea of the sheer five hundred
feet ot wall on the north side of the
his contact with the same killed the Police Are Looking For Man Whois In Onate's Journal in whldh he
motor, showing that he received theDy Mussulmans August 2 at Kotsoha-na- ,fifty miles southwest of here,
Killed Pretty Teacher In Brute Like
Fashion Head Crushed With Stonefull 2200 volts.
PORTALES POINTERS.
speaks of passing through "Inhabited
country" near here. He went north
into Chamlta and returned to Santa
Fe in 1605, establishing a settlement
show the butchery lasted three hours
and that more than 140 Bulgarians Denver, Colo., Aug. 10. The hodvwere klliled. The trouble beean with Portalea, N. M., Aug. 8. Roosevelt
county received the heaviest rain ofwrong and showed him where the mlB- here.the pYnlnnlnn nf a KnmH nn i.n.j ot Miss signa Calizen, about 25 yearsold, was found in a clump of weeds
cation. At the base of the almost
vertical wal are the caves which
were the homes of'prehlBtorlc peoples
In the Later the- - people
AN OFFICIAL COUNTtakes were in building the new en-e- i market square. Five Bulgarians Coronado held bis winter camp at the season last night. Local show in Aurora, a suburb of Denver, todayPecos sometime before this and theand Blx other persons were killed. ers have been falling for several daysgine. ine smallest cnange on any
engine would come under his notice by D. A. Talcott. Apparently themission churches there and at JemezFive minutes later, a second bomb ex moved from the caves, which were over the county, and the splendid
rain of last night, which covered theand be would not hesitate to go up must have been built a short time beploded in the same place, causing
NECESSARY IN KANSAS.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. Sen-
ator Curtis returned to Washington
today with the prediction that it
would take an official county to de
not exactly spacious dwellings and
built themselves a hugh communal
young woman had been murdered by
a blow that crushed her skull. Her
stockings had been tied around her
to the engineer and call his attention fore the church of San Miguel, whichfurther fatalities. Soon afterward, entire county, will Insure crops. The
was probably built in the year 1630.house on the level land In the bot late crops will be pushed rapidly byto the fact. Numerous engineers ofthe old A., T. & S. F. have copies of
Musulmen appeared armed with guns,
revolvers, knives and clubs, and car--
neck and a cloth stuffed In her mouthThe mission churches In Pecos and the fine season.tom of the canon. The slides show
that three-fourth- s of this immense Jemez were the first established In The Roosevelt county normal which
Bennies Green's engines yet in their
tomes. Outside of an engine Benny
cide whether he or Governor Stubbs
had carried the republican senatorialthe United States, antedating those
supposedly with the Idea of prevent-
ing the possibility of an outcry. Miss
Calizen Is said to have been assaulted
before the murder.
community house has been excavat
of California. Since the churches of primary In Kansas. The official count
lx to be had August 15.
ed. VleWB of the many white tents
along the "bean brook" show what a
is now In session is being largely at-
tended. The county having the
greatest number of schools among
the several counties of the state. It
Fecos and Jemez are only ruined wallB The authorities have no clue to theat the present time, we are correcthappy and beautiful camp the school in saying that San Miguel Is the old 'I was cured of diarrhoea by oneholds there each August.
rled out a wholesale butchery, Turk-
ish officials looking on.
Later on Turkish troops arrived
but Instead of arresting the Mussul
men, they made a house to house
search for Bulgarians, many of whom
they drove to prison with their hands
bound.
All were Christians. One hundred
and forty dead bodies were found,
more than a hundred being piled up
In the court yardi of the Bulgarian
Identity of the murderer. Miss Cailzen
who was a music teacher was last
seen last night when she left the
est church In America.The audlen ' was large and atten
has the largest number of teachers.
The number of teachers attending the
Institute now numbers nearly one
hundred and is dally increasing. The
In the afternoon Dr. Wilson lecturtive last night but there were no
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
ani" Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Gebhwdt, Oriole, Pa . There Is noth-
ing better. For sale by all dealers.
ed upon the Palatine Hill and the Sac home of William Goodsell, In Aurora,
to take a street cat for Denver.spectators present who showed red Way in Home. The Palatine Hill
could not draw the figure "2.'" When
asked where his father was, he had
none, "Where is your mother," I had
no mother, being questioned closer
how he came on earth, he would re-
ply, "My aunt and me came on an
engine."
Another Is "Jack the Silversmith",
a Navajo Indian who had seen a sol-
dier at some time mending watches
for his comrades, or others In the post,
taking a liking to the business and
"with the rudest tools, would make
some of the most unique articles ever
manufactured by one of our city Jew-
elers. Fur instance he would take
last two weeks will enlarge the atkeener interest In the lectures and
the pictures on the screen than the is tne most desirable residence por tendance to more than last year
four Indians sitting in the back row. which was considerably over onechurch. Much looting was done. ORCHARD HAS RELIGIONJulian and his friends come from
tion of the city but is entirely owned
by the government now and occupied
by imposing public buildings. In the
days when Rome was the mistress of
the world there were many temnleB
Professor Frank Caroon of the NorSan Ildefonso and are probably as In AND SORRY FOR MURDEROne of the most common ailmentsthat hard working people are" afflicted terested in the school of AmericanArchaeology as any of the board of mal University, at Las Vegas, lecturedat the Methodist church last night to
a large crowd.regents. The three squaws were very
built upon this hill to the gods. Ex-
cavators have unearthed shrines to
Jupiter Victor, Victory the Maiden,
Harry Orchard now serving a lifeJudge G. L. Reece has gone to Oklapicturesque and their bright red
shawls added a gay note in the aud sentence for lh3 ::,urder of twenty
with Is lame back. Apply Chamber-
lain's Liniment twice a day and mas-
sage the parts thoroughly at each ap-
plication, and you will get quick re-
lief. For sale by all dealers.
homa for a few days' trip. He will
visit several points before returning six people during a 3erles of dynamit
Victory, Apollo, and many others. It
was upon this hill that Augustus
lived; buying the residence of the
orator Hortensius. The emperor Ti--
about the middle ot the month. lng outrages ot the miners of Colo- -
ience. These squaws are the pot-
tery makers who exhibit their art for
the "gringo salados" In the day time nemlne. N. M.. Aue. 10. The fun-an- d Idaho during a strike a num
and exchange the courtesy of listen
two quarters, silver, beat them with
small hammer on a petit anvil, Into
such shape as would represent the
two sides of a canteen, these sides
lie would put together in Buoh a man-
ner as to make the entire article w-
ater tight. I have one now, that has
been made by him and for over ten
years has held some German Eau de
Cologne. Then he would take a ten
cent piece and out of each piece
bertus, not being satisfied with this eral of Brent Taylor, the r old ber of years ago, has written to Chaa.
son of Supt. J. B. Taylor, was held A. Slringo, cowboy detective here,ing to the white man's discourse at
TEXAS REPUBLICANS
SPLIT WIDE OPEN.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 12. The repub this morning, Rev. H. M. Bruce offlcl-
- telling him that he has at last found
simple residence, built an elaborate
palace on the northern side of the
hill. Still later, Nero built his fa
night. It would be interesting to know
Just what they thought of the lec-
tures, wouldn't it? Of course the
I know a great deal of it from bit-
ter experience, and I have no hesit-
ancy in fully believing the rest. And
now Mr. Slringo I have proven be-
yond the possibility of a doubt, that
there is nothing in this life that will
bring real lasting peace, without we
have a full knowledge of sins for-
given. Even at our best and most
prosperous times the pleasures of this
world pass away, and leaves our
minds unsatisfied. But I thank God
that He has provided a remedy for
all mankind. I am not sorry that I
paid the price, while it has left me a
prisoner for life, and If I have to
spend It all behind these walls I am
not sorry that I made a clean breast
atlng. He died yesterday morning af- - comiort m religion. The letter, Mr.
ter an ooeration for appendicitis. Slringo saya Is a remarkable one Inmous "Golden House'' here.
lican state executive committee meet-
ing today split after a heated resolu- -
tlnn nvttr tha rt o,nfA flint.. Pearl E. Windsor and W. T. Butler many respects when the bloodthirstyThe Roman's knowledge of archi
'"I th '"lk ' b!B Cha!n f' man Cecil Lyon. Members of the Taft were married yesterday aiternoon. nature or tne Marry urcnara oi a tew
years ago Is considered.They will reside in Demlng. Mr. Butfaction protested against the rulings
of Mr. Lyon because of his activities ler Is In the employ of the Santa Fe
company.
tecture, and more especially the build-
ing of arches and the use of concrete,
made their building the wonder of
the world. Their walls were built so
strongly and with such thick bases
that it was Impossible to build domes
without the supporting pillars, whicn
the Greeks found necessary in their
constructions.
C. L. Arqullles and Miss Refugio
Ponce, daughter of Colonel Ponce of
in behalf of Theodore Roosevelt.
Shortly afterward the executive
committee decided the suestlon. Sep-
arate meetings were (held. Each
claimed a victory.
the canteen. His bracelets made out
of a half dollar, always winding up
with a snake head for end, were very
pretty. He was for some time a
scout for the United States govern-
ment, bo were Klnl-nay- , San Juan,
one of the meanest Indians that ever
lived, Washeson, Jose Chavez, Tippy
Cleggan, Henry RoBenow, all theie'
were burled while serving as Bcouts
of all that awful life, for I never could
have come to a merciful and loving
Saviour without that confession. I am
very sorry for all the suffering and
The Sacra Via ran through the ForDr. C. H. Ellsworth, Dentist. 16
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., ' saysfor the government at Wlngate and um, Just below the Palatine Hill andwas the principal street of the Forum. misery that I have caused others, butlater brought here to the National Foley Kidney Pills gave him immedl- - In time this became a great commercemetery. Every troop of cavalry ate relief and strengthened him won-the- n
In Arizona or New Mexico had derfully. "I have been bothered with cial street for tftiere Is mention in the
ancient accounts of the Jewelers of
Mr. Slringo, who was Orchard's
guard during the trial ot Moyer, Hay-
wood and Pettlbone, miners and offi-
cials of the Western Federation, be-
came well acquainted with Orchard
and was largely instrumental In
securing a confession from him.
In hla letter, Orchard tells of the
gift of a typewriter and a fine turn-
ing lathe from former Adjutant Gen-
eral Wells of Colorado. It will be
recalled that Orchard, during the
trial, admitted that he blew up the
Adjutant General's residence with
dynamite In an effort to kill Wells.
The house was demolished but Wells
escaped serious injury because a por-
tion ot the dynamite did not explode.
Orchard also admitted having dy-
namited the residence of Governor
Steunenberg of Idaho, killing him. He
also dynamited the Independence Co-
lorado depot and also killed a
detective. In all he killed 26
the Sacred Way.
The plan of the city was cut in re
aa for myself, It is the only brave
thing that I ever did. There Is not
many of the officers here now that
were here when you was here. Mr.
Ackley is the Deputy Warden. I will
send you a bnish after a while. I
put In my spare time making
brushes, bridles and bridle bits and
a few other little articles. I have
been able In this way to send the
dear wife and little girl several hun
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me Immediate relief end
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
pleased to recommend their use."
For sale by all druggists.
ten of these fellows attached to them
as trailers and scouts, and while they
were very good at tracking anything,
they could never be relied upon. The
government used to pay them a sol-
dier's pay, 40 cents per day for use
lief In marble, and this forms an au-
thentic record for the reconstruction
pictures ot the Rito were familiar to
them and they understood the ex-
planations of their friend, Dr. He-
wett, but what do you buppobo was
their impression when they saw the
pictures of the ruins of the Roman
Forum and heard of the luxury of the
Caesars?
Dr. Wilson's lecture was one of
Intense Interest to the rest of the
audience at any rate for his explana-
tions of that wonderful ruin were
so clear and direct that his audience
had a vivid picture of the happenings
in the Forum. We climbed over fal-
len arches and neglected shrines, in
and out of Jails, to the tops of
churches and hills for a bird's-ey-
view of the whole Forum, gazed at
the beautiful columns of the temple
ot CaBtor and Pollux, saw the broken
statues in the House ot the Vestal
Virgins, and Instead of being weary
and footsore after such a pilgrimage,
we found ourselves still seated In the
comfortable chairs we had taken at
eight o'clock and only refreshed by
the keen Interest in such a talk.
Dr. Wilson gave a brief summary
of the hlBtory of the Forum before
showing the slides. In the early days
primitive peoples lived on the hills
and in the valleys of Rome. In time
they built shrines to their dletles, as
the shrines ot the Water Nymph in
the valley which Is now called the
forum. There are many legends con-
nected with this valley such bb the
story ot the Pope of the Savlne
the Orozco forces, were married in
Demlng by Justice L. L. Browning at
the court house.
F. D. Gosner and Carl R. Pugh are
opening a clvh engineering office in
the new Baker building.
Elizabeth Copper and her brother,
H. C. Copper, of Ft. Worth, Texas,
were In Demlng two days the fore
part of the week. Miss Cooper filed
on a desert and a homestead claim
east and northeast of town.
Miss Mtnelma Brown, of Austin,
Texas, Is visiting A. H. Donaldson and
fr.mliy on their farm near Hondale.
She is a sister of Morton Brown who
also resides In the vicinity of Hon-
dale.
John M. McTeer and wife and son.
.lack, returned from a two months
visit to relatives In Virginia yester-
day.
Judson Summers purchased of the
Demlng Real Estate and Improvement
Company three lots in block DQ this
week; Mr. Hnrdee and Mr. Hasson,
both of Louisiana, also purchased lots
In block DP. These gentlemen intend
to erect residences In the near fu
cf the temples and public buildings
in the Forum, that market place
which waa the center of political pow-
er In the entire world for over one
thousand years. dred dollars, for which I am veryBERNALILLO COUNTY IS
IN ROOSEVELT COLUMN
or more persons during the labor
war.
The letter to Mr. Slringo Is es fol
lows:
Boise, Idaho,- July 9, 1912.
ITALIAN FIREWORKS
BLOW UP FIVE.
Auburn, N. Y., Aug. 13. Five are
dead as a result ot explosions of fire-
works which were being prepared In
the Italian colony today for a cele-
bration of the feast of the assumption
by the congregation of the church of
St. Francis dl Asslssl. The dad are:
Coslmo D. Carlelengo of Falrview, N.
J., manufacturer of the Are works;
Mrs. Mary Cheche and three children,
Emma, age 11, Armando age 9, and
Carmela, age 7 years.
Fire Chief Marshal Coneybear Is
Chas. A. Slringo,
thankful.
Tell me if you use a full spade bit.
I make some pretty nice ones and will
send you one. I have not heard from
Mr. McParland for some time. He
has been very good to me and to the
dear wife and little girl. He has sold
a lot of articles for me. Mr. Wells
has never forgotten me either. He
gave me a fine Typewriter several
years ago, and Inst winter gave me
a fine lathe, that cost $260.00. Thank-
ing you from the bottom of my heart
for your kind remembrance of me, I
am
Very respectfully yours,
HARRY ORCHARD.
Box 5S.
Santa Fe, NT. M.
Dear Friend:ture.
Albuquerque, N. M'., Aug. 9. Ber-
nalillo county will go almost solidly
for Theodore Roosevelt, This wag
the text of a statement made to a New
Mexican correspondent here this
morning by Don Jesus Romero, sheriff
of this county and a widely known
Progressive leader.
Mr. Romero was chairman of the
flrjt Btate Progressive convention held
in this city and he Is an enthusiastic
Roosevelt man. The Interview was
given in refutation vf carefully cir-
culated statements to the effect that
Mr. Romero hd been brought Into
camp by the Old Guard and that he
would line up with the stand pat
element in the coming campaign.
"Bernalillo county Is In the Pro-
gressive ranks to stay," said Mr.
Romero. "This is especially true
among the Spanish-America- n voters
who will never consent to the old
time methods and boss tactics."
The interview has come as a severe
blow to the old line leaders here who
had been Industriously at work try-
ing to patch up their broken fences.
I received your card and a fewO. E. Anderson of Wyatt, La., and
Archibald Carey, of Detroit, Mich.,
are looking over the valley with a
view to locating.
days ago I received your very Inte-
resting book. I rarely ever read any-
thing of that nature. But knowing
you as I did, of course I became In-
terested, and It is surely a wonderful
revelation ot human nature.
Women, etc After the people had
built shrines and temples this valley Dr. S. D. S. Swope has Just receivedpositive that prohibited explosives
became a permanent residence with were used. He found a strange bomb a new Enger 40.
them and their commercial Interests in the ruins. The Luna county normal Institute
JWashington and discover record, re--! grunts, but create emotion by another how
to keep accounts, but some way
when bread or pie comes from theTake u. by and large, there never ha. been a tJzTHURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 1912.PAGE FOUR na we re nuaoieo up in iun ;pTace faZ all of these things noor or ease, and even If we get hands of the lady of the house Itseemi to seem more natural, like and
taste, more like it ought to espec
lating to a great American hero whose
name wag Theodore. And In these
writings he would find that this hero
was known by Theodore at home and
better off unless we wane up to wiauum ,u u. .,.
mi of grunts, differently pitched he
could ory or he could laugh, whlca
wa the rude beginning of song, 'n
time Bong became a relief and a com-
fort. Hitting stones together and
pulling the taught made
new, pleasant Bound, which were the
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW Now and then, here and there, an ina.viu m. uu , v "" - ially the pie.
to something like the possibilities li e anorus ,
-
Somehow, it seems a. If the old
conditions, when a girl looked sur-
prised if asked what alie intended tograndparent, of the drum.
by an entirely different word in Af-
rica, that he was what was called a
rough rider and wore a large felt hat,
that he was a statesman and author.
That In some records he was a stren-
uous usurper, while in other accounts
he wbb a dove of peace and a harmon- -
fit herself for, and looked for no fuThe first reslous Bong was, of ture but that of mistress of a home.
thlnir about this BwaKenmg is mat emu i. . . -- - - - -brotherhood of minds exist that levelsother A fellowship of souls and a
no because no wall, or gap. divide them in racewall, and bridges gaps,0? or sex or creed The big realities are the only things that appeal
"o fhem as making smooth the pathway for weak, tired or stumbling
feel oadlg to the Joy of the whole by doing good work in the way each
'Thete'wlde-awak-
e one. know that brotherhood is a fact ; that the world
course, religious as the first seno-i- s were the best conditions, after all.
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thoughtB of primitive people are re- -
HglouB a pleading against the dread GOOD BYE PU88Y,
If the scientists keep on with their
Izer. He was connected witn anunai
Btudles, being known for his treaties
on the Teddy Bear and later upon the
power of the Groat Force. The next
song was that of war, for If man did
not know the above he at least knew Investigations
and promulgation, they
his neighbor with whom he must
will have ub all in a constant state of
uneasiness and alarm, Now, we are
told that cat. carry diseases from
for us all and not Just one nere auu mere, mm
-
rdinTfast each to each, keeping awake and arousing others Is the only way
fully Into possession of the best there Is.sin of us can come
create or appreciate a picture or aThey declare that a man who can
book owns it more truly than the man oTdolIar. who oj.1,'ay Possess 1U
BRONS0N CUTTING ':'".:'Z:"'!r Bull Moose. And that future arch-aeologist, believing that no onemortal men could possess so many at-
tributes, would evolve the theory that
struggle for existence. Much later
then, the .war .song came .the. .lovej, wioni Aaioclate Editor
W,.LLJ.A.M-
-
TB.N.'i""-V-
........ ......General Manager song, for In those day. mal Jen. werethis was some mythical hero of tnesedollar man has anility or appreciauuu, ySfe!
notMhen the first thing he want, to do Is to .hare It with the other wooed by being hit over the head andAmerican people. He might even dis-
sect the name proving tha( Theodore dragged to the ,cav house..e ones. . . . .Entered a. Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.. A dominant characteristic 01 sucn ne du. Some eight years ago the Arch
home to home during nocturnal s.
In Washington they have al- -
re jdy started a movement to kill off
alt stray .cats and it. may spread until
Die domestic pussy cat, bo long the
delight of childhood Is banished from
the domestlo hearth. ,
For years and years, indeed ever
since we had domestic hearths, the cat
lias been considered an accessory to
came from two. Greek, worus, neo
meaning God and Dore meaning gift,share all things equally. If it is trout e. aaW - j aeological Institute of America .; real
pilches in and gets It over witn. 11 11 is ""7 ,", ' while Roosevelt would be traced to ized that archaeology-coul- be caught
divide it with someone. the Dutch, Roose meaning roBes and
Dally, alx month., by mall
Weekly, tlx month.... ..
Weekly, per year 00
alive In the southwest and decided to
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION. .
Dally, per week, by carrier. .... M
Daily, per month, by carrier TS
Dally, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mall ""
velt, a field; therefore thi. legendary preserve the records found here.
..m if , f tho miu nf laborers, who form the base of our indu.- - cliDracter was one considered ny hi.ikly, per quarterWet " "1UB .v t ..n.rit nf th indus
neonlB aa a Gift of the- Gods, who its comfort and plcturesqueness, andtrial structure, Is a. important 10 mv uonuu y. i""""'
thev are engaged in. The government should regulate and supervise
They saw the primitive song, and
custom, which had disappeared else-
where were even about to disappear
here and they made the most of the
opportunity to" keep these records. Dr.
,?UNTY.OFFICIAL PAPER OF miule his country a Field
of Rose..
Dr. Schlieman, the famous arch
waste and conserve tne neaitn,humanall such industries so as to prevent
. .1,111 nf th wnrklne Donulatlon."Mexico. It If Pent to
no one seemed to catch any horrible
disease on account of this comfort-
able feline presence. But now that
the cat has been discovered to be a
germ purveyor, it Is presumed that
aeologist, that gave such an ImpetuseueiKJ- nuw . ti T t -- ,. llla on niH.Bill JKl fWTh New Mexican li the oldest nwa pi That sounds safe and sane does noi iv uui ou.,u -- - to the study of ancient Greece, believis large and growing circulationnn.tnffiv In the Territory, and W . . ,nnmn nna It? It iust sounds like a square deal propositionB'w; - people of the Southwest.the intelligent end progreaiWe ed In Homer and
used the poems as a
text book. Schlieman went to Traybetween man and man. It is an extract from the speech
of Theodore Roose
among science will demand hL effacement.
velt at Chicago.
u
Another text In our creed:
,,. h- - limit n th. constitution, and later by amendment of the eon-
Will the dog come next, I wonder, and
then the pet canary? It is the fur
that is dangerous, science says; so
presumably the feathers of the birds
are germ ridden too.
Some one suggests snakes as they
., i
.u.l... nstlnnal
and, fol'owlng the story in the
Homeric poems, dug into those ruin,
and found that Homer had really re-
counted the happenlnga of hlstJ.'y.
To substantiate this Btory, Schlieman
found that there were cities
buried upon the site on ancient Troy
and that the sixth of these was the
i s.a n.,...9M. ua anvacaiB urinmny unuoi bhw...Illiuiian, 11 IVM..M --- j . - - ,
iurkdletlon those problem, which have expanded neyono rcn ot u.- -J ... . I. HMtghlA kat th aAUAra Btflte.
Lumml. was authorized to collect as
many of the Indian and Mexican
songs as possible upon the wax cyl-
inders of the phonograph and today he
has one of the most extraordinary
groups of the folk song records to
be found. ' The songs of the Indian
cnlldren at play, the Hide and Seek
Song, were remarkable records. Then
the Taunt Bong, sung by the young
men to the old men In their racea, the
medicine song, sung by four Navajo
boys with a swinging choruB and a
decided march time beat were very
fine. '
The Mexican songs were La
from Cuba and a Shepherd song
frnm New Mexico, where the shep
Iteve no fur nor feathers and noITeMleIi?glSoKualy slgnlflcant .o the following from an
editorial In the New York Sun: business, so far asWilson is elected,So whether Mr. Taft or Governor
... l ,
.nfn
vldual states. It Is a. groiesquo mm n ..... --
should by unequal law. In matter of common concern become competing
com-
mercial agencies, barter the live, of their children, the health of their women
city described by Homer.and the afety and g of their working people Tor tne prm m Dr. Durpfelt, the successor of Dr.tne tarin goes. is , goodof,. a promise financial interest.
germs can settle on their smooth and
shiny skin. It 1. said that in ancient
Rome, most every family had a pet
snake, but this is a case where I, for
one, prefer not to do as the Romans
do.
However, It is doubtful if the cat
will hang up Its check Just yet, scien
Schlieman. used the Odessy aB hiiThus the essentials oi prosperu, . - be made-.- . 0
text and planned his excavations acreassuring and more poteui u.u - . .,,.,..times, more
.
.1. -.- .kllnallnn lf f,OV. WHSOnS IBII.C1 r Los Angeles Is In the throes of a process of city charter making and is
.i.,i ..., th Hmit with new suggestions for city government. TheyUp to the one oi me Pu-
-
--
.
,he Dre8idency. since cording to that story. The Odessy is
the original story of adventure and
norhnnn not as authentic as the
nan, - . .. ..,. . . ,.the Sun wa bitterly opposed to , .h onnllnCement have arranged for more bureaus than are round in a wen regumica iu.u..,,
.,. Thov rA fnr funeral direction, speech making, banking, pawnshops,
herd sings to the sheep and Imitates ,Iliad. Both poems should be regardInal farm, and a host of other things includ
tist or no scientist. I guess an occa-
sional antiseptic bath wlfl keep the cat
in society for a while yet, and pre-
vent its total' annihilation.
ed as historical novels, founded upon
hi. enunciation of nts views ou
""','
..,
. controlIed by the
Xtory? There can be but one reason. In the op men d
a basis of actual happenings,ing the ownership
of all public utilities, including transportation, communi-
cation light, heat, power, refrigeration, terminal facilltes and what not.
If
all these thngs are adopted and really put in operation Los Angeles will give
their bleating in reply.
The audience was delighted to be
present when a record was made. Ju-
lian Martinez sang a San lldefonBO "Were all medicines as meritoriousother cities an impressive lesson wuen tne crasn comes.
The slides showed the Btory of the
Ilaid and the Odessy in pictures and
proved exceedingly interesting to the
audience.
Monday afternoon Dr. Alllot gave
song with as much composure as that as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and0 "
and the Sun ia not easily ,.--7- " . ,n
rnvprn nuiiaiu inn. v Cousin Will Taft has got an idea. In some parts it might almost be perhaps Caruso would
nave nao
in singing into that large horn with
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
be much better off and the percentsame interest,
wu.cn fonro nt anT danKer resulting
his back turned to a foreign audience.the last of his series on the developcalled an inspiration, and
we dont near tne catiuiug mm v1U".s -t-
hat the novelty really deserves.
u think, that tlm PhilliiDlnes have cost Uncle Sam nothing, If you
age of suffering greatly decreased,"
writes Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind.Dr Lummis afterward played tne
record and found that the tones were For sale by all dealers.leave out expenditures incident to military and naval operations and the sup
ment of American art, showing partic-
ularly the development in painting.
Wre are especially fortunate in having
heard these splendid lectures for thlB
Is only the second time they have
full and strong and the beautiful song
preserved for years to come.
port of the United States forces in tne lsianas.
William has been very quiet ever Blnce the Bull Moose horned him so
dreadfully in Ohio, and we Just knew that was nesting on sometning uig.
. 0 been delivered. Dr. Alllot wrb asked
to prepare and give them for the
meeting of the biennial convention ofMexico is rebuked for Its divers blows at capital.
General Luis Terrazas, THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT
the react onaries, eviueuuj ... -C the election Of the candidate of the Baltimor e ventathe members of the progressive parry anuthe ofBhould open eyesAJ trust Journal announces that itthem the road When a leading
vote for Wilson is really the kind of vote he wants to cast.
Wilson will suit him or a leadingthat Taft orWhen
representing the trust interests announces that it feels safe withSSoTTaZrSJ the every day citizen, that the two men moat Have
etme king la Common In their political views and methods, and if they
have
to cast his vote for either one. W ithfor any progressive
thfatrenh ?hat the candidate of the progressive party U developing there
1. no danger of "throwing away a vote" by casting it for him for president.0
5E!e lrFSStl Enquirer, a staunch democratic paper
AS
0,ii vino- hno. hnimht a bie ranch on our side 01 tine ooruer, wnere rayiui, Wowen's Federated clubs which met
may do as it gentlemanly pleaseB and t ell witn tne agiiaiur wuo w
1.
..n th epntlpHt. da ntlest. most zepnyr-iiK- e nay. in San Francisco
In June. Some of the
pictures have never been produced on
siloes before and form a new group
THE RIGHT MOVEIt is not recorded that his flitting occasioned repentant sous ubjuuu The Old North church in Boston IsRio Grande, but that is no reason why we Bhould not rejoice 10 nave mm of modern painters. Dr, ' Alllot ex unrterEOine restoration. The Interior
"in our midst."
. 0 plained how artists were at' first
greatly Influenced by some of the old
is to be placed In the condition obtain-
ing prior to 1806.
masters or perhaps '.heir own master,The administrative and not the Judicial branch of the government
ihould control the trust.. That control should be ve.ted In an Interstate This is Just what should
be done
aH did not reach their full capacity
r.nmmi..ion with extensive power, to inquire into capitalization, until the second period when the"Tc ca 'conWnTion;. the ationai progressive party has made a
deeper impression upon the thought of the entire country than
was deemed
with all the historic buildings which
link us so closely to the past. Boston
has always set the example In this andartist used his training to develop hisstock watering,
cost of production, wage, and competition. By thi. mean,
the government could control the ndustrlal Incorporation, aa effectively a.
It now control. Inter.tate carrier., national bank, and the issuance of theM!"rr .,,, with interest by millions of our people, own original ideas and plans. Some-times an artist will make his nameconviction of the oW oSand the seriousness, earnestness and the deep famous in special field and paint onlycurrency." ''0
, ,fl
retains, right ii the center of the
business' district, the Old South
church, Fanuel Hall, King's Chapel
and that tremendously valuable
ground, the' old burying ground and
the delegates that they had a rignieous cau, V IuUi1
cient reason, for the creation of a new political party has given
NOTES ON MINES
OF NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE COUNTY.
Sunset Mining and Smelting Co.
The first car of zinc concentrates was
recently shipped by this company, of
which W. H. Staley Is president. Mr.
Staley states that there is another car
of zinc concentrates on the mill floor
ready tor shipment.
New State Smelting Co. The smelt-
ery on the elte of the old stamp mill
In the southern part of the city of
Socorro has been completed, and now
Is In blast. W. H. Case, of El Pago,
Is the promoter of this enterprise.
I SOCORRO COUNTY.
Ernestine Mining e output
for the last ten days of July amount-
ed to 1O00 pounds of gold and silver
bullion and 6 tons of concen-
trates.
GRANT COUNTY.
Doc Walsh J. C. MeKee of Hanov-
er, hasi leased tfols claim and has
drifted into a new shoot of
ore.
Empire Zinc Co. Thig company, op-
erating in the Hanover district, re-
cently found a rich zinc deposit, and
at a place where no surface Indica-
tions could be Been. This discovery
Is Important, a. it seems to confirm
the belief that in this district large
deposits occur at depth. The work in
the past has been largely near the
surface. The shipments are
to Mineral Point, Wis.
in that line. An example of this is
shown in 'the Artist Rlchcor whose
nlct-.ir- of moonlight on the waves& resnectful consideration by the masses
of the people.
. The declaration of the progressives at Chicago was nothing more nor less
than a declaration of Independence. It was Buch an utterance as a band of
strong hearted patriotic men and women who love honesty and equity would
give voice to. It treats In a specific and not a general manner of present
the Common.
made his name. For years he painted It has become an oft repeated BayThere is no doubt that the Chicago convention furnished a greatthe common feeling throughout the country.prise, and the Enquirer voices
n,min nrl thulr betterment. It Is a demand for freedom from dictatorial ing that
our own United States is no
hero worshipper; that the days tor thatIt is a recognized fact tnai me progressive
thi. campaign and that its strength certainly will not grow less as election
only moonlight on waves. Then he
turned to the tulfp fields of Holland
and "Won recognition In the salon for
this picture. Now a Held of tulips
means a Hichcox and Hichcox means
kind of thing are long past and gone.methods and tyrannical domination. It
must appeal to those of high purpose
and strong heart who honestly desire the establishment of a people--
, govr,nrnnrhB. The leaders among tne democrats Bu.utl. In a way, I agree with that spirit, as
far as it pertains to those men who
are living. Give honor where honor
ernment.
, 0
this characteristic Dutch landscape,
anugonlst In this fight is not Taft but Theodore Roosevelt.
--0
J.!?.?!nL9 vfklwgtiansi had an Item, sent out from Atlanta, Is due but do not erect too many ped
"Our aim should be the same in both state and nation; that Is, to use
the government as an efficient agency for the practical betterment of social Dr. Allidt
showed a new field in
American art the western group of
artists throwing on he screen the
estals from which your hero Is apt to
and wnnomic conditions throughout tnia lano.' fall.. Nor would I teach our schooltPlHnir ihow Rachel Idelson, aged 9, was lobbying with the Georgia legisla- - The above quotation has the ring of the uplift in life and in government.
AnA nnt omind demfleoelcal nor anarchistic nor dangerous. It is an extract boys and girls to forget Che great"Historian" by Couse Who lives In
ures of our history, nor to look lightTaos, end other Indian pictures. Also
"Alice" by William Chase which iB
It said that every day the little girl mingled with the lawmakers and
that her arguments were punctuated with kisses, the latter proving of great
from the speech of Theodore Roosevelt delivered at the progressive con
ventlon in Chicago.
. 0 regarded by some as the best work'WClSh t. hi aapM a
Dot th ..mwr man who wrote that out was a'crusty old bachelor
ly upon our achievements, but above
all, I would retain the old buildings
where our forefathers made history
and which are surrounded by all the
romance and realism of our early na
done by a modern American artist.
Mural painting has been highly de
A Chicago Judge has ruled that a husband must furnish a wife a living
according to her degree of beauty. That would give some men a chance forWHiy that kiss game la the oldest lobby trick in the world! Every time
any redheaded, freckle-face-d kid wants an approval of an appropriation for veloped in America and
has formed
tional life.a craft of its own. In this phase of
awful cheap Jiving. On the other hand it might he the occasion of a dif-
ference of opinion between a man and his wife.
0
account tor an ouimg m out. uia new doll, or an expense
-- allow her to have Nellie and Annie over for a little party, the program is painting color and form are regarded
as of primary Importance, and the
That brings us to Santa Fe. Here
Is, or was the oldest house In the
country. I say was, because It is so
(ast disappearing. It Is one of our assubject as secondary.,
Even though the attorney general can find no law regulating prize fights
or preventing them, it 1. not necessary, for the head of the militia can make
one to order if any sports attempt to pull off a face slapping contest that
goes over ten rounds. Don't see what's the use of the legislative session
something like this:
Persuasion.
Argumentation.
Then all else failing osculation.
r . 0
sets, and we make it a feature of all
our advertisements, but what are we
Dr. Alllot has charge of the sum-
mer school in San Diego,, which is a
valued extension of the work done in
this school, and had to return to Cali
next winter, do you?
:o
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle,
Mo., who had been bothered with
kidney trouble for two years, says:
"I tried three different kinds of kid-
ney pills but with no relief. My
neighbor told me to use Foley Kid-
ney Pills, I took three bottles of
them, and got a permanent cure. '
recommend them to everybody." For
sale by all druggists.
HAN'T KICK THE COUNTRV SCHOOL fornia yesterday to make preparations
Federal aid for education is far better, comparatively, than such aid for
Now that firing has begun on the Mexican border and American soldiers
are being shot on Chis side, we are led to wonder if the mounted police could
not be used to better advantage down in southern New Mexico than to be
for the meeting there during the
doing to keep it? The expense of the
restoration of this old house would
be but small; the holding it in its
present condition would be nothing
and it ought to become the property
of the city or the state. If the city
does not feel that It can purchase this
bit of property, which It really ought
month of September. Dr. Alllot's
manv friends here regret that heutilized in stopping boxing bouts that may run over ten rounds.
0
An advertisement calls for live grocers to introduce some new commo
many other purposes which could readily De namea, out iu uum.u
rural schools on the plea that their condition 1. "lowly, heart-rendin- and
tragic " m claimed by a member of the National Education Association
re-
cently, seem, rather over-statin-g the need. Some of these .chools have
term, too short, and are destitute of nearly everything the city school has
in the way of equipment. Nevertheless, from schools equally deprived have
rth manv nt th natlnn's ereatest men ad women. It is not the
could not remain for the camp in the
Rito, hut expect to sea both Dr. and
Mrs. Alllot here for the entire monthdity to the public. We would hate to be compelled to go,against anything to do, and hold it as one of the fea
of August next year.Introduced by a dead one.' 0 Last night two of the most 'Jniqueit.otf hnt tho nil!tinn nf the rurallsts where such .chools are poor, lectures of the session were presentLet's see, is not this present political movement the one that Taft once
Mod tn cnnolr-- hv wltholdlnE a few Dostmastershlps from a handful of
tures of Santa Fe, then a bill efaould
be introduced In the legislature next
winter providing for its purchase and
restoration. It is a pfty not to retain
this old house. I doubt If there ia an-
other city in the United ..States that
FOREST FIRE IN COLORADO.
Grand1 Junction, Colo., Aug. 13. For-
est rangers have been summoned from
all parts of the district to fight a for-
est fire in the Grand Mesa national
forest which hag been burning for two
dnyg. News of the Are was brought
here today by campers who were
forced to flee by the smoke and the
flames.
that needs attention. Take the burden, off the back of the farmer, and his
children will have time for full terms of school, and he will have money to
provide every requisite. Moreover, he will not have forced upon his children
progressive congressmen?
. 0
An Ithaca man brags of a hen that laid an egg half white and half brown
edone on Heredity and Evolution by
Dr. Cockerell and the other on the In-
dian and Mexican Folk Lore by Dr.
Lummis. Santa Fe can partly claim
both of these famous men for theyThat does not Bound any more wonderful than the hen In every hennery that
would let such an asset go to decay,
WHAT'S THE REASON.lays eggs that are half white and half yellow.
. 0 have each been a resident of the old
est town In years gone by. Many ofColonel Harry S. New of Indianapolis, has been vlslonlzlng and comes
A man student competing with
thirty girls in a bread-makin- contestthe early residents can remember Dr, usitsjtJtjtnsiitsi!!boldly out with the very original statement that Taft will be elected. Harry at the University of Nevada the otherCockerell and his net and the many SS HEAT OFTEN TENDS TO Xmust have been the victim of a rarebit dream.
expedition, he made around Santa Fe,0 ' MAKE WOMEN PALE
- AND WEAK.
day won the second prize and came
very near to getting the first. This
may be significant of two conditions
The attempts to belittle the progressive
'
convention at Chicago are only Dr. Lummis walked Into Santa Fe and
captured the town twenty-eigh- t years
ago. He was walking from Missouri
pitiful and show the .ore straits In which the standpatters find themselves
coming to us in the future. The man They Neglect Their Bowel.rain benefits the complexion. By washing the face, we suppose.
0 may Imagine he sees theto the coast and fortunately for us, and th. Poisons Vitiate the
a lot of the solemn frivols which the average city .child has to endure.
0-
President Taft'. alarm over the present condition. 1. truly touching.
Hd says:
'"I fear the equal opportunity which those geek who proclaim the coming
of social Justice involve, a forced division of property, and that
means socialism.''
Well, when it come, to that we will have to be convinced that socialism
is any worse than bossism. But there is no danger. The same fear has
flamed In the heart, of those possessed of the Tory Instinct, ever since we
have had a government and it has been expressed again and again in the past
when any expression of the people indicated a breaking away from tyrannical
and dictatorial rule. The fears of President Taft appear foolish in the light
of history.
0
It is reported that Nelson B. Aldrlch will be a candidate before
the Hhode Island legislature next winter to .ucceed Senator Wetmore. This
Oias a suggestive tinge to it. Thing, must be going wrong In the senate anil
the interests must be flying the distress signal. No leader ha. appeared for
year, that had the gripe of Adlrlch who absolutely dictated the legislation
of that body. He can probably be elected by little Rhody a. that state has
"been for years and year, in the clutch of the big Interests, and has not been
jiermltted to look at any other platform than that presented by Aldrlch and
Blood,A woman and her husband in Los Angeles have no helrg and are in a utopped at the end of the trail. The
friendshiD of twenty-eigh- t years has
on the wall, and tbt with the on-
coming wave of the suffrage movequandary as to whom they can leave their money. We could tell tlhem,
were It not that modesty forbids. brought fame and much good to the Hot weather has a very weakeningment he is eventually going to be
more conspicuous In the domestlo decity of the Holy Faith of St., Francis..
partment of life's activities; or it mayDr. Cockerell explained and illus
effect on women. They become too
languid to exercise and have appetite
for light, tasty food, like salads andtrated upon the blackboard Mendell'sDISTINGUISHED LECTURERS be that our girls are taking lesB in-terest in the arts culinary and in thefamous law the law which is law to other cold concoctions, which do notSPEAK MOST INTERESTING!. Y science of housekeeping, preferringall naturalists today, but which waB
unrecognized during the life of Men- -
digest readily and tend to increase
their natural tendency to constipation.
to play tennis, study Ibsen or work
the society game.dell. Dr. Cockerell explained how At this season women, especially,There certainly Is a wide differ
T)r. Mitchell Carrol, of Washington, need all their strength to resist thethis law had been proved In the rais-
ing of green and yellow peas and how ence between the girls of yesterdayhBean his serie. of lecture, on Greek enervating effect of the heat. Goodhis henchmen, If the enter, tne senate again ne win nna con
ditions different from those he knew. Even the United States senate has art last Sunday evening In the house it was found to hold true In crossing
and breeding all forms of life.
digestion and regularity of the bowels
are essential. Some fruits have laxa-
tive properties, but they are uncertain
of reDresentatlves. Dr. Carrol mauelost something of its reactionary atmosphere.
... 0
and today. In the past generation
and those preceding, the girl who
could not make bread and pie was
cpnsldered an anomaly or a freak. To-
day It's the other way around. In the
Dr. Lummis began hi. talk by ex
many friends In Santa Fe last sum
plaining what a great work arch In their effect and are not generallymer and he was welcomed oy a mns
aeology was accomplishing In the hu
Of course, this Is the season of roseate dreams In politic, and each side
ees his own chances through tinted glasses, but It gives pleasure to the
viewer. 80, reports coming from New York that Roosevelt strength is grow
other use of these poems has develop-
ed, for archaeologists find tha( Hom-
er was the great historian and that
our present knowledge of the Greeks
must be traced through Homer and
from Homer backward.
Like all great men, even the exist-
ence of Homer has been denied. Ger-
man students a few years ago put
forth the theory that the Homeric
poems were only a composite collec-
tion of the contemporary poets of
that time. This denial of the author
oriinp laat. Sunday who were en-
manizing of the Bclence of man. Heth.i.icHn about the lecturer as well
advised. A mild bowel Btimulant and
Syrup Pepsin, is preferable because
It 1b certain in Its effect, natural in
Its action and wholly safe. Take a
dose of Syrup of Pepsin at night and
said that no truly great invention had
ever been made by civilized- man
old days no one thought of asking a
girl what profession or business she
Intended to take up. She was going
to get married, of course. There waB
no other thought, and who shall say
that It was not the correct one?
primitive man made the first Inven-
tion when he discovered fire, and the
as the lecture. It Beem. that Dr. Car-
rol also like. 8anta Fe for he has
brought hie family with him this year,
much to our delight.
The lecture Sunday evening was
Biblethe poem, ofupon the Greek
Homer for they inspired literature
by morning the sick headache and In-
digestion will be gone,second when he made the first rude Today as soon aB a girl graduatessteps toward speech. The beginning Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is Boldship of great masterpieces seem, to
be a common outgrowth in the study
ing hi that state, sound good and read pleasantly. One thing gives color
to this, ihowever, the expressions of disbelief in Roosevelt's strength there
are all based on the stated fact that New York la organized by the politicians.
fThat Is Just where lies the weakness of the reactionaries- and the strength
of the progressives. It Is because of the Murphys and Tammany and the
Barnes and the Albany machine that the people have turned to Roosevelt.
It is the people's day. ,
0
The New York Post Bays: "One Bometlmes wonders whether the Colonel
ever makes a remark, even about the weather, wltlhout gritting his teeth
and shooting out his lower Jaw." That Infernal weather they have east is
enough to make a man do both.
0
Oanainr TtntlPV RflVft that flVfl hmirfi 1n n In no- nn n man san otatr In thD
from high school, the first question
asked of her Is, "What are you plan-
ning to fit yourself tor, music, teach
in drug stores everywhere, and costs
fifty cents a bottle; a larger size, In
tended for family use, costs one dol
of language was the Bmall word
"ouch," for that was the first grunt
of discomfort when Mr. Aborignee
stumned his toe. He found that it ing or what profenslon?" Someway
It seemB a. If things had gone a lit-
tle awry in thlB particular phase of
and Teliglon in ancient Greece m
much the same way that the Biblo
has inspired all Christian literature.
The Iliad and the Odessy date to
B. C. From these poem, orators
derived their Inspiration and artists
of literature. We have other mod-
ern examples of this same thing in
the controversy over Bacon and
Shakespeare, or even the discoverer
of the north pole. We may even im-
agine that at some future time an
archaeologist mar be digging In the
lar. If you have never used Syrup
Pepsin end would like a free trial
bottle, postpaid, write Dr. W. B.
gave him relief to say ouch grumb-
ling Is thus a primitive force In man life. It Is a good thing tor a man
--mil ereater rc ief to say
The The found T that he couVto know how to make bread, Just a. Caldwell 406 Washington fit.,
Monti- -
twice,
senate chamber without having a headache. We would imagine that would motifs' for their pictures, statues and relief by the.e , (t Is a good thing lor a girl to know, eello,
ruin, of the congressional library in not only express(essays, pi'rlnaj tie. last century andefend upon .wno w& mailing a speecn.
' I
tity of property or value, or both,
must guess at the proper figure, or
Improperly or negligently admlnlg.
tered. - ' " ' ' '
ourselves. There is none of greater'
'.importance to all than the raising of OH you CORNNEW MEXICO STATE BAR
SSSOQIATION IN SESSION
situation, as ha been indicated above.
Universal' acquiescence of long stand-
ing In a system which Is In direct vio-
lation of the law ha brought about a
condition no one taxpayer can remedy.
It U the rule, a far as the writer
know, to return property at from
to ot it actual
cash value, and to this arrangement
cur assessors and boards ot equaliza-
tion, both county and state, have tac
any prevlousi list.
From these lists are prepared the
assessment rolls and the Individual re-
turn are revised, corrected or ap
else raise them on general principals,
which amounts to the game thing. In
this respect we are far behind out
sitter states.
In the limited time at my disposal
It 1 impossible to take up the laws
ot any one state and indicate by an
analysis of them how this problem
has been met elsewhere, but for
.imxaji mw uim v. -
mend those Interested to the Wiscon
sin statute, starting with chapter 216
of the Laws ot 1905 ot that state, on
Che subject of the taxation of rail
roads, and to chapter 447 of the Law:.. ,... ... nt tha .tate
cf 1905, on the sunject or tne taxation
of express companies, sleeping car
line me governor 01 ., pv i.companies, freight companies,
, of taxation, the admlnlstra -
In offerin a'solutlon then werauBt'tion ot the laws in relation thereto
nas nation ln th 'of commission, and to furnish the gov- -
the, awi , prescribing , the ml hod 01, ernor from time to time such assist-
-
assessments, and the, duties of the of- - mc and Information a. he may re-
-
fleer., who fixes the valuation. The ulre'
same problem has been before the (14) To transmit to the governor
citizens of every state in the union, and to each member of the legislature,
(11) To investigate, the tax lys-
terns of other stater and countries
and to formulate and recommend such
legislation as may b deemed expedt- -
ent to prevent evasion of assessment
and tax laws and to secure Just and
eoual taxation and Improvement In
the system of taxation In the state,
(J2) To ln(lulre lnto the system
0f accounting of public fund In use
. .,., i. vin.'nit mnniles.
and to devise and prescribe a uniform
system of accounting ot the receipts
and disbursements of public funds In,
-
......w " vu "4 ....
,
thirty days before the meeting of the
legisiaiuie, mo 1.1 v.......
'.Ion showing all the taxable property
In the state and the vulue of the same
in tabulated form with recommenda -
tions for Improvement In the system
of taxation In the state, together with
such measures as may be formulated
for the consideration ot the lgis!a- -
ture.
(15) To exercise and perform such
further powers and duties as may be
granted to or Imposed upon the com- -
mission by law.
Thfi Wisconsin law as to valuation
of -- eal property requires the assessor
(Q asseB8 ,rom actUal view or from
Dest information that he can practical - ,
v nbtatn. at the full value which
coul(J ordinarily be obtained therefore
at priVate sale, and the tax commiB- -
BloDi Dy vlrtue of lts powers a above
6et forthj can and does enforce strict
compliance with (he law.
As ndicated ny tue promptness
witn wllk.n numer0Ug other states
, vo,, iit,,Mnn
and in many ha been solved in a
simple manner cy me creation or a
state board ot tax commissioners with
broad powers sufficiently coraprehen -
clve to enable the board to control
directly the acts of the local tax as- -
essors. In other words, In place ot
irresponsible local assessors, these
states now have a state board to
which every assessor is directly re -
sponsible and under whose close su- -
pervlslon he operates. Ample powers
are always given the board to enforce
its orders and to compel obedience
to the law. Wisconsin was one of,
the first states to recognize the neces- -
sity of such a board, and in 1905 a
state tax commission was created Dy
the legislature, to consist of three
members appointed by the governor,
ui wuico uu mors man io were 10 oe
of the same political party. The
three commissioners can accept no
uiur euuuoymeiii 01 any cnaracier,
and must be skilled on tax matters
Vv fin 1907, the commission is to gather
statistics, annually of the value of
certain kinds of personal property
o( the tax commlssion waa a great'tate, by them to be submitted to
,ucceBS an4 solved tne problem whch the bodies over which the two first
Yu r had bothered other states and Is now, "nicer preside:-price- sin the former class of .prop. . A , ,,, Tnrii.nn :wHrpna .,,
Kansas and Minnesota passed siml- -
lar enactments in 1907; Oregon follze the necessity for the revision of
lowed suit In 1909, and Colorado in our laws with respect to taxation and
1Q11 Tn oil nf fhnui alataa tha nt. An I1D Mxnttnn anri th ....... ,...
ffV.T1 tbf PriC6 TTl 8a7S
class, such statistics to be
distributed according to assessment
districts and counties. To Bhow the
character of the powers
and duties con erred upon the com- -
?X? Xll T frr,(rll J,wS?fc-a5.0,?f0Ml,- i!
t tQ make ft boarda ad (e , J Jecu'tae'and
,san , mamf a9 ,8 aUo
effort to make them absolutely free WHEREAS, it Is believed by the Bar
wmnglal tnflnoiee what- - Association that immediate action
"'.soever. In every case the boards arehi h tf. h H :
'"PPo'ntl. adequate salaries are paidPowers, and duties defined. Section tne conlmlssloner8i and the terms ot
f COm; offlce v"y from four t0 Bl years- emission and it shall have power tate tex commlBios 8it also as
u orlty- - ' boards of equalization, and the Kan- -(1) To have and exercise general Bas law provides that when the com- -
Bupervision over the administration mission sitting as a board of equaliza- -
01 me assessment ana tax laws 01 tne
state, over assessors, boards of re--
view and supervisors of assessment,
v, "'o
mance of their duties as county boards
of assessment, to the end that all as- - no such power, and makes the
of property be made tela-- ' tion fixed by the county assessor and
tively Just and equal at true value in board of county commissioners the
substantial compliance with the law. basis of all levies. The Colorado law,
(2) To confer with, advise and dl- - passed in 1911, is especially sweeping
FED TURKEYS
Estancla, N. M., Aug. 14. Hon, M.
T..Moriarty is in the county seat to.
day transacting legal business.
w-
- Dunlavy, merchant ot Wll- -
lnra' 18 ln town thl morning hobnob- -
" """ """ " '""'""The editor of the New Mexican
'don't like any but corn fed turkeys.
" " uiin a nera ot
Pri winners that are getting that
sieen juok wnicn comes irom name
Nature' diet ot fat worms. Last
week a brigade of army worms invad-
ed the farm of one of our big turkey
raisers, who promptly turned out his
turkB and what they did to the army
worm was a plenty.
By night there vei not a warm In
sight and the two hundred turkeys
had that prosperous look which
come from good Jiving.'.
The Central Baptist association of
New Mexico will meet here this week
at the Baptist church. The opening
Bermon will be preached Wednesday
night by Rev. J. A. Land, of r.
Tbe business sessions will
bo held on Thursday and Friday.
Most of the one hundred and sixty
Baptist churches in the state will be
represented. These churches Have
affiliated with the Southern Baptist
convention in the past and It is ex-
pected that at the coming meeting
jliere an effort win be made to unite
all the BaptlstB In New Mexico, both
ol the Northern and Southern conven
tions in one state association.
R. A. Marble has bought sixty head
of ewes from Victor Luera and will
feed them on his farm near Torreon
this winter. These ewe are retired
from range duty on account ot age,
but Mr. Marble, who has large quan-
tities of feed, expects to raise a big
lamb crop from them and shear a
fine fleece for several years to come.
This Is one ot the first steps towards
the development of an industry in
this valley that will be a profit win-
ner.
Captain Freo Fornoff of prize fight
fame is a visitor in town today. As
nothing ln the sport line is billed to
be pulled off here it Ib likely that the
captain is on official business.
P. A. Speckmenn, former editor
and owner of the Estancla News,
leave today for Socorro to take
charge of a dally paper ln that city.
Estancla lodge No. 33, A. F. & A.
M., held a special meeting last night
In the hall of the lodge.
The equal suffrage plank of the pro
gressive party platform is exciting
much favorable comment here and
the new party will have a lot of en-
thusiastic support from our movers,
wives and daughters.
The women of Kstancla are cer
tainly progressive. In addition to the
Old Women's club (composed of
about twenty of the most charming
0! the younger matrons and attractive
maids of the town) which has been ln
existence for several years, there is
now a new Women's club which has
just recently been formed and will
be a Literary and Study club. Among
Its membership are practically all
the local leaders in the temperance,
suffrage and women's rights move-
ments.
At this weeks meeting the new
club will consider parliamentary law
and the Panama canal.
The Old Women's club met last
week with Mrs. S. E. Ewlng. Cards
and sewing were the entertainment
and the club had eight
as gu- - sts.
The excitement o'er the sale ol tax
titles last week has died down. The
hearing on the temporary injunction
secured by the New Mexico Fuel &
Iron company will occur early ln Sep-
tember and a big legal battle Is anti-
cipated on account of the large in-
terests involved. Mr. A. Jt Green wilt.
It Is understood, deed that part of the
TaJIque grant now occupied by the
tewn of Tajique to the towns-peopl-
and will occupy the remainder of the
grant with a cattle ranch on which
he .will breed Hereford stock. This
will give the people of TaJIque at
least a place to stay.
Earl Moulton, of Lucia, is shopping
in the county seat today.
Ramon Bacheehi newly appointed
postmaster of Encino took his oath of
offlce before a local notary today. Mr.
Bacheehi "expects to essume his of-
ficial duties immediately.
Mr. R. A. Marble, a civil engineer
and surveyor has Just returned with
A. J. Green from a trip over the var-
ious properties recently acquired by
Mr. Green under tax title. It is un
derstood that in addition to the TaJI-
que and Las Salinas grants that Mr.
Green bought In the fine irrigated
ranch of W. A. Dunlavy, near Wll- -
lard, upon which there" were several
years delinquent taxes.
THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache)
rheumatism, weak hack, and other
kidney and bladder Irregularities. Fol-
ey Kidney Pills are healing, strength-
ening, tonic, and quick to produce)
beneficial results. Contain no harm
ful drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put
up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
genuine is in a yellow package. For
le by all druggists.
DID SOLDIERS ATTACK
A SOCIALIST SPEAKER.
Port Townsend, Wash., Aug. 13.
As the result of an appeal made to
Congressman Victor L. Berger, tbe
war department haB ordered an Inves
tigation of an alleged assault by two
officers of the coast
artillery on George Boomer, a social-
ist speaker. The alleged assault,
which was made tost May, consisted
of pushing Boomer off a box from
which he was addressing a street
crowd. Boomer, who was a candidate
for governor on the socialist ticket a
few years ago, appealed to Congress-
man Berger.
The Investigation Is being conduct-
ed behind closed doors and probably
will be concluded today, The findings
will be reported to the war
Jr venue and the equal distribution of
the burden of taxation. The people
ot every community are prone to look
to the lawyers to take the lead in
the formulation of laws to correct!
abuws and initiate reforms. We law- -
yerB in New Mexico would be recre--
ant to the trust so reposed in us If!' not grapple with the difficult
"" me revision ot our taxla" "volve a solution by the in- -
"trumentallty of legislation which
u,,r neeas and sweep out of
existence a system which Is Intoler- -
able in its Inequalities. insufficient
tor tne purposes for which it was
create(j an(1 a demomUji,,- - influence
t
' taxpayer.
.
The teg Elation which Is needed to
wit to the soeHal requirements
K should receive much
consideration on the part of those
Jntere8ted m the on K
'would be impossible to incorporate
b aWB rf gny one or
. . ,.,, , ,
fu,fll the requlpementg of New Mex.
,co u hag begn the cugtom ,n otner
Btat(ji be(ore pa8Bfng ,eg(jaUon
tne 8ub,ect to enactj an
hkh w(mI(J b into exist'!
'temporarJt commlBsU)n t0 nTe6,Jat9
metno(l9 in exl,tence and t0 pr
legiglatlon ,,h,ch , meet tne
n!e(la of tne Such commi8.
cin. ... ,.,i,i,j v,
tnoBe pul.p08eg and are appointed for
a year wtn Bpetia powers which will
permit them to obtain information
such as Is needed and upon which may
be based a comnrehennivA rnnnrt and
suitable recommendations. The Bar
association should draw the attention
of the legislature to our needs by a
resolution recommending th
of such commission bo that the legls- -
nature at it next session may act
intelligently In passing the necessary
laws. I, therefore, offer the following
reeolutiop, copies of which should be
ent to the speaker of the House of
and to tne lieutenant
governor, and tn the eYivornm- - nf fh
Association ot New Mexico fully real- -
sbould be taken to Investigate our
present system, for which purpose a
commission should be created which
Bha" be authorized to make a thorough
j Investigation of the present methods
of taxation and equalization, and to
make recommendations of the proper
legislation to correct defects now ex- -
lstlng ln our system.
be IT RESOLVED that the LeelsSuture of New Mexico which will
meet In Januarv. 1913. nhnnlrf mitw.
ize the appointment of a temporary
commission to Investigate the pres
ent methods of making assessmentsfor taxes throughout the state, and to
examine and study the law of other
states with a view to recommending
proper legislation to correct the
tects existing In our present svstem
said commission to be composed of
one member of the present state
board of equalization, to be des-
ignated by the governor; one
member of the senate, to be ap-
pointed by the lieutenant governor;
one member of the house of repre-
sentatives, to be appointed by the
speaker of the house, and two citi-
zens of the state at large, to be ap-
pointed by the governor, and of the
five members of this commission at
least two shall be attorneys at law
ln good standing and of recognized
ability.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED.
that said commission Should be au-
thorized and have the power to com-
pel attendance by subpoena, and
should hold at least one public hear-
ing at each county seat in the state,
and the said commission should hold
offlce for a period of one year, and
should have their reports and recom-
mendations ready. to submit at the
close of said year.
BE IT) FURTHER RESOLVED.
that the commission should be called
the "Tax Commission of New Mex
ico, and that the members should
serve without pay, but that the legislature snould appropriate a sum not
less than two thousand dollars to de-
fray the necessary expense of travel
ing, clerical! hire and other incidental
and necessary expenses, and that thelaw authorizing said ,v commission
should take effect as soon as passed,
and within one month from the date
of the passage of the act that the
appointments of the members of the
commission should be mnde, and the
nrst meeting of said commission beheld not later than two months after
the passage of the act.
THOROUGH WORK.
If you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
Any curable disease of the kidneys,Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan's Kidney pills have been test-
ed by thousands.
Santa Fe people can testify.
Can you ask more convincing proof
of merit?
Pasquale Yanni, shoemaker, CollegeSt Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
I gave a public testimonial in praise
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of pain In my
back, caused by disordered kidneys.
W ork obliges, me to Bit down a good
deal and this weakened my kidneys,
causing backache. While at work I
suffered more intensely thnn at any
other time and I was very anxious to
find a remedy that would relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
procured a box and to my delight,
they soon fixed me up in good shape.
During the past seven years I have
had no need of kidney medicine."
For sate by all dealers. Price BO
cents, Foster-MUbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agentB tor the United
States,
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
East Las Vegas, N, M., Aug. 14.-- The
New Mexico State Bar aasocla-- ,
tlon met here at 3 o'clock tbU after-
noon In annual Besion. The city is
filled with attorney from all parts
of the state, many of whom have
their families. Judge pope wag cnw
uled to deliver the opening address
which will be on federal procedure.
He wilt speak If he la not compelled
to go to Denver where he hag been
asked to sit for another federal
judge. .
Col. Ralph Twltchell will speak thlB
evening and there will be a smoker
at the Commercial club tonight.
Among the speaker tomorrow will
be Summers Burkhart, W. C. Reld, of
Roswell; J.' Ml 'Hervey, of Roswell,
and Francis Wilson, of Santa Fe.. Mr.
Wilson will make one of the notable
speeches of the session. His speech
" ' ' JIn full Is as follows:
In view of the fact that New Mex-
ico, as a state, is. now dependent upon
Its own resource for expenditures
which must necessarily Increase pro-
portionately with the rapid growth
of this great and flourishing common-
wealth, the question of raising the re-
venue required to meet them is of v-
ital Importance. It is apparent that If
we are to keep pace with our sister
states, great sums of money will be
required and must he raised not only
for the support of the state govern-
ment, but also for the consistent de-
velopment of Its highways, the ad-
vancement of education, the protec-
tion of its streams and water courses
lrom the destructive effects of Hoods,
and the construction of other public
works, both local and state-wid- the
need for which as the years pass by
will become more and more Impera-
tive. An adequate system for raising
revenue for the general and ordinary
expenses of the government, whether
It be the Btate, county, town. or city
government, is essential and a
ma-
tter' of the most serious Importance,
and one concerning which this asso-
ciation can address Itself with great
benefit to the state and to the dist-
ricts in which its members may re-
side.
In the expression "taxation" as used
In this paper, it is not intended to In-
clude any discussion of local assess-
ments, or as they are sometimes
termed, assessments for benefits, by
which Is meant charges or exactions
levied upon property, generally upon
realty, In return for some particular
or special benefit or Improvement
conferred upon the property, upon
which the levy is made to defray the
ccst of sue improvement. Taxation,
In New Mexico, in its generally ac-
cepted Bense, as a burden Intended
to
he imposed upon all for general rev-
enue for the ordinary expenses of the
state, county, town or city govern-r,,Cn-
t
ond for public necessity, con- -
fctitutes the text of this paper.
Theoretically, at least, It may bo;
stated that no tax wmcn noes nut r
equally and impartially upon all tax
payers alike is legal, but it Is con-
ceded at the outset that laws framed
by man are as fallible as their mak-
ers, and none yet enacted upon "the
subject has attained that equality and
impartiality in practical operation that
is tho end and aim of all such laws.
However, those laws which in their
enforcement most closely approximate
the desired result of equality to all
in taxation furnish the goal toward
vhirh ovnrv citizen and
legislator should strive. We are:
brought, then, to a consideration o!
how far the laws of New Mexico, at
present in force, for the raising of
revenue for governmental purposes,
both state and local, have in the past
and may in the future, if allowed to
remain unaltered, attain in actual
practice that equality in the distrlbu-- ,
tion of the burdens of taxation.
It iSi assumed that all present are
familiar with the tax laws of New
Mexico, and are acquainted in more
or less detail with the entire system
In force In this state. Upon the coun-
ty assessor, elected by the voters of
the prevailing political party in his
county, rests the duty of exacting
from every taxable inhabitant a liBt,
in writing, showing separately for
each person, a description of his or
her property subject to taxation and
Its value as follows:
The assessor is required between
the first day in March, and the first
day In May, of each year, to ascer--a. - 11 tnvflMa 1r.Tit.ht.1inin IIN) names ui an uwnure
tants, and all property in his precinct
in the county, and' exact from each
person a statement in writing, or list,
showing separately:
First, all property belonging to,
claimed by, or in the possession or un-
der the control or management of
euch person, or any firm of which such
person is a member, or any corpora-
tion of which such person is presi-
dent, secretary, cashier or managing
agent.
Second1, the county In which prop-
erty is situated, or in which it Is
liable to taxation.
Third, a description by legal sub-
divisions, or otherwise, sufficient to
identify It, of all real estate of such
person and a detailed statement of
his personal property, including aver-
age value of merchandise for the year
ending March 1st; horses, mulesi, cat-
tle, sheep, swine, and other animals;
of carriages and vehicles of every de-
scription; jewelry, gold and silver
plate, musical Instruments; household
furniture; moneys and credits, Bhares
of Mock of any corporation or com-
pany; and all other property not here-
in enumerated, with the value of the
different classes of property in de-
tail.
Amended section 2, chapter 22, L.
1899, p. 4S.
Section 2. That section 4032 of the
Compiled Laws of 1897, Ib hereby am-- '
ended by adding thereto, the follow-
ing words:
And such assessor shall file with
the lists of each precinct his affidavit
Etntlng the time when he visited such
precinct, how long he remained there
attending to his official duties, to-
gether with a list of the persons
from the original lists and per-
sonal knowledge and not taken from
proved by the board of county com
missioners acting as a board of equal'
Ization. Such changes may be made
by the board of county commissioners
on Its own initiative or upon appeal
from the assessor's action in the first
Instance. From the action of the
board of county commissioners, sitting
as a board of equalization, an appeal
may be taken to the state board ot
equalization. To the assessment roll.
as finally completed,' the assessor
must take and subscribe an oath sub-
stantially as' follows: ' --
l.iJ assessor of the county
of , State of New Mexico,
do solelnnly swear that during the
whole time allowed by law to make
this assessment, I have made diligent
Inquiry and examination to ascertain
all the property within Bald county
subject to taxation and that I have as-
sessed It on the assessment book
equally and uniformly to the beBt of
my Judgment, information and be-
lief; and that I have faith-
fully complied with all the duties im-
posed upon the assessor by the reve-
nue laws of the territory; and that I
have not imposed any unjust assess
ment, through malice or ill will, nor
allowed any one to escape a just and
equal assessment, through favor or
reward.
As we examine the laws we are
Impressed with (he fact that they
are framed with the intention of sur-
rounding the assessing and the collec-
ting of the public revenues with all
the safeguards possible, but the en
tire system is now archaic and we
are each of us aware from actual
contact that because of inherent de
fects It has resulted in the grossest
Inequalities and abuses which have
brought about the practical nullifica
tion of some of the most important
provisions of the law. It is necessary
to mention only a few of such abuses.
By the oath above quoted, every as-
sessor is made to Bwear that his as-
sessment roll contains assessments
of all the property listed at "Its full
cosh value." When he takes the oath
he knows that not only is It not true
(hat every piece of property is as-
sessed at its full cash value, but that
as a matter of fact the property list-
ed appears at a valuation from h
to h of its cash value.
Furthermore, he Is aware that because
of gross undervaluations In conjunc
tion wun tue eAercise oi tne rignt of
exemption- - of two hundred dollars on
real estate, allowed by our statutes
to the heads of families, thousands
of dollars of property taxable under
the law In his county has escaped tax-
ation entirely. His oath, therefore,
Ib an empty and meaningless formality
and as Buch 13 a certain detriment
lo the public morals. In view of this
undeniable fact, the oath should be
abolished.
As the depository of the quasi-judici-
function of the determination of
assessment valuations in the first in-
stance, ,thfl assessor's office may. be
termed the foundation upon which our
entire system rests, and the proper
administration of that office Is of vi-
tal importance to the taxpayers. Un-
fortunately the general attitude of the
public is not conducive to such a re-
sult, for it is generally true that many
citizens everywhere are disposed to
look upon the payment of taxes as
a heavy burden to be evaded If pos-
sible, and if not possible, then to be
diminished in so far as opportunity may
present itself. In every case, there-
fore, the conscientious assessor is met
with obstacles which render his labor
difficult and strict compliance with
the law impossible, and he who ac-
cepts the office with no inclination
to fill It tor any other purpose than
to draw the emoluments, finds It easy
to escape the obligations and duties
which the law imposes upon him. Fur-
thermore,, we complicate the problem,
both for ourselves and for the officer,
by making the office a political one,
even though we are well aware that
cases are exceptional indeed where
the politician elected to a lucrative
office will not repay election debts
by official favors bestowed upon those
who ihelped him into office. Although
the assessor has the power to go be-
hind the returns made by the tax-
payer, It Ib very seldom done, and
the taxpayer's statement of the value
of hi property Ib generally accepted
without Investigation or close exam
ination on the part of the assessor,
Biich as the law plainly contemplates.
The Individual, therefore, is the real
assessor In his particular case, and
the dictates of his conscience de-
termine the degree to which his re-
turn accords with the true facts. Thus
we find the grossest inequalities on
most of the tax rolls of the counties
in the state In the individual returns.
It I true that the board of county
commissioners may raise such assess-nient- ,
but In ao far as the question
'of politics Is concerned, we obtain
little relief from a body elected us-
ually by the same political influences
Which placed the assessor In office.
Again, as the local assessment in New
Mexico is also the basft of state tax-
ation, it Is expected by his constitu-
ents that the assesBor.will make the
assessment sufficiently 'low so that un-
fair assessment in other counties will
not result In an unequal share of the
burden of the state taxes falling
upon the tax payers of hi county.
With all these difficulties in the way
of the performance of his duties as
required by law, and the unfortunate
indifference manifested by the ma-jority of these officials, It Is hardly
to be wondered at that, the average
assessor practically disregards the
Btatutesi which dflne his duties and
obligations, and Is in reality a law
unto himself.
A has been indicated above, It is
Universally tjrue that the provision
in Section 1, Chapter 124, Laws of
1908, that all lands shall be assessed
at their actual value, I a dead let-
ter and of no more force or effect
than as If it had never been written
upon the statute books. Our assess-
ors are not alone responsible for this
rect assessors, boards of
.review,
wu.,1, 01 aaoaauicui iiu Bu.
pervisorB 01 assessment as to tneir
i mo omic.
" j"ulsbuiuBo,
puDcvuiiuiw hi uo juBiiiuitru iu
enforce the law relating to the penal- -
ties, liabilities and punishment of pub- -
itly acquiesced. We reconcile our
conscience to this condition ot affairs,
and to our own returns when we make
them, on the ground that if as in-
dividuals we made our returns as re-
quired by mw, we would be called
upon to pay an amount which would
be' much more than our proportionate
share of the aggregate tax. While
this is true, if in Isolated cases we
coinplied with the. law, yet If all the
taxpayers' collectively acted" In con-
cert and raised their returns as near-
ly a Si possible' to a fair approximation
to the requirement of the law, the rate
ol; taxation, falling equally upon all,
could be reduced, and the amount to
be paid by each taxpayer would be
no greater than a though property
should he returned by all at a grossly
low valuation as is the present cus-
tom. While It Is conceded that no
such concerted action can be hoped
for, the result can be effectively at-
tained by other means. We have
reached the point when it may be
safely premised that the most
defect in our system is the
power which we place In the hands of
an Irresponsible official, who answers
to no one for his acts, and whose fail-
ure to comply with the law is only
punishable under the provisions of a
statute which is transgressed equally
by those to whom he Is supposed1 to
be responsible and In whose hands
rest the power to puniBh. It is made
no one's business to see that he per-
forms his duty as the law directs; It
is not provided that he Bhall have
any opportunity to compare the re
sults of his work with that of other
assessors in the state, and It cannot
be presumed that he will, of his own
initiative, undertake such a compari-
son to guide him In his work; there-
fore, It is not surprising that we have
a tax rate which is appalling to out-
siders who do not understand con
ditions. I presume there is not a
member of the Bar present who has
not had to explain why we have Buch
a high tax rate.
With respect to equalization, New
Mexico Is as deficient In it laws as
lu every other branch of tax legisla-
tion. We have a state board of
equalization, which, under the consti
tution, is composed of the governor,
traveling auditor, state auditor, sec-
retary ot tate and attorney general.
This board is vested with the same
powers and duties as the territorial
board bad prior to statehood. In the
case of Poe vs. Howell, 67 Pacific 65,
our Territorial Supreme Court in 1901
defined equalization as exercised by
the state board to mean equalization
of the several assessments amongst
the counties so that the aggregate
amount of taxation Bhall be borne uni-
formly by the several counties. The
case arose on the question of the right
of the board to raise the assessment
of all counties vertically ten per cent
of the valuation of the property as
fixed by the local assessors and boards
of county commissioners, and the right
was denied on the ground that such
an exercise of power on tho part of
the state board did not fall within
the above definition nor within the
power conferred upon the board by our
laws, and was therefore void. In
that case the power of the board with
respect to assessments delegated to
local officials was construed to be
limited to that of a board of review
and of equalization as between the
counties of the territory. This de-
cision is Btill the law as to the power
of the state board of equalization in
New Mexico, and we find Iittlo relief
from our difficulties in the powers
and duties ot the board. Our con-
stitution provides for a board which
obviously is Intended to be partisan,
for it Is composed of state officials,
all of whom, under ordinary condi-
tions, would1 be members of the pre-
vailing political party. At present
our state board of equalization is com-
posed of three democrats and two re
publicans, an unusual situation, which
it Is1 safe-t- say, was never Intended
nor contemplated by the framers of
the constitution. The most serious
defect, however, is the lack of power
in the board to go behind the local as-
sessor's returns, and for Itself deter-
mine whether taxable property has
been omitted, or the values given to
the property which does appear is far
below the proper and just value In
proportion to the value of isimilar
property located elsewhere In the
state. Property of great value In
one county might never be returned,
and the state board would be without
power to compel Its entry upon the
rolls at a proper valuation. Thus
one county may escape its just share
of the burden of the state levy. There
is no question but that this situation
arises annually In several counties.
No proper or just equalization as be-
tween the counties could ever be at-
tained without an Immense amount of
work which it would be Impossible
for our board to perform, even If It
had the power and the means, com-
posed as it is of state officials al-
ready, burdened with their own Im-
portant duties. It follows a an In-
evitable and unavoidable result that
as regards true equalization our board
is an abortive and practically useless
creation of an antiquated and Ineffec-
tive Bystem, bearing a pretentious
name to which it can claim no right-
ful title.
However, this board of
equalization has other important
duties. It is vested with the power
to determine the valuation of all
property belonging to railroads,
telephone, telegraph and sleep-
ing car companies, and other trans-
portation and transmission lines, doing
business in New Mexico. We have
no adequate provisions In our laws
to aid the board in arriving at a cor-
rect estimate of the value of the
property of such companies. The re
turns made by the railroads, and other
companies, must be accepted as cor-
rect, or else the board, If it deems
the return Incorrect as to the quan
111c omcers, persons, and officers oerty as Its full cash value, county
agentB of corporations for failure 01 assessors, county commissioners.
neglect to comply with the provisions county board of equalization, under
of the statutes governing the return, penalty of forfeiture and removal
assessment and taxation of property; from office as such assessors or
and to cause complaints to be made boards, to assess all property of every
against assessors, members ot boards kind or character at Its actual and
of review, supervisors of assessment full cash value. Where property has
and members of county boards, or, not been appraised at Its full cash
other assessing or taxing officers, to value tn any district, the board can
the proper circuit judge for their re-- , appoint appraisers and send them
from offlce for official miscon-'t- the district to make a new appralse-duc- t
or neglect of duty. ,. Imont entirely independent of the lo--
tion alters the valuation of a taxing
district, the valuation so fixed must
be the basis of all levies for any pur- -
pose, mi uiners irom our law
which gives our board of equalization
In its terms. It gives the state com -
iiusaiuu power xo eniorco ail laws
for assessment to the end that all as- -
ocuouicuia ui ijruiJBi iy ue luaue reia- -
uveiy just anu unuurm ana at its true
auu inn cusn value, ana to require.
when there has been a failure on the
part of local officers to assess prop- -
cttI officers. The final appraisement
"0 made, when approved and adopted
D' the state board, becomes the basis
.tor a" levies, local and state.
In Utah the state board of equaliza- -
j tion is a permanent
board with most of the powers else
where conferred upon the state tax
commissioners, and there Is a com-
plete classification of property for
purposes of taxation contained in the
law. Mines are assessed on the value
of net proceeds and each mining
company or mine owner Is required
to furnish a schedule, which is unl
form for all, showing gross yield and
wimo uiereui wuu tne cost of pro-
duction. The Items which will be
allowed as entering into the cost of
production are specified, so that all
return will be upon the same basis.
Uy Information as to the operation
01 mm law is to tne effeot thnt it has
been ln general satisfactory and Just.
In view of our own lack of adequatelaws upon this subject, an examina-
tion of the Utah laws will repay any-
one Interested In the matter.
It is significant that the rerorni6
which have been effected ln the states
mentioned above as having created
tax commissions, have taken place
within comparatively recent years,
The awakening of the public con-
science which the past decade has
witnessed in every line of civil and
political activity, has swept Into being
enactments which have for their aim
the correction of one of the most
evlig existing In our form
of government the unequal applica-
tion of tax laws. New Mexico cannot
afford to be backward in the move-
ment. In fact, the inadequate and
Ineffectiveness of our laws upon the
subject will necessitate the placing
ar' certain subjects which are far
wore Important to the welfare of the
8tate and Its inhabitant than others,
and uPn them we should concentrate
(4) To require district attorneys
to assist in the commencement and
prosecution of actions and proceed- -
ings for penalties, forfeitures, re-
Oiovals and punishment for violation
of the laws of the state in respect to
the assessment and taxation of prop
erty, ln their respective counties.
(5) To require town, city, village,
county and other public officers to re
port Information as to the assess-
ment of property, collection of taxes,
receipts from license and other
sources, the expenditure of public
funds for all purposes, and such other
Information as may be needful ln the
work of the commission, In such form
and upon such blanks as the commis-
sion may prescribe.
(6) To require individuals, part
nerships, companies, association and
corporations to furnish information
concerning their capitaI, funded or
other debt, current assets and liabili-
ties, value of property, earnings, op
erating and other expenses, taxes
and all other facts which may be
needful to enable the commission to
ascertain the value and the relative
burdens borne by all kinds of prop
erty In the state.
(7) To summon witnesses to ap-
pear and give testimony, and to pro-
duce records, books, papers and
documents relating to any matter
which the commission shall have au-
thority to investigate or determine.
(8) To cause the deposition ot
witnesses residing within or without
the state or absent therefrom, to be
taken, upon notice to the Interested
party, If any, ln like manner that
depositions of witnesses are taken
ln civil actions pending ln the circuit
court, In any matter which tho com- -
mission shall have authority to in
vestigate or determine. of laws upon our statute books which
(9) To visit the counties in the will remedy the defects at an early
state, unless prevented by other ueces- - date. We cannot be too urgent In
sary official duties, for the lnvestlgfl-- our efforts to place remedial legisla-
tion of the work and the methods tion on this subject on our statute
adopted by local1 assessors, boards ol books conceding that the Inefficiency
review, supervisors ot assessment ot territorial form of government
and county boards, in the assessment, has saddled upon us a mass of poor
equalization and taxation of real and 'y considered and laws,
personal property. practically all of which present the
(10) To carefully examine Into all mst pressing necessity of revision,
cases where evasion or violation of 't we should bear In mind that there
the laws for assessment and taxation
of property Is alloged, complained of
or discovered, and to ascertain where- -
In existing laws are defective or are
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mm ' w fl in the city yesterday on business, the
" I Our IaCK.aUlO guest ot his sister, Mrs. Wagner. HUMORS IN THE BLOODj . General A. S. Brookes left today for&T1Q IVnCliniatlSin Bh outing on the Pecos, where he will
m Join some out of town friends in an When the blond becomes infected with any unhealthy humor the effect isI Personal Mention. effort to Rather In a catch ot nioun-FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS t.i.
Miss Elsie Nusbaum arrived In San-
ta Fe Friday from California and
will visit her brother Jesse Nusbuuui
for several days before returning to
her home In Greeley, Colorado.
MrB. W. D. Shea and Mrs. W. 0.
Connor returned today from a delight-
ful two months trip along the soutn
era California beaches. W. D. Shea
met them at Lamy this morning and
returned with them on the noon train.
Gordon Ware and A. V. Kidder ar-
rived in town yesterday from a two
months' trip in the mountain. Mrs.
shown by some definitely marked disorder like Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Pso-
riasis, Salt Rheum, etc. Humor get into the blood usually because of an
inactive condition of the system. Those members whose duty it ia to eipet
all refuse matter do not properly perform their work, and an unhealthy
is absorbed into the blood. Then instead of performing its
George, Antone, the "Santa Fe wool
Backache dries on your vitality. Saps hiivor' tm Id a vlalf t MrtHaftv loaf5XHtKotS: Thur,dy b0"ht 'he clip of that,.,,. ,mm., ., , ...W. H. Kerr end W. E. Turner, thelatter the representative of M. J. Mtsr-- sr Besides tnst, it mns Bonn- -
0 Fallon Supply company, ran out
some fifteen miles and spent the af
THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1112.
Mr. S. R. St rlckler Is in the city
today from Khton.
Bi'cator J. S. Clark and ni'n niv
orer from Las Vegas.
Mrs. 0. McArthur of Carlsbad is
stODDlnsr at the Palace.
ternoon shooting doves. They report
splendid shooting having bagged
about twenty of the "innocents."
natural function of nourishing the skin tne circula-
tion irritates and inflames it because of its impuro
condition, A thorough cleansing ot the blood is
the only certain cure For any skin disease; external
applications can only give temporary relief. S.S.S.
goes into the circulation and drives all humorsfrom
the blood, and in this way makes a permanent and
complete cure in every form of skin trouble.
S. S. S. supplies the blood with the nutritive qual-
ities necessary to sustain the skin and preserve its
natural texture and perfect appearance. S. S. S.
iS.S.SiKidder will Join Mr. Kidder here inSeptember.Nathan Salmon is trying fisher-- i Jim
thing wiong with your uuu pounas.
kidneys; a weakness, an Mi's. C. A. Baca, whose husband
Inflammation, a breaking died a few months since, at Socorro,
down, may brf the Hdne , and itcame ,aBt 8unday nlght ,tay.SrllW " l bouse ot Jose Sanche,. onwill help you QUICKLY,
and heal your Eugenlo Romero, treasurer and
regulate tho action lector of San Miguel county, came in
of your blsdder, and drive i... and ia aiiendincr the dav in
Mrs. John Curtis and Mrs. PhillipHon. Solomon Luna, national com-- !
I Simmons of Belen are in the city tomltteeman, Is up from Los Lunas.
man s luck in tne river una
week. He motored over to the Val-
ley Ranch last Monday and has spent
the week at that pleasant resort.
E. A. Mann, Esq., and H. B. Henlng ' attend the state convention of the W.
of Albuquerque, are in the city to out Bsckschs and Rbtumstfsm. They the capta, dty Mr Bomero reporU
Several camping excursions have
C. T. U. They are well known resi-
dents of Belen, have a large circle of
friends in the state. While In Santa
Fe they are thoroughly enjoying the
everything in his section In a proswill I.... e m auwiK, wu ww.Mo habit forming drugs. Try them.
cures Edema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, and all other skin eruptions or
diseases. Book on Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
day.
Hon. Ellas Garcia, sheriff of Rio Ar-
riba county, is In town on official
perous condition.For sale by all druggists.returned to town lately.
Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Ooebel who camped during the
month of July on the Pecos, are again
Mrs. Mary Safford ot Santa Fe,
spent several days in Aztec looking
Mr. M. P. Manzanares, Ft. Sumner, after her property interests. Mrs.Mrs. Fraslero of Las Vegas, delegate
to the W. C. T. U. convention, is in
in their home on Son Caspar avenue.
L. A. Hughes has gone to California has accepted position with Jacob Safford was a resident of Aztec years OFFICIAL NEWStte city. Weltmer in thn aintlonerv business. . ago and has many friends who are
Representative M. P. Manzanares of E. R. Geffs of Denver, renresentlne Elad to greet her again. Aztec Index
magnificent climate and are taking
In the many historical sights in this
vicinity.
Messrs. I B. VifkRoy and George
Mlgnardot have Just returned from a
tour of northern New Mexico. Their
Itinerary embraced the following
towns and. cities, vis: Espanola,
El Rito, OJo Caliente,
PiUu; Taos, Penasco, Trampaa,
Fort Sumner is registered at the Mon- the Mining Science Magazine. Is in Je Danziger, his sister-in-law- , Mrs,teiuma. the city, ratharlnsr data for an article Morris' Danziger, who have been visJesus M. Abeytia and Nlcanor Tru nn our mlnlna- - Industrial, 'ting Mrs. Charles Danziger of Las
JIllo of Enclno are In the city today Mr. A. Snyder of Deming. prominent Vegas, were Joined by her, and all
on business. jeweler of that city, is spending the came flown ln her car t0 the cl,y forTruchas, Cordova, Chimayo ana tnence
to spend a couple ot weeks with his
mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Gerdes will
leave during the coming week for an
extended Journey in California.
Judge and 'Mrs. Harry Hanna and
John Van de Vries are visitors at
the valley ranch this week.
The Wallace Club held their month-
ly business meeting this afternoon
with Miss Abrahamson at the home
of Mrs. Francis C. Wrllson.
Mrs. Thomas Doran left tlhe first of
the week for Missouri, where she will
spend a month visiting friends and
day with us. He reports great ac- - lew aa vl81t lo u- - "oover anaMiss E. Deuel of Concord, N. H. is
stopping here for a few days on her family,
way to the coist. Rev. Summers of Estancla, was Intivity
In the irrigated district.
Harry F. Lee, clerk of the federal
court, Is enjoying his vacation with
Mrs. Lee, ln Los Angeles, California,
the city today on business but wasCharles Springer left last evening
for New York, it is reported, to confer called on business of importance, back
to Santa Fe. They report having
had a splendid time, having slept In
the open every night except three.
The weather wbb fine and they had all
the shooting they wanted, and every
day was fine trout fishing. In fact,
nothing but the dread of leprosy pre-
vented them from continuing their
trln indefinitely. They report the
with Taft leaders,
Same vs. C. R. I. & El Paso Rail-
way company. Charge, violation safe-t- y
appliance act. One count. Judg-
ment for $100.
Grand and petit Juries, for the Oc-
tober term, at Santa Fe, will be
drawn on September 9th, 1912, at the
federal building. The date for con-
vening the October term will be Oc
tober 7th, 1912.
Adjudged a bankrupt, J. C. Huff, of
Gallup, N. M.
Antonio Jose Anaya, Alex Shoe-
maker, Crlstoval Rivera, Meliton Cas-
tillo, John Catanach, Eliseo Ortiz, An-
tonio Martinez, Fellclano Sena, Anas-tacl- o
Mora, Manuel TruJIllo, Rlcardo
Montoya, Reyes TruJIllo, Pomuceno
Montoya, Henry Paular, Roque Gue-
rrero, Andres Mestaa, Nlcanor Baca,
Juan Lopez, Lorenzo Gutierrez, Albi-
no Garcia, Agustin Duran, Francisco
Rodriguez, Emiterio Lopez, Manuel
Garcia, Anlceto Lobato, Miguel Ortiz,
Anastacio TruJIllo, Jose Ma. Gonza-
les, Marcos Rael, Jesus Ma. Gallegos,
Noveto Gonzales, Donaciano Ortega,
and will not return until about the to hl" horae t0 marry a coll)le tnat
is Inst could not wait for him to complete hisMrs. M. S. Kelly of Socorro, super-
intendent L. T. L. branch of the W. C.
The following documents were filed
in the office to the corporation com-
mission, today, vli: The Ranchers
Telephone company, petition for an
increase of capital stock, from $3,000
to $10,000.
News Printing company, a new cor-
poration, from Clovls county. Capi-
tal Btock, $5,000. Incorporators: Mrs.
H, F, Curren, W. I. Carren and A.
E. Curren, all of Curry county.
Mountain Home Zinc company, of
Arizona, filed a petition to do busi-
ness in this state. They named as
their agents here, Mr. Jas. A.
Authorized capital, $50,000;
$31,000 issued.
Governor McDonald today appoint-
ed the following gentlemen as dele-
gates to the American Road congress,
which convenes on September 30th,
prox, viz:
C. B. Kolhousen, Raton, N. M.; P.
F. McCanna, Albuouerque, and W. C.
errand' This is as It should be. Mar--Rev. ofC. B. Stephens Shadron,relatives.T. U., arrived this morning. Nebraska, pastor of the Baptist ,,,us 18 wu i"pun..i iu (Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clark motor Look after this matter, Bro. S.Miss Mamie Maher of Albuquerque
arrived this evening to spend a few Prof. Martin further wishes
church at that place, is visiting in
Santa Fe for a few days, with his
brother, H. F .Stephens. Rev Steph
ed over to Santa Fe Wenesday and
left Friday morning for their home In
crops In fine condition and the people
happy and prosperous. They declare
that the farmers of that section are
known that the New Mexican will
Las Vegas. soon publish a circular letter, ln bothens will occupy the pulpit at the
exhibiting more progressive spirit Presbyterian church tomorrow at lj English and Spanish, setting forth theDoctor Cornish and son Gillettespent the week end in Santa Fe last
week, returning to Albuquerque in
than at any time in their history. Improvements that have been made ino'clock.
James T. Newhall, father of Frank the building and service ot hi;
their car Sunday afternoon. Rev. Alonzo S. Bright, Albuquerque,
superintendent English Missions in school. He further requests those InNewhall, an old resident
of Santa Fe,
and the possessor of e host of friends terested In same to write him or the
days with Miss May Closson.
Mrs. B. T. Link and Mrs. W. C.
Kuril of Las Cruces and Mrs. M. S.
KeMey of Socorro are In lha city y
Charles A. Spless, Esq., of Las Ve-
gas is in the city to attend the meet-
ing of the Republican Central
Dr. Alice Rice, Miss Sarah Booth of
Las Vegas, arrived yesterday evening
and are guests of Professor and Mrs.
Wood.
Hon. Venceslao Jaramillo of EI
Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell Carroll and
sons, of Washington, D. C, will reach
Santa Fe tomorrow to spend the rest
New Mexican tor any additional Infor
New Mexico, of the Methodist Epis-
copal church, Is spending the day ln
the city, and is the guest of Rev. J.
here, passed a few hours in tne citj
today and made a social call at the mation,
New Mexican office. Prof. G. J. Martin, of El Rito, presiof the month in Santa Fe. They willjoin the summer camp at the Rito de M. Shlmer; He will leave today forHiram Hadley, former member or
Hamilton, Roswell.
The American State Prison associa-
tion will hold Its next annual conven-
tion In the city of Baltimore on Nov.
9th, 1912, and the governor has
dent of the EI Rito normal, is in the
city for a few days, and while herethe board of regents of the College ot
los Frljoles next week.
Luna Bergere has returned fromlerimlture and Mechanic Arts, nav will be found at the Sanitarium,
where he hopes to get a much needTres Piedras where he was connectedies: resigned his position on June oiu with the forestry service. He will reh been succeeded by R. R. Larkln,Rito, N. M., chairman of the Repub
named the following gentlemen as
delegates to attend, viz: Jno. B.
Santa Fe; jno. Morrow, Raof Las Vegas. The appointment waslican Central comznlttee, arrived this
morning. made by Governor McDonald, on the
Espanola.
Mr. FranclBCbo Delgado, chairman
of the state normal board of regents,,
has Just returned from El Rito where,
In company ot the entire board held
a very successful and important ses-
sion. One of the principal objects of
the meeting was to Inspect the build-
ing and make such recommendations
as in their Judgment was required.
They decided to put in an electric
light and water plant and otherwise
main in Santa Fe tor tihe remainder
of his vacation before returning to
the Military Institute In Roswell in
September.
ton, and C. J. Laughren, of Deming.
ed rest. He reports a very successful
term of the summer normal and that
fishing is exceptionally good in his
section. The public school will open
at El Rito this year with an Increased
attendance ot at least 30 per cent
Requisition papers were presentedSth instant.
SATURDAY, AUG. 10.
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., who was re-
ported to have had typhoid, is doing today by J. H. Liggett, sheriff of ElkWord has been received here of the
county, Kansas, and were honored byMrs. J. V. Lavert entertained the
Thirteen club this afternoon. The illness of LuRee Knight, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Knight, who the Governor of New Mexico, turningincrease over last year.cuest a besides the members of the
formerly lived in Santa Fe. The lit over one Don Brltton, who has been
serving a term in the state penitenImprove conditions. THINGS DOING tiary for horse, theft. The sheriff
tle girl is ill with typhoid fever at the
Knight's home In El Paso. Her
friends here wish her a speedy recov
club were Mrs. A. B. Renehan, Mrs.
James Sellgman, Mrs. Sylvanus G.
Morley and Mrs. Solomon Spitz.
Miss Elsie Jacobs entertained in-
formally Monday evening' In honor of
will leave tonight for Kansas.MONDAY, AUGU8T 12,
1912.
Mrs. Schumann will not be at home AT DEMING Commissioner Owen has just reery.
John Shoemaker, Qulreno TruJIllo,
Beatrlz Vigil, Santiago Roybal
GRAND JURY, 8EPT. TERM, 1912.
Teodoro Ortega, Ignacio Romero,
Marcelino Sanchez, Natividad Monto-
ya, Santiago Martinez, Abel Ortiz,
Manuel B. Rodriguez, Secundino Va-
lencia, Patricio Garcia, Joaquin Alire,
Alejandro Baca, Juan Silva, Manuel
Aranda, Favlan Romero, Llbrado
Quintana, Serafln Quintana, Moises
Roybal, Martin Baca, Santiago Baca,
Anlceto Mestas, Daniel Quintunu,
Chaves, Inocenclo Gonzales,
Manuel Gonzales, Apolonio Romero,
Hllarlo Garcia, Paul Butt.
The governor has pardoned the fol-
lowing boys from the New Mexico
Reform School at Springer:
Cliff Folk, 14 years o!d, of Eddy
county, who was put in for three
years, has served all but three months
ot his sentence.
Inocencion Chacon, 15 years old, of
Grant county, who was sentenced
from 1 to 2 years, has served his
minimum sentence.
J. J. Romero of Mora county and
R. L. Hicks of Taos county were ap-
pointed additional members of the
mounted police.
John B. McManus, superintendent
of the penitentiary, has been appoint-
ed parole officer by Governor Mc-
Donald to fill the vacancy caused by
tomorrow afternoon.Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Alger, Miss DorMiss Gladys Rushworth of Toronto, Thomas P. Gable left yesterday afothy McMillen and Jim Mullen, all or Deming,
N. M., Aug. 13. Henry
Ralthel and Miss Ruth Minman, of
turned from Roswell, whither he
went last week for the purpose of
procuring evidence ln a number of
rate cases now pending before this
Canada. After several games of live
hundred had been played, palms were Albuquerque made the trip to Santa
ternoon for El Paso where he will be
for a few days engaged In matters ot
business.
Silver City, were married yesterdayFe in Dr. Algere car last Saturday and
spent Sunday in Santa Fe. Miss Mc at the home ot the bride's parent!
nicely and will soon be back to bis
work again.
Postmaster E. C. Burke, Miss Con-Io- n
and Mr. Robert Reynolds were
fishing up the Canyon yesterday and
reported a catch of 28.
Senator Gregory page of Gallup, a
member of the executive committee
of the Republican Central committee,
ii stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. A. D. Bouer of Topeka, Kan-
sas, arrived this evening to visit her
cousin, Mrs. Eva D. Castle. She will
be in Santa Fe until October.
Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the
Republican Central commute;, and
wife are here from Las Vegaj to at-
tend the meeting of the commltcc.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent and their four
boys from Chicago arrived today to
spend a few days with Dr. and Mrs.
HuiToun on their way to California.
F. S. Speelman, traveling freight
read by a very scientific fortune-telle- r
and the secrets of the future Rev. Harvey M. Shields of Daw Rev. Francis Carol performing theMillen decided to spend a couple ofdivulged. ceremony. The following party wentweeks here and Is a guest at the
up from Deming and were present at
son, always a welcome caller dropp-
ed into the New Mexican office this
morning. He left tor home this af
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter was hostess
to the Auction Bridge Club last Mon the wedding: Mrs. ChrlB Ralthel, Sr.,Mr. and Mrs. John Ernest of Clay
ternoon. Arthur Ralthel and wife, Mrs. Lewton are visiting Dr. W. H. Brown. Mr.day
afternoon. MTs. Walter's guests
included Mrs. Charles A. Wheelon and
M1ss Elizabeth Brown beBldes the
Dr. J. W. Woffensmlth and wife Brown, Miss O'Connor, H. C. Brownand Mrs. Ernest are the parents of
court. The Roswell Commercial
club originated the complaint, and
other parties through certain com-
mercial clubs have joined in the suit.
In most of the cases complaints are
based on state and Interstate traffic
rates. A great mass of evidence was
acquired and will be reviewed and if
found unjust, same will be properly
adjudicated. The Santa Fe was rep-
resented by their attorney, Mr. Bled-
soe, also Mr. Houghton, the traffic
manager, Mr. Brlnker of the Pan
have returned from attending a post and wife, and C. R. Hughes. The parMrs. R. P. Ervien, Mrs. W. H. Brownmembers of the club. graduate course in Master of Homeo- - ty returned yesterday afternoon withand Traveling Auditor Howell Ernest.Miss Esther Barton was hostess pathics. Mrs. Woffensmlth Is fully
recovered from her recent operation.
the bride and groom, who will make
their home here at the corner of
It is a pleasure to know that Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest are planning to makeWednesday evening
at a most delight-
ful card party in honor of Miss An The families ot J. H. Walker and Spruce street and Tin avenue.Santa Fe their permanent home.nette MacGibbon who has been visit T. Z. Winter, have Just returned from Richard Young hs returned from aMrs. Ward Thoron, son and daughting her this week. Five hundred wasagent for the Missouri Pacific railway
with headquarters in Pueblo, Colo., is delightful camping trip on the upthe game of the evening. After sev several months' visit in London andLouisville, Ky. . He states that his
er, of Colorado Springs spent a week
in Santa Fe returning to their home per Pecos, where tney spent sdoui the resignation of Henry S. Allison.. in the city calling on the merchants.
handle system, Mr. Gallagher of the
passenger and traffic department,
and James Peabody of the statistical
department, McMahon, Pecos Valley
eral games had been played a deli-
cious supper was served. Every one father will return here shortly.Mrs. Louise Buell, president Las Wednesday. Mrs. Thoron was so de Articles of Incorporation were filed
two weeks, fishing and hunting. They
report having had' a splendid time., Cruces Union, and Mrs. B. T. Link of lighted with Santa Fe and the course Dr. J. M. Williams returned
from London, Ky., where he has
yesterday In the state corporntio;i
commission of the Palo Blanco Sheepof lectures In the School of Archae
enjoyed' ihe evening and voted Miss
Barton a jolly good hostess.
The board of trade dance which was
system and Mr. Swlnton, traffic exLas Cruces, arrived last evening.
Mrs.
Link is state superintendent of moth been visiting several weeks. pert were also In attendance duringology that she is planning to returnnext year and spend the month ofers' meetings. The First State bank ot Deming
company. The capital stock is $20,-00-
divided Into 40 shares worth
$500 each. Mr. Christian Otto of
Clayton, is the statutory agent.
given last Thursday night In the li-
brary hall, was one of the JolliestA. R. Stelne', Kansas City, Mo., H opened its doors for business this
Billy Goebel has gone to the Paja-rit-
ranch to spend the rest of his
vacation. The ranch is the property
of Mrs. Clara B. True, and is one ot
the most delightful places ln New
Mexico, and that is saying a great
deal.
State Engineer, Mr. French, left
this morning for Ft. Sumner and oth
August here.
Dr. Charles F. Lummls and daught-
er, Miss Bertha Lummls, and son
R. Low of Denver, N. A. Houlmen of events of the summer. There were morning. This new Institution Is of-
ficered as follows: John Hund, pres
two sessions. Mr. Owen acted as
chairman. Mr. Groves of Carlsbad
and Mr. Seggerson, local rate clerk,
were also in attendance, as was Mrs.
Brumback, who was the official
stenographer. Mr. uwen reports the
St. Louis and W. E. Timer of Kan forty or more couples present who en Qulrao, arrived In Santa Fe yesterdaysas City, are a few of the salesmen ident; N. L. Miller and Hal Kerr, vice--joyed the music from nine o'clock onin town today. presidents; J. G. Cooper, cashier;and were only sorry when midnight
Dr. Hulitt of Alamogordo, who Is Sam T. Clark, assistant cashier. Thecame and Morrison's orchestra play er places where the government Is crops as looking tine and the farmers
feeling hopeful.above named officers constitute
theed "Home, Sweet, Home." The mer
from their home in Los Angeles and
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Kaune. Dr. Lummls has many old
friends in Santa Fe who delighted to
welcome him to hlB old home again.
A short but very enjoyable camping
spending some time in Santa Fe and
who is attending the American School
of Archaeology, is a delegate to the
board of directors.' The concern isry crowd of young people voted Maud A. Walker, at Negra, Torrance
working convicts on the public roads
T. P. Gable, e warden, went
south today, over the Santa Fe, to
lcok after some Important business
capitalized t $30,000.00, all paid ln,thanks to the Woman's Board of Trade cnuntv. Paul Jones, vice W. ArciiurW. C. T. U. convention. The old Stenson building on Gouldfor making these monthly dances such Jones, resigned, at Nara Visa, Quay
GERMAN WIRELESS AT
8AYVILLE, LONG ISLAND,
WORRIES OUR GOVERNMENT.
Motor Plant Is To Be Equipped En-
tirely with Foreign Instruments and
Will Talk Across the Ocean.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. The
department of commerce and labor
report regarding he Telefuncken
Wireless tower at Sayville, L. I., de-
clares that It is backed by German
avenue hs been remodeled and renoa great success. county.Charles Cross, popular and well
Miss Kate Muller. Miss Myrtle
Boyle, Miss Gladys Rushworth and
Professor Cockerell, who have been
vated to meet the demands ot this
trip was that taken by Miss Myrtle
Boyle, Miss Gladys Rushworth, Miss
Kate Mueller and Dr. T. I, A. Cock
The first state convention of the W. M. Weddington, at RicardO, Guaknown well drlilery of Santa FeWoman's Christian Temperance Union bank, and elegant furniture and fix-
tures have been installed. dalupe county.
Marshall W. Parker,
at Alamogordo, vice S. M. Parker,
county, has Just returned from a trip
to Estancla valley, where he was en
erel!. They went over the trail toopened Friday evening with thirty-fiv- espending several days at the Valley
Ranch on the Pecos will return this the Pecos on horseback, Tuesday,or more delegates present and a good gaged for about two weeks, seedingspent Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs.evening.
J. G. Cooper, cashier, comes here
from San Angelo, Texas, while the
rest of the stockholders are local peo
sized audience from Santa Fe. Vari Discharged in Bankruptcy Eberone of his ranches ln wheat and rye.VIvaBh at their ranch and returnedous short speeches by prominent menDr. Harroun who was injured yes-
terday in Zook's Pharmacy, is doing
Harnden, Dexter, Chaves county.
Prentiss J. Staggs of Roswell.to Santa. Fe Thursday evening.In town, representing various cvic capital, that all
of the apparatus is
of German manufacture and that thepleInstitutions, varied the program of tlhe miss Annette MacGibbon has been Attorneys admitted to practice atas nicely as could be expected. Heis in very great pain and last night
Messrs. Ed Layne and W. . Murray
are here from Silver City, having
driven down yesterday ln the car of
evening. A few members of the W. spending the week with friends in last term Alfred Ruiz of Gallup, Rich-
T. U. spoke of the prohibition work rd I. Young, Las Cruces, A. B. McoBuut re who are aengnted to seein New Mexico and the great progress Millen, Albuquerque, B. F. Adams, Al
He reports the valley looking good
to the farmers.
Joe Haylor, capltol custodian, has
made a father of himself once more.
The stork brought a daughter whose
healthy appearance would seem to
Indicate that she is to take her fa-
ther as a model which means that
she is to be a Jolly good girl. Every-
body at the Taylor home feeling fine.
All friends of Mr. end Mrs. Charles
her here again. She will leave the
first of the week for her tome in Chithe movement was making all over buquerque, Edward D. Tillman, Hills
boro, Hiram M. Dow, Roswell, A. C,the world. Which reminds one of the
the former. E. A. Blevlns arrived from
Silver City this morning ln his car.
S. A. Cox and family, and Mr. Tuck-
er have gone to the Gila river for a
month's outing.
James R. Waddill and wife, John
following verse which was published Vorhees, Raton.
lie was administered an opiate, the ef-
fects of which caused him to sleep a
few hours.
J. M. Earnest has resigned his posi-
tion with the city as agent and with
his most estimable wife will depart
for Santa Fe In a few days where he
will locate permanently. Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest have been residents of
the city for nearly ten years and have
cago. Miss MacGibbon has accepted
a splendid position in the public
schools in Belolt, Wisconsin, for the
coming winter. Her numerous friends
here will be
a few months ago in Life: The State Bar Association will con
Up Against the Bars. vene at Las Vegas, on August 12th
inBt. Attorney Francis C. Wilson, alWaddill, Mrs. Thomas R. Taylor andOld King Cole was a merry old soul; very sorry to have her C. Catron are tendering congratula
largest set ot instruments is intended
to work with the wireless station at
Nauen, 3,400 miles away.
Officials of neither the state or
navy departments had any comments
to make as to the probable attitude
of this government toward the affair,
In view ot the senate's recent resolu-
tion which declared the United States
would regard with grave concern any
acquisition of territory of strategetio
value on the American continent by
any Interests which might be under
foreign Influence.
The official report of the Investiga-
tion ot the Sayville station says It
will be the property of the Atlantic
Communication company of New York
and that it will occupy 100 acres ad- -
child, and Charles Taylor made a tripA merry old soul was he! leave Santa Fe. so Judge Pope Willi deliver a lecturetions on the arrival at their home lastHe called for his pipe, and he called on "Federal procedure. ,There will be quite a number of up the Mimbres yesterday to visitMiss Elizabeth Tlchenor. They went
In Thomas Taylor's auto, driven by
night of a baby boy. The name of
Catron has been so long associatedSanta Feans for the Rito de los Frl
for his bowl,
And toe called for his fiddlers threo.
IN FEDERAL COURT.
Recent decisions ln this court, asjoles, as the summer camp of the
scores of friends who will miss them
very much Indeed but who wish them
all success and happiness in their new
home. They have a number of strong
ties In the city of Santa Fe, three of
But only two of the fiddlers came; with Santa Fe that the prospectiveperpetuator of the name is pleasingSchool of Archaeology begins there follows, viz.:
Charles Taylor.
John Hund and Dwlght (Stephens
returned this morning from Albuquer-
que, where they went to attend a con
alike to our citizens sb to the im-
mediate family.
U, S. A. vs. A. T. ft S. F. Ry. Co.
Charge, Violation "Federal Hours'
law, wherein continuous Bervlce ex
next week. Arrangements are now
being made to leave here Thursday
morning. The summer school will
undoubtedly prove more popular than
their children being residents of that
Gen. A. a. Brookes has received ference of Bherlffs and chairmen of
boards of commissioners from all over
tlhe state. The subject of the confer
ceeds 15 hours.
On 35 counts, judgment was render-
ed against the company in 7 cases;
28 being dismissed.
ever this year, which means an inter-
esting Jolly crowd of people camped
word from Mrs. Brookes In California
that their little daughter is improving
noticeably and shows every indica-
tion of gaining that strength for which
ence was the salary bill to be pre
The third, they said, was barred
From earning his living thenceforth,
because
He carried no union card.
Nor came the pipe with Its fragrant
weed.
Nor the bowl with Its golden brew;
For all such things had been driven
from court
By the W. C. T. TJ.
New York Evening Post.
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer and MrB. Es-
ther Thomas were hostesses this af
lor two weeks in one of the most
city. Clayton Citizen.
Orrln A. Foster, who, with Mrs.
Foster, edits the Rio Grande Repub-
lican, Is in the city today looking at
; the meeting of the Old Guard's com-
mittee.
FRIDAY, AUGU8T 9, 1912.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Hall have taken
sented to the next legislature Same vs. Same, 4 counts. Judgmentoeautirui- canons in New Mexico. John Hund has been experimentingthey have so long been striving.
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1912.Plans have Just been completed for with two acres of alfalfa, this season,a two story house to be built on Buena
Joining the Long Island railroad, will
have a capable set of instruments.
The towers are to be 393 and 100 feet
high respectively. Commissioner of
Navigation Chamberlain, whose bu-
reau Is vested with the jurisdiction
over ratio communications affecting
navigation, said he did not regard the
Sayville station as likely to lead to
any international complications.
by giving it three waterings to theFrank Ralph, leading contractor ofvista Heights, Just west of the Wiley
cutting instead of two, as Is usual lnAlbuquerque, spent the day ln our city
rendered In one, three dismissed.
Same vs. Pecos and Nortlh Texas
Railway company, 5 counts. Judg-
ment on two counts, for $100 each,
three dismissed.
Same vs. A. T. & S. F. 10 counts,
S rendered, $300; 7 dismissed--
up their residence at SOI Gallsteo property. Mrs. Katherlne Patterson this valley. He finds that he will gets planning to begin the erection nf this week.Mr, V. S. Mler, of Cuba, N. M., was six cutting;!, which will averageher residence in the near future. Theternoon at the third of the series ofteas. The guests went into the Puye
room after the afternoon lecture and
there enjoyed tea, punch, sandwiches
ton and a half to the cutting, making
the season's yield nine tons per acre,
which he says amply justifies giving
nouse win oe ln the Mexican type of
architecture and will be an attractive
addition to Buena Vista Heights. Mfs.Patterson Is to be congratulatfid unnn
each cutting an extra watering.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
and cake. Among the girls helping in
serving tea were Mrs. Marion L, Bur E. W, Trowbridge has Just broughtiher choice of the Mexican style ofrows, Miss Kate Mueller, Miss Helen
street,
Benjamin Martinez left today for
Tlerra Amarllla to accept the position
of deputy county treasurer under Ven-
ceslao Jaramillo.
Mr, Edgar P. Shields;, traveling
representative passenger department.
Southern Paciflo Tailroad, spent
Thursday In our city, Mr. Shields is
well and favorably known here and
we are always glad to see him.
Mr. S. A. Goldsmith, a prominent
merchant of Estancla, was a busi-
ness visitor in the capital city Thurs-
day and Friday of this week.
residence, for the house will be very
prominent on the brow of the hillLaughlln, Miss Amelia McFle and Miss
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business ln the
City of Toledo, County and State
ln a new Irrigation well on his desert
claim four miles south of town. The
well delivers six hundred gallons of
water per minute. He has twenty
Myrtle Boyle. While the south side of the city willMrs. Rupert F. Asplund will be host
Tire You Blue and Worried?
Nervoui P Some of the time renlly 111 P Catch cold easily and frequently luffelfrom biliousness or headaohe P The reason is that your system does not rid itself
of thf poisons in the blood; just as impossible as it is for the (rate of a stove to riditsell of clinkers. The waste does to us exactly what the clinkers do to the stove;
make the fires burn low until enough plinkers have accumulated and then preventIts burning at all. Your liver is ilutf (fish you are dull and heavy sleep does not
rest, nor is food appetizing. In this condition illness develops. Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery eradicates the poisons from the body a glyceric alter
Btive extract made from blood root, golden seal and mandrake root stone and
queen's root, without the use of aloohol. No matter how strong the constitution
necessarily oe tne more modern sec- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLuon, u is to De hoped that other
houBe builders will follow the irnnr!
acres In crop this year, and expects
to have eighty acres ln cultivation on
this tract next year.
LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
ess at another tea next Monday after-
noon.
The ladles committee of the mus-
eum will hold a reception Wednesday
night to which those interested in
cauuipie oi Mrs. Patterson, and nth.
en, on uuena vista Heights and use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
' FRANK J. CHENEY.MlsseB Maud and Carroll Brown of
,thfl
..hn, . ,... .... h mane tne new dwellings conform inthe exterior, at least, to tihe orhrinni Sworn to before me and subscribed
ln my presence this 6th day of Detype of architecture ln Santa Fe.
Mr. Carnes, Albuqueroue. was a
business visitor in the Capital City
cember, A, D., 1886.
(Seal) A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern
today.
the stomach is apt to be "out of kilter " at times f in conse-
quence the blood is disordered, for the stomach is the labo-
ratory for the constant manufacture of blood.
MM. Bhmj. Hlakh, of Port Dover, Ont, Box 86, writes: HIhvebeen a Brent ulToror for years from thront trouble, catarrh. Indigestion,fumale troubles, bloating, constipation and nervousness at times I wouldbe in bed, then able to be up again. Was under many different doctors
care, and would tret bettor for a llttlo while, then I would go down with
chronic Inflammation all through me. For nineteen years I had this
poison In my blood. After trying; nearly everything; I got worse. I readin The People's Common Senae Medical Adviser of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery and Dr. gape's Catarrh Romody, I have taken tha
'Gulden Medina! Discovery and Pleasant Pellets,' and have used flvsi
bottlos of Dr. (Sage's Catarrh Remedy. I am now able to do my work
and walk with ploasure. 1 'eel Ilka a new woman. I enjoy everything
eround me and thank God for Jetting mt live Ions enough to find some
thing that mads me well atraln."
Mrs. H. 8. Bowman, who ha been
SMART HORSE.
Saturday afternoon a man drove up
to the postofflce to get his mall, When
he got Inside the building his horse
started after bim and walked into the
building. The door was too narrow
for the rig but the horse would not
back out without the aid of a half a
dozen men, and they only after a lot
of hard work on the part of the men,
rome of them pulling at the vehicle
and one or two others backing the ani-
mal by the bridle. Roswell News.
Boston, will arrive in the city to- - reception will be given In honor of
morrow en route to Arizona, andthe boaI.d, regentB wh(J b(j ,n
while In the city will be the guests the dty to hold, ther anaua, meet
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer. Wednesday.
Robert P. Ervien, land commission-- 1 M,M and M8g have
er, and his two sons, Howell and returned from a very pleasant trip in
John, accompanied by T. P. Gable, California.
returned from Roswell in 'jhave Just clnton CrandaHi who hat
their auto, where they lhave been on been 111 at the Sanitarium for the
a business trip. paat week Is in,provlng rapdIy BnaA hunting parly composed of the hopes to be able to be around town
well known "dead allots," J. A. David, again next week.
seriously ill for the past few days, Is
ally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.reported much better.
Judge Pope will leave next week
for Denver, where he will sit In Judge
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conLewis' court. He will be absent about
ten days. Mm. Blau Dr PicrcVi Pleasant Pellet regulate liver end bowels,stipation.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOL JULY was A SANTA FE efIJtD TIGUEX
WERE NOT THE SAMECHOICE LECTURE SERIES TRIFLE COLD
WESTERN MEN GAIN
CONTROL OF TELLURIDE
POWER COMPANY 8T0CK.
Ten Million Dollar Concern Has New
Board of Directors With Only Two
Easterners Left on It. '
mclaiii caught
in coloradoDr. Alliot gave a moat Interesting Saturday evening. He Bald It was Sauta Fe, N. M., Aug. 9, 1912. 1 Indlas, etc,the ntaural thing to express by rhy In my possession, Vol.
thmlo activity, lor In this way Joy I III, 3C3, cited in my Illustrated HisMf. Kditor,
Sunia Fe,Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 13. Control
The month of July, 1912, was de-
ficient In temperature and slightly
deficient In rainfall, but nearly normal
In sunshine and In the number of days
with rainfall. General and rather
N. M.would be expressed In rhythmic
movement. Early tn the spring the SPRINGS of the Tellurlde Power Company, aIndians begin the seasonal dances,
lecture on American Sculpture last
Friday afternoon, and the Influence
the French and German schools had
had upon American art. Fifty years
ago the tendency In America wag to
favor the French canons In sculpture,
hut since the year 1878, American
sculptors have gained their know
Colorado corporation wltih $10,000,0011
and $10,000,000 authorized bonded In
Dear Sir;
In my last article, the first of the
series I Intend to write with the
which are beseech--.
debtedness was taken over by Jamellug the gods for rain, prosperity or
A KAN UNDER ARREST THERE ISthanksgiving for prosperity already
received. So, In the spring as the
marked deficiency in temperature oc-
curred throughout the state, with the
exception of the lower Rio Grande
valley and the eastern portion of the IDENTIFIED BY SERGEANT COLcorn Is planted the gods are asked
HER AS MISSING BOOKKEEPER
ledge of art from the old world schoolB
end have developed an originality of
their own which make them absolute-
ly different from any other school.
southern border counties, where a
slight excess was reported. The plains
Campbell of St. Louis and J. of placing in the hands of those
Nutt, of Cleveland, here today on re-- ' who are "ot Me to bu". "organization of the board of directors.
Changes are reported to be the result History of New Mexico, the true
of opposition waged by St. Louis and and correct information with respect
western stockholders to the former t0 Cer""n hlstork'11
"r "hlchmanagement.
The company, rormerly owned by! Persistently circulated. I corrected
St. Louis, Cleveland and western the error that "u as 0I a cold De- -
tory of New Mexico, .)
No one who Vnows Santa Fe can
but admit that even now, 371 years
after Coronado's time, wood abounds
right close to the city and that in
Coronado's time, had he really been
here, wood must have been more plen-
tiful, which is not now, or could it
have been then, the case in the Rio
Grande Valley.
Castaneda, one of Coronado's men
and the one that wrote a complete ac-
count of the expedition, is even more
explicit In his description of Tiguex.
He says:
"Tiguex 1b a province with twelve
villages on the banks of a large and
country had about normal tempera OF ENGINEER'S OFFICE GOV
ERNOR ISSUES REQUISITION,ture,
Dut a deficiency occurred over
the northeast plateau, extending
Thlg new development Is in no way
bizarre or extreme but is the growth
of a new nation, the amalgamation
of different races combined with new
thence to the main range, with In
creased deficiency, exceeding 3 de capitalists, operates
hydro-electri-c oenaoer aay, invi wnen De Vargas
generating plants lt;"i'orado, Utah ordered' the reconstruction of 8alnt
and Idaho. Improvement expenditures Michael's chapel here in Santa Fe.
totalling $1,750,000 are planned, it was T"0' article was published In the New
grees a day in southwest Mora coun-
ty. In the extreme southwest also a
conditions which naturally gives a
new expression to American art. This
new phase is the best expression of
According to a message received
here today, Sergeant of Mounted Po-
lice John Collier lhas identified a man
under Arrest &t Colorado Springs, as
O. E. McLaln, a bookkeeper in the
for the. germination of the seed, later
for rain to make the corn grow and
then for maturation of the corn,
warding off hail, InsectB, drouth, etc.
The Cathollo church has Influenced
these Indian customs and Instead of
holding the green worn dance at San-
to Domingo When the moon was in a
certain place as was the ancient cus-
tom, the Indians have complied with
the ways of clvltlza'Jon and fixed the
date by our calendar for the fourth
of August.. After this dance lor the
maturation of the corn comes a dance
o! thanksgiving, and hi early flays the
winter dances were given for the
hunt. Since there 1b little to hunt
today on the plains around Santo
Domingo these fiances are only given
marked deficiency occurred, reaching
announced, including completion of Mexican of June 6. 1912, and at its
the Bear lake reservoir In Utah and conclusion stated that in my second5.3 degrees a day in central Grant
county. Idaho. article I would prove, by conclusiveTwo rather notable heat periods oc office of C. D. Milder, formerly state Utah and Idaho are building an evidence that Santa Fe and Tiguex mighty river; some villages on one
side end some on the other. It iscurred; the first, from the 7th to the14th (although shortened somewhat
spacious valley two leagues wide
Irrigation reservoir In the Bear river did not mean, or rather was not the
at Soda Springs, Idaho, and a new same place; also that Corenado never
generating plant at one Idaho nar- - was in Santa Fe, and that Tiguex
rows, Idaho. i was a province lying on either side of
engineer who Is wanted here on
charges of obtaining money under
false pretense, forgery and possibly
for other matters. Governor McDon
in northern counties), and the second,
from the 28th to the close of the and a very high, rough,mountain chain lies east ot it. There
month. A sharp cool period occur All western directors except Wm. the Rio Grande (where Bernalillo are seven villages In the ridges at thered from the 2d or 3d to the 6th, ald will issue requisition papers for
the man. Story and Frederick Stelgraeyer of stands today) consisting of some 12every four years. Corn has become Salt Lake City, Utah, were replaced or 16 pueblos.According to officials of the state
foot of this; four on the plain and
three situated on the skirts of the
mountain." (Vide F. W. Hodge's
"Spanish Explorers," etc., cited In my
by directors residing in New York and, it had not been my intention tothe staff of life with the Indians
and
therefore all their efforts are turned
toward the prosperity of thelT corn
engineer's office, McLaln is wanted
with heavy frost In some of the high-
er northern districts, and the lowest
minimum temperature thus far re-
corded in July, with the single excep-
tion of 1897.
Cleveland, The retiring board dls- - miblish this, mv nscond article at this
missed by resolution as authorized thefor forging a check against the good
roads fund amounting to $125 which
was cashed by the First National bauk
crops. time but an unexpected circumstance
made me change my mind. Last week
I was discussing Coronado's Journey
$8,000,000 damage suit brought In
Utah by the former managementat Las Cruces. It Is said that he se
art In the modern sculpture of the
present day. American sculptors
stand at the head of their profession
and due credit Is being awarded them
In exhibitions In the old world.
In Europe and especially in Italy,
sculpture Is becoming demoralized.
Iu Naples one finds an entire craft
of artists who manufacture statues by
the dozen. A model Is copied so
many times that the exact propor-
tions are not kept accurately. Some
classical goddess Is being copied for
an American mlllionarle's garden1 and
small attention is given to the exact
angle of Apollo's nose. American in-
vention has even gone bo far as to
make machin ry to copy the famous
marble statues, and has sold 'many
of them In Italy. These machlneB
copy the model exactly and on ac-
count of this fact, the machine dupli-
cates are more perfect than the
productions.
These many duplicates can not be
made In bronze and therefore bronze
statues have a higher value than any
o'herB today. The artist make the
statue In wax first and covers the
whole with a thick coating of tlay.j
leaving a hole In the top and 'oottom.
THE DRV FARMERS against directors Campbell, Stegmey-e- r
and Story.
with a gentleman who had devoted
the best part of his life to the study
of Spanish explorations In the New
FORM ORGANIZATION
cured the signature of C. D. Miller to
three other checks purporting to be
for employes of the department but
that he filled them In with his own
said history 247-8.- )
Could Castaneda be referring to our
Santa Fe rivulet when he said "a
large and mighty river?" No, he had
reference to the Rio Grande and to no
other. His reference to the valley
being "spacious valley two leagues
wide," could be no other than the Rio
Grande valley, where Bernalillo is,
for our little Santa Fe Valley does not
fit that description and the mountain
range could be no other than the
World. This man I found pretty well
There was a general but slight de-
ficiency In precipitation over the
eastern counties, and extending
westward to the center of the state,
also to the northwest to eastern San
Juan, and in the southwest to the
lower Rio Grande Valley. But
throughout this area there were many
favored sections where the precipita-
tion of the month was normal or
Estancla, N. M., Aug. 10. The Tor
HAY8 GETS BLAME
FOR EVERGLADES STEAL
AND WIL80N ESCAPES.
Informed on New Mexico history. Atname thereby securing several nun his suggestion I realized the Importdred dollars out of the Clayton road
ance of hastening the preparation offund. One check went through the
rance county development association
organized at Mountafnair July 29, is
meeting with hearty cooperation In all
parts of the county. Local clubs are
the article. He asked me If I hadDemlng National bank for $125 and Loose Methods Were Found in Depart-
ment of Agriculture However andanother through the Citizens National seen a little pamphlet recently pubbeing perfected and preparation is be Lesser Officials Will Hold the 8ack llshed in Santa Fe herein I and thebank at Roswell for a like amount Sandla mountains which lie due east
from Bernalillo.In Court While Head of Bureau Is rest of the historians who have maln- -Another check was cashed in thising made tor an enthusiastic meetingto be held In Estancla, August 15. At city. Just how far McLaln's pecula Let us hear Fr. Alonzo de Benavld- -this time a constitution and bylaws tions extended will not be known un-
til the office has been checked overwill be adopted' and everything willbe made shipshape for a campaign of
ez, who was the first Custodio (Su-
perior) of the Frnnclscana to establ-
ish missions and industrial schools
in New Mexico in the year 162G( 27
Acqultted. tained that Tiguex was not Santa Fe,
and that Coronado had never been
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Assist- - i genta Fe, were attacked as being
ant Secretary Hays of the department gU,ty of plagiarism and 1 said that I
of agriculture comes In for adverse nad not 8een the pamphiet referred
criticism in the report of the Moss t0 My frlend wa8 t0 leave that Bame
committee of the house which lnvestl- - av hllt nrnmiRprt to nd me the
thoroughly.boasting and advertising. Prepara McLaln was weH known here andtions are now being made for a coun
greater, as eastern and southern Un-
ion county, eastern Quay, northwest
Colfax, and the mountain regions of
Lincoln and Otero counties, also east-
ern Taos and the southern slopes of
the San Juan range. From the Rio
Grande westward a small excess
was general, but falling below the nor-
mal, however, in Rio Arriba and east-
ern San Juan counties. A marked
excesB occurred in western Luna,
northern Grant and western Socorro
counties, where heavy local down-
pours were reported at various dates
from the 19th to the 26th. The rains
until he suddenly disappeared aboutAs Boon es the clay Is dry, the whole
1b baked In a furnace, the clay hard-
ening and the wax melting anl run
ty fair to be held at Wlliard October years after Onate's entry). In his
highly interesting report, made inMay 4, his reputation for Integrity
was excellent. It Is said be owes a1st and 2d and an exhibit of farm
products will be taken from there to
gated the Florida
charges and other person, to the King
of Spain, In 1630,EvergladeB
land pan,pnlet by mall that same eveningiffalrs in the de-- whIcn he did- - That , tne Crcum.ning out through the hole
In tne top number of blllB to merchants in this he says, speaking of Tiguex:Bronze ij then )oirr;d the state fair at Albuquerque.and bottom. partment.city. McLaln had a wife and child. stance that made me write this artl- - "The first city after leaving Cibola,Rev. R. P. Pope and wife left forinto the clay mould, the clay broken His operations In North CarolinaThe officers traced him by first finding cle prematurely.Prescott, Ariz., yesterday where theyoff and the bronze statue remains. with J. O. Wright, a former employe,! which muBt be the main town of thisKingdom, is called Tihues. (Tiguex).the child with relatives in Denver. That little pamphlet Is a gem In theBronze Btatues have become very expect to enter Into mission work. are ueprecated ana tne report nmtsHis wife Is thought to be with him in world of fiction, It beats Mark Twain's It has more than four thousand housesnonular monuments In Amerloa. The, Rev. Pope Is the oldest Baptist mis. of the month were mostly thunder Colorado Springs. that Impeachment proceedings nan
mwlff mora oaanarl I fecundity of mind. He starts by say- -statue was Dlaced on Buch a high sionary In New Mexico having labored in each one of which from ten tofifteen inmates live." It was sitstorms, and very local In character,nearbv olaces differing widely in thebase that the base and Its decorations for twenty years and organized ri
of more importance than the, churches. Since his advent
that "sme Mla W ,romWilson' ln?Secretary is not condemned
for the Everglades affair In which It 'her.8 or,f,rom certain writers, Im-
-
amounts recorded. uated on a plain on the bank ot a
river."statue itself. Today the public Is 'here he ha seen the Baptist grow was charged that land agentB had pl,c,uy mKlnB 88 cer""" , lu"".The sunshine was practically lot- -
"La prlmera cludad yendo de Sib- -hpulnnine to realize that a less pre-po- eight to near two hundred or- - mal; there were 13 clear days, 15
tentlous base and one lower built ganlzed churches.
used their influence at the depart- - " cm,ma lm "
ment to prevent publication of oil!- - belne "carefully compiled from
Provei (?) Bources." but does notreports unfavorable to the pro- -
partly cloudy and 3 cloudy, consider ola, que deber ser la principal deste
Relno, se llama Tihues; tlene cuatroRev. Pope and wife leave a host of ing the state as a whole! At Santa
Fe there was 80 per cent of the totalfriends who are grieved at their de
PRETTY LITTLE 8LAVE
GIRL IS RESCUED BY
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE.
She Was Held Captive In a Den Her
Value la $4,500 aud Now Tongs Are
Ready to War Over Her Possession.
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 9. Be-
cause pretty little Lee Seem, slave
girl, valued at $4,500, was rescued
from a den in a raid by the police
Wednesday evening and taken to a
parture but wish them God's speed in
mil casas y mas, en que viven de
dlez, a quince veclnos." "Estaba
situada en un llanr a oiillas de un
ject. Loose management Is charged !ve 8 BlnIe Minority, then it starts
among the department, however, in lnt0 a wholesale contradiction of what
that connection. The handling of tne ver? conquerors affirm as the
possible sunshine, which is consider
ably larger than the usual July rec
their new field of labor.
Among those who have recently re-
turned from the Chautauqua at Moun-
business in the office of experiment truth. It contradicts all the Span- - rlo." (Vide "Apendice Segundo toord. The percentage of sunshine was
stationa also 1b condemned. 'h explorers and conquerors or New Vlllagra a'so given as Appendix first
tainalr are Messrs. Ira L. Ludwlck, J. also large at Roswell. Humidity waslow, winds were light and prevailing Elliott and MorehouBe, two employ-
- Mexico from Cabeza de Vaca to De to my Bald history.)
B. Gunter, M. H. Senter and wife,
Mrs. Garnett, Mrs. Parrett, and Miss
es of the department who were I shall now take up the
on technical grounds follow-- . leading statements made on Coronadosouthwesterly.
A brisk gale, how- nlBslon home, there Is. portent of strife
Uneta Hays. ing publication of the Everglades! and Tiguex and leave the other In-in San Francisco Chinatown. Thetongs are muttering and the hatchet
ever, occurred in the lower Rio
Grande valley on the 1st, and the
flrBt four days of the month were
'accuracies for another occasion. Letcharges, who have since been indictana gun men ot the societies are ed, are left to the courts. us hear the author of the pamphlet
He says:generally rather windy, with some
LAND GRANT OWNERS
MUST PAY SHARE OF
makes the statue look more natural
and therefore much more beautiful
Dr. Alliot gave as an example of this,
the three, low, broad steps upon
which the statue of Lincoln Is placed
In Lincoln park, Chicago. The only
insignia of office of the president is
the chair with the American coat of
arms stamped upon the back. Lin-
coln has Just risen from this chair
and standB before the people in a
very simple and characteristic atti-
tude, with his hands clasped behind
him. This Btatue is by the famous
Saint-Gaude- and it the masterpiece
of sculpture In the last three cen-
turies.
Friday evening, Dr. 'Wilson gave
his lecture on Pompeii before a large
audience in the hall of representa-
tives. The lecture was exceedingly
interesting in itself md was Illustrat-
ed with splendid slides giving the au-
dience a clear picture of the dead
sand storms In central, southern and
arming, while the police squad in the
quarter, is seeking tho tong leader
who Is supposed to have been the
Ft. Benavldes than gives a sepa-
rate and very distinct description ot
the village of Santa Fe, "Villa de
Santa Fe" calling it "cabeza de este
reino" (Capital of the Kingdom) where,
the governor and the Spaniards re-
side. "Adonde residen los goberna-dore-
y espanoles."
It Is thus seen that either Coronado,
Castaneda, Fr. de Benavldes and
many ot the other original actors
cited In my said History, were right
"Tiguex could not have been situaC08T OF U. S. SURVEY. LYON FORCES SPLIT
REPUBLICANS AND ARE
SOLIDLY FOR ROOSEVELT.
eastern' counties.
TEMPERATURE. ted
on the Rio Puerco nor on the Rio
Grande."
"Coronado went to Tiguex, there--
Government Files Important bults In The mean temperature for the state
as shown by the records of 82 sta The Col nel Has More Republican fore he was in Santa Fe." Ti- -
owner of the girl.
The Four Families Tong, of which
the girl's former master was a mem-
ber, accused two others of the tong
of having Informed the mission of
the girl's plight, and the accused
men were served with notice to ap
tions having a mean altitude of about
Federal Courts and Decision Is Aw-
aited With Interest.
The United States has evidently de-
termined that the owners of land
Delegates In Texas Than Taft Can guex was situated in a pretty valley
6,000 feet was 71.3 degrees F., 1.0 be Muster and Two Conventions Are surrounded by hills and mountains jor that the "approved sources" of thelow the normal, and 1.0 above the rec and on the Tiguex river, now called author of the pamphlet knew moregrants, confirmed by the court of pri ord of July, 1911. The highest month Held,
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 13. As a sequel
Santa Fe."vate land claims, shall pay their half pear and exculpate themselves or pre-
pare for death.
ly mean temperature was 82.8 degrees
at Demlng, and the highest recorded "Tiguex
ran along the south side
of the river for perhaps two or threeto the split of the republican executive
than Coronado and the others about
the location of Tiguex.
Regarding the alleged first settle-
ment having been made by Coronado,
or any of his men, not a word can be
found In his, Coronado's report, nor in
106 degrees at Lake Valley and the
of the cost of surveys made under de-
crees confirming said grants entered
by the court. The law establishing
the court made the ownerB of the land
Mr. W. S. Gunsalus, a farmer livingRio Grande Dam on the 10th. Thecity. Dr. Wilson began nis lecture
with a hnrt history of Pompeii, ex
committee here yesterday, two state miles."
conventions took place here today. I ve wm now allow Coronado
delegates met in the hall taneda and Father 'Benavidez tell uslowest mean temperature was 56.8 deplaining: that it was a commercial grees at Wlnsors, and the lowest re where It had been announced the h.r. Tin wn and allow them to Castaneda's naraclon and the author
near Fleming, Pa., says be has used
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera end
Diarrhoea Remedy in his family for
fourteen years, and that he has found
It to be an excellent remedy and
town, being situated on. the River
Qama otiH nervine as a seaport as corded, 25 degrees
at Ellzabethtown state convention would be held and tne Ascription, then the read- - it.glve U8 of tne paa,phiet can never prove
well. Pliny tells of the marvelous
on the 6th. Tb greatest local
monthly range was 63 degrees at San
Rafael, and the least 31 degrees at
tne Taft forces met in another hall. er can better know who to believe.The break developed from the charge (he actors tnemselves or theCecil Lyon yesterday that be! ed but unnamed "sources" ofwine of Pompeii
and of the mills, takes pleasure in recommending It,
which were the best in the world at
grants liable for that half, and gave
the government a lien upon them for
any unpaid balance. Today, the Uni-
ted States Attorney filed in the fed-
eral court eleven suits, against as
many grants, praying Judgment for
these unpaid amounts, and a foreclos-
ure of the Hen and a Bale of the
grants, to pay these claims. The grants
proceeded against with the amounts
clilmed are as follows: Cleneguilla
For sale by all dealers.Cloudcroft, while the greatest local
dally range was 60 degrees at San
Rafael on the 7th. The district aver.
ageB were as follows; No. 7, 71.7 de
that time. It was a city of twenty
thousand inhabitants, composed of
Greeks, Romans, Orientals, Egyptians
MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES
nd nrhans Christians or Jews. IN LONDON ISSUE DEFYTO C0URT3 OF ENGLAND.grees; No. 8, 71.2 degrees; No. 9, 70.7The people of the City of Pompeii degrees.
'grant in Santa Fe county, $110.40;considered Vesuvius an extinct voi'
and bis followers had no right to
participate in the republican meeting
because of their activities In behalf ot
Theodore Roosevelt. Lyon, who is
chairman of the state committee, re-
fused to yield.
The Lyon forces outnumbered the
Taft men. It Ib probable two state
tickets will be named with William H.
Atwell as candidate for governor on
the Taft ticket and Edward C. Lazter
as the progressive leader.
W. W. COX IS HEAD
OP I in ra'trea dadtv
the author of the pamphlet.
Coronado In his report to the em-
peror, dated at Tiguex on the 20th
day of October, 1541, Just after his
Journey to the Gran Quivira,
and after giving a full and descrip-
tive account of his Journey in the bit-
terness of his disappointment says:
"I have done all that has been pos-
sible for me to do In order to serve
your Majesty and to discover land
wherever God, our Lord, might be
served, and the patrimony of your
They Declare Sentences Imposed Upand it was not until the great
PRECIPITATION.
The average precipitation of the
state, as shown by the records of 151
stations, was 2.19 inches, or 0.19 inch
on Rioters Are Only for Purpose of
Terrifying Others Identified With
Contest.
London, Aug. 9. The Woman's So
Juan Batista Vigil grant in Rio Ar-
riba county, $89.72; Plaza Blanea
grant, Rio Arriba county, $163.62;
grant, Santa Fe county, $08.56;
Santa Rosa de Cubero grant, Sando-
val county, $100.24; Juan Salas, or
Alamitos grant Santa Fe county,
$44.13; Salvador Gonzales grant, San-
ta Fe county, $74.17; OJo de Borrego
grant, Sandoval county, $206.57; Tola-y- o
grant, Santa Fe county, $90.10;
Bartolome Sanches grant, Rio Arriba
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. Majesty expanded, as your loyal Ber- -
.,aaa1. fn alna T hflVA flr- -
below the normal and 2.36 Inches be-
low July, 1911. The greatest amount
waB 5.75 Inches at Gage,, and the least
0.15 inch at Alamogordo, while the
greatest amount in any 24 hours was
2.10 Inches at Tucumcarl on the night
of the 21st. There was an average
of 8 days with 0.01 Inch or more pre-
cipitation. The 4istrlct averages
were as follows: No. 7, 202; No. 8,
night the progressives of Dona Ana
cial and Political Union, which beads
the militant suffragette movement,
issued a statement today regarding
the sentences pronounced by the Dub-
lin court on Wednesday on Mary
Leigh, who was sent to Jail for five
years tor wounding John Redmond,
leader of the Irish parliamentary
party, with a hatchet she had thrown
county, $87.04; Pajarlto grant Ber-
nalillo county, $321.28. It is under-
stood that a large number of similar
rived in the Province of Cibola, where
the Viceroy of New Spain sent me In
the name of your Majesty, having
seen thre was nothing of what Fr.
Marcos said, I tried to discover this
land, 200 leagues ard more In circuit
around Cibola, and the best I have
found Is this river of Tiguex where
I am and its towns which are not in
a position to be peopled." "Yo he
county met and organized the Pro-
gressive party of Dona Ana county.
S. S. Hookland was chosen temporary
chairman and G. E, Marteeny tempo-
rary secretary.
After the temporary chairman and
secretary had been elected the meet-
ing proceeded to appoint committees
on permanent organization, declara- -
tlnnn mprnhnrahln And nnhllpitv.
203; No. 9, 2.97 Inches. at Premier Asqulth; on GladysEvans,CHARLES B. LINNEY,
Section Director.suits against other grants are to fol sentence of a year's Imprisonmentfor setting fire to the Theater Royal,
Therefore, much as we may regret to
admit the fact that Santa Fe is not
the oldest settlement in the United
States the truth must prevail in spite
of our chagrin.
The author of the pamphlet is in-
formed, once more, that the authorities
upon which my History is given as
the authentic history are all the
very source, not mere "plagiarisms"
as he charges end that same are at
bis disposal in my residence.
In conclusion I want to say to the
author of the pamphlet that he will
not find a single reputable historian,
that has written on New Mexican
history that agrees with him, and that
I, with all the respect and considera-
tion I have for them and their works,
did not have to depend oh them for
my data, that my said History Is based
on the real, official data, obtained
direct from the royal archives ot
Spain and stamped with the authority
of the King. They are all In the very
old Spanish used at the time the
conquest of New Mexico was accomp-
lished; and that because ot my famil-
iarity with the Spanish language, as
it Is spoken now and as it was spok-
en then, as well as because of my
knowledge of the English language,
I do not have' to take what translators
give me and others as correct data,
but can, and do, discover correct tran-
slations as well as fake translations
of which latter class we have an un-
limited number.
The facts which I give here as the
true history are copyrighted by me
and cannot be reproduced nor trans-
lated without my written permission,
yet, the pamphlet herein alluded to
having been Bent broadcast, thus pro-
pagating information which Is both in-
correct and misleading.
I will not object, for the sake of
truth, to the reproduction of this and
my future articles, by the press of
the country, In either language. '
BENJAMIN M. READ.
low in the federal court.
Dublin; and on Lizzie Baker, who was
given seven months imprisonment asHay fever and asthma make AugustGERMAN EMPEROR IS
en accomplice ot Gladys Evans.VI8ITOR TO HOMES
3ADDENED BY DEATH.
Lytton R. Taylor -- a made chairman hecho todo- o a ml poslhle para servlr
of the permanent organization com-- , a V. M. y descubrlr tlerra, donde Dlos
mlttee. W. W, Cox, chairman of the nuestro Senor fuese Bervldo y s
committee and Mr. Reber do el Real Patrimonio de V. M., co- -He Stops at Humble Cottages, or nhntrmnn of the membershlD commit- - mo eu leal crlado y vasano; porquc
desde que llegue a la provincla de Ci
a month of Intense suffering to many
people. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound gives prompt ease and re-
lief, and is soothing and healing to
the Inflamed membvauo?. Wi. M.
Mcrethew, Me., says; "A tew doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound re-
lieved me of a severe attack of as-
thma and lesB than a bottle caused
complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
For Bale by all druggists.
PRESIDENT LECONTE
Miners and Sympathizes With
Widows and Orphans Made by Mine
Disaster.
Bochum, Germany, Aug. 9. Emper
The Union defies the authorities,
calling the sentences an outrage which
waB not devised as a punishment to
fit the offense, but to terrorize other
women.
The judge's hint that the sentence
would be remitted if the women's
militant tactics were abandoned, con-
stituted, says the statement, a bribe,
which could not be accepted without
disloyalty to the cause.
earthquake of 63 A. D. that they
would believe it to be active. The
earthquake ruined everything, but the
Pompellans rebuilt the city and were
once more established and prosperous
when the great eruption of 79 took
place. Pompeii was burled in a bed
of ashes from fifteen to twenty feet
deep, but since the ashes were not
hard to dig through the residents re-
turned to take away all portable be-
longings. It is on account of this
that so few small relics have been
found in the excavations.
Even the site of Pompeii was for-
gotten during the middle ages and it
Is only within the past fifty years that
excavations have been begun there.
However, within that short time al-
most all of the city has been unearth-
ed and some portions of It restored.
Saturday afternoon Sylvanlus G.
Morley began a series of lectures up-
on the Art of Copan which was very
entertaining. The members of the
local School of Archaeology have con-
ducted excavations in Central Am-
erica for the past three years and we
are especially interested In the work
being done by them. Mr. Morley il-
lustrated his lecture with slides show-
ing grotesque plece of sculpture that
have been unearthed by the school.
These four-side- blocks of marble are
covered with reliefs, the front show-
ing the life sized god or monarch
and the other sides are cut with dates
and lnscrlpt!. nr. These dates can be
read perfectly aui show . that the
culture of this country went through
twelve cycles, each cycle being a
period of four hundred years. . The
historic cycle of Mayan civilization
was the ninth, wh'ch would corre-
spond to the year 000 A. D. At the
end of the twelfth cycle the Span-lard- s
conquered the country and
from this time the dates were writ-
ten in modern numerals. The date
of the Spanish conquest under Fran-
cisco Manteo the Younger, being
1541 .. It Is not difficult to fix the
dates from the other cycles.
Dr. Hewett explained the meaning
of the Indian dances In his lecture
tee and C. E. Lee chairmen of the
publicity committee. All the com-
mittees were Instructed to commence
active work at once.
Quite a sensation was created when
It was announced that W. W. Cox. the
well known cattleman and treasurer
of Dona Ana countv, would be named
as permanent president of the club.
or William and his brother. Prince
Henry of Prussia, arrived here today
and visited the ined survivors of
yesterday's mine dlBaster at Gerthe. DIED IN HI8 BED.
Subsequently the Emperor went to
several of the miner's cotatges, where
he expresse dhls condolence with the Body of Lata Haitian Chief Execu
bola, a donde el Viceroy de la N ieva
Espana me envlo en nombre de V. M.
vlsto que no habia nlnguna cosa de
las que Fr. Marcos dljo, he procurado
descubrlr esta tlerra, duclentas
y mas a la redonda de Cibola, y
lo mejor que he hallado es este rio
do Tiguex en que estoy y las pobla-cione- s
del que no son para poderlas
poblar."
It is self evident that Coronado was
referring to the Rio Grande for it
would be absurd to think that having
crossed the Rio Grande and the Pe-
cos he would consider our little rivu-
let (the Santa Fe river) of more Im-
portance than the Rlo Grande and
Pecos rivers. In concluding his said
report Coronado says:
"The land is so cold, as I have
families of the victims of the ac EDUCATED BURGLAR IS
TAKING P08T GRADUATE
COURSE IN CHICAGO.cident
tive is Recovered From Ruins or
His Flimsy Palace New Man Takes
Charge.
Port au Prince, Haiti, Aug. 9. TheThus far
19 bodies have been tak
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HAS
BLOOD IN ITS EYE.
Washington, D. C Aug. 9. The
Dominican minister here Dr. Don
Francisco J. Phinado, has been In-
structed by his government to arrange
for a loan of $1,000,000 to enable tho
Dominican republic to war upon Hai-
ti. The state department will try to
dissuade the two republics from their
warlike intentions. ,
en from the mine and eight men still
are missing and undoubtedly are dead. Jacob Foy
Guthrie Had Collectedbody of the late president of the Hai-
tian republic, General Cincinnati! Le--Two of the injured men died last Conte. who perished in the Are which
Miscellaneous Lot of Junk Valued
at Some $200,000 and Now Lands In
Jail.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 9. Jacob Foy
night. destroyed , the national palace here
yesterday waB found today on the
iron bed on which he had slept. TheA vaBt amount ft ill health is due Guthrie, termed "the educated burg-
Inn o nil fni'trflr" whs lo Oft t BAft Cltauthorities are making arrangementsto impaired digestion. When the
stomach falls to perform Its functions Majesty that It seemswritten to yourstealing more than $2fl0,000 worth offor a national funeral. pent... t.u .1.. a Imrtosslble for winter to beproperly the whole Bystem becomes The transference of power to the nor
..j... i i a rt .o-e- oi.. therein there being no woodnew president, General Tancarede
might beromnlnlnts. Guthrie waived examlna-'clothin- wherewith men
D. C. Bybee, teaming contractor
living at C69 Keeling Court, Canton,
111., is now well rid of severe and
annoying case o' iidney trouble. His
back pained End he was bothered
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
took Foley Kidney Pills Just aB direc-
ted and in a few days I felt much
better. My life and strength seemed
to come back, and I sleep well. I
am now all over my trouble and glad
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
Try them. For sale by all druggist.
Auguste, who was selected yesterday
by the members of the senate and
chamber In national assembly, was
KENYON'S JAIL BILL
ON SENATE CALENDAR.
Washington, D. C Aug. 9. Senator
Kenyon's bill to compel federal courtB
to impose Jail sentences instead ot
fines upon convicted violators of the
Sherman law, got out of committee
today and took a place upon the sen-
ate's calendar. Mr. Kenyon will work
deranged. A few doses of Chamber-
lain's Tablets iB' all you need, They
will strengthen your digestion, Invig-
orate your liver, and regulate your
bowels, entirely doing away with that
miserable feeling due to faulty diges-
tion. Try It. Many others have
been permanently cured why not
tion and wns assigned to a cell In the sheltered."
county Jail. Persons whose property "La Tlerra e tan frla como a V. M.
was" stolen visited police headquarters tengo escrlto, que parece ImpoBlble
In an effort to Identify their belong- - Psar el Invlerno on ella, porque no
lnga from the mass of articles found ha lena nl ropa con que se puedan
carried out In perfect tranquility.
Firemen continue to search the rtilna
of the palace and the adjacent pow-
der magazine for the bodies of vic in Guthrie's hiding place. aorlgar los nomores." iviue OJea- -
STUBB3 CLAIMS SEAT cion de Documeuios ineauos ue lasyou? For sale by all dealers, tims of the fire and explosions, ' for Its passage at this aesslon,
educational welfare of the children of friends list Sunday at hts home. While to take short cut in this town, wouldTHURSDAY, AUGUST 19, 1912.PAGE EIGHT they had the famous Greeley's skinned
In forty ways. Mr. Murrell has plant our county. Tao Valley News. playing leap frog the 1ml eame iia con-
THEY GOT HIM. tact with a sharp stick," which, pierced
Gabriel Romero, who brutally as- - the abdomen. He was taken to the
ed Irish potatoes here every year and
has never failed to raise fine ones and
at the same time get a good yield. In saulted Deputy Sheriff Carl Olsen at hospital where he was operated upon
Vaughn last April and who has been Tuesday. His condition I reportedthe Portales market Mr. Murrell' po
not only drive over the efde wulks but
most anywhere that their teams will
go. Tbe side walks of either town
were not constructed for drive ways,
but for sidewalks. On the Des Moines
side there we have nice brick walks
and the Btreet crossings are of stone,
so next time croas at crossing and not
through Borne ones property nor on
Wayside Jottings, j tatoes always bring, at least, one cent a fugitive from Justice ever since, wai as favorable, Roswell New.arrested in Corona last week and, WILL WANT NEW MEXICO.per pound more than the Imported va
brought to Santa Rosa by Deputies Mr. Woodburn left last Sunday for
Antonio Coury and Camllo Sanchez, her old home In Kentucky. She has
rleties. He has about one acre from
which ihe expects to get about eight
owning to ltg many sidewalks. Des Moines Swastika.
WHERE'S OURS.advantages ana nearness to own.
and now languishes in the county gone back to visit - relatives and
Jail. Santa Rosa Sun. friends and to enjoy a little of tfliat
NICE AND CLEANLY. warm summer climate. Oh my, how
The snnltarv condition ot the city. sne wl" wBa 'or a New (Mexico
Postmaster Lucero received a tele
THUR8DAY, AUGUST 8, 1912.
A CHINK CENSUS.
Fred Jack, the Immigration Inspec-
tor, was In town the latter part of
last week, counting the Chinamen. He
Silver City Enterprise.
SHEEP STEALING, gram Wednesday from the depart
sn far an rlennlinnsn noes. Is far iihead breeze, when she gets back there and ment aBking Information and price of
hundred busbals. Portales Times,
NARROW ESCAPE.
Little Lessnet (Buster) Anderson
yesterday afteroon came so near los-
ing his life by fire that the little lad
will probably remember his hnrrow-ln- g
experience for some time to come.
The boy, who is about 10 year of
age, was cleaning his bicycle and
A preliminary hearing before Judgefound there were thirty-tw- China a site for a federal building in Santa
Rosa. A meeting of citizens waso" Richards, Wednesday,
of the Wlllburn of other years. The "clean up" day,
RetB ln tne niiddle of a warm- - August
inaugurated Inst April under the aus- - day' Th8 doctor looks a bit sad and
pices of the Woman's Club has been lonely 8lnce she tt but he may live
men now located here, eleven urumers, vuunes ana Dee, resulted in called and the location of the site dtsm,u,
"""UV T7,rd,h,.r the,r the court holding theboen born in this country. evidence insufficient bind them cussed. The position for the proposedfollowed' un In a systematic manner, u,Br " Cuervo nipper.to A CLOSE CALL. building, thought to be the most cen-
trally located and the most convenbecome besmeared with kerosene. Ho
until now an untidy yard or street Is
the exception rather than the rule asj
over on the charge of sheep stealing.
I The district attorney, K. K. Scott,
Liberal.
CHILDREN INJURED.
A girl of sixteen and a boy of
Fred Norman met with an acc-
ident while In town last Friday. He ient for the people, is on the east sidewas formerly the case. Carlsbad Cur-
rent. had a colt hitched with another of Third street. Just north of the Cen
Health 1 the foundation of all good
look. The wise woman realize this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health, and etrength through the
of child bearing. She remains
pretty mother by avoiding a far at
possible the suffering and daggers of
such occasions.' This every woman
may do through the use of Mother'
Friend, a remedy that has been ao Ion j
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that It ia in no sense an experi-
ment, but a preparation which alway
produces the best result. II is for
external application and so penetrating
ln Its nature a to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon In-
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-
ness and aoreness, and perfectly pre-
pares the system for natural and sate
motherhood. Mother's Friend ha been
used and endorsed by thousands ot
mothers, and Its use will prove a com-
fort and benefit -
to any woman in yitOlTHJneed of uch a ja
remedy. Mother' KxllkQJfuJ
Friend 1 sold at
drug store. Write for free book foi
expectant mother, which contains
much valuable information.
BHADFIELD IECUUT0R CO., Atlaitt. C
cane down from Roswell to prosecute
and J. M. Hervey defended. Theretwelve named Burt were riding a tral school. This is an ideal locationhorse, and when he untied them andA CLOSE CALL.
afterwards approached a smnM bonfire
nearby, and flumes leaped at him In-
stantly licking his clothing. The boy
ran in flight and ablaze. The boy's
uncle, Mr. Lessnet, with the aid of
Dr. Duffy, their neighbor, wrapped
the boy in a blanket nearby and in
for such a building and will meet thei n n.v mi n.i, "tailed to get ln the buggy the team approval of the people. The final semio.n,, . ,k. leaped forward suddenly. He held tu
horse In Soledad canyon on baturday i are 1,300 head of sheep missing from
when the animal became unmnnage-- . the Kroeger flock, near Seven Rivers
able and threw them both. The boy j flnlj tne wlllburn were accused of
was unconscious some hours and stealing them and obliterating the ear
,CUUC, W
"'",,ho lines, but thrownwas down and
the buggy wheel struck his arm hard
extent of about a hundred dollar by
fire Wednesday morning about 11an instant the flames were extinguishloth were badly bruised. Both were j marks, their flock having many sheep
getting along well on Monday of this wtth ears cropped short They claim o'clock when the gasoline stove In thekitchen burst forth into a mass of
enough to break one ot the bones of
the fore-arm- . Estancla
LOST HIS HORSES.
While on a fishing trip to Red" Riv
ed and the lad stood up In amaze-
ment, apparently trying to realize Just
what happened to him. He was un
lection of the site will be left for ,a
later date. Santa Rosa Sun. ,
'
! SOME DAMAGED CROPS,
On Tuesday this vicinity was the
victim of a hall Btorm, the storm
formed on the plains and, made Its
way to the valley through the Beneta
canyon, came north as far as Sau
Jon, thin turned back to the south
flames. Mrs. Baker's presence of
mind was all that prevented a much
week. Rio Grande Republican.
A BOOST FOR SHULER.
When business In Raton was big,
everything else was big. Mayor Shu-le-
is mayor because be has the In-
to have done this to make a uniform
ear mark, having purchased sheep in
many marks. Carlsbad Current.
DANGER FROM CLOUDBURST.
A c'oudburst in the Stonewall coun- -
hurt. Roswell News. er this week, H. H. Hc'ath had the mis
BIO. BARBECUE.
On Sunday the French Land and Ir
heavier loss. She carried the blazing
stove out Into the yard and the fire
department after a fine run put out
the fire ln the kitchen. Roswell
News.
east via) bard and Endee. There wasrigation company, with headquarters
at French, this state pulled off a big
barbecue on the plain near Maxwell
fortune of losing two of his very best
horses. He and Mr. Youngreen walk-
ed home Saturday, a distance of about
twenty miles leaving behind a nice
mess of fish. Horace will go ln
search of his horses Monday. We
hope he will have better luck next
time but would suggest that he think
up some other "fish" story to tell us
no damage done north of town, but
most every building ln town was duln-age-
by the large hall, some of which
measured over eight incheB In cir
VALLEY LOOKING FINE.
'Estancla valley farmers are rejoicCity.A. C. Cox of Cimarron wbb present ing now and have good cause for on miles south of Texico. The foreman
of the gang spoke of the prospects forSunday, just two weeks after the lastbig rain, old Jupiter Piuvius let loose
with his auto and took several par-
ties of land buyers from Dawson to
the scene of the barbecue, where land
was sold, and it was ascertained that
tbe next time. We believe the horses
I crests of the city at heart. He is try on the upper Vermejo was respon-workin-
hard for the new irrigation slble for the breaking of the large
scheme. At a recent meeting of the reservoir dam at 'the Bartlett ranch
ltetailers' Association he put up an Wednesday evening, causing an
plea for the plan for a big-- mated loss of over $10,000. The water
ger city. Raton Reporter. 'struck the dam in a wave measuring
WHAT WILL THE GOVERNOR 8AYf ten or twelve feet 'high which, it was
The fight fans are promised some- - feared, would wreck havoc with brld-thin-
good in the near future, In the ges and other property at Dawson,
shape of a bout between Young Silva Colfax and other points lower down,
of Gibson and Kid Willard of Gallup. When the wave struck the Rocky
This will be the third bout between Jlo.intain bridge over the Vermejo at
these two lightweights, the first going Colfax shortly after midnight that
to Willard and the second a draw, night, the wall of water had been
will fight for the entire gate re- - duced to a six or seven foot wave,
cumference. Several fine ciops were
completely destroyed. We have been
Informed that Bard and Endee also
Buttered a loss of roofs and windows
in most every building. Tho slorm
this road being built a being very
again and spread a wet mantel over,were lost, but that fishy, flsfay; never
it. Wagonmind we will get over
Mound' Pantograph.'
several parties from Dawson pur-
chased small tracts of land, and will
the already green fields. Stanley, Es-
tancla, Willard and the country north-
west received a heavy rain ln the af
bright, as the contract was let all
along the route, and ln a few days
they would be as busy on this end of
the line as they are now on the end
out of Texico.
only covered a narrow strip, but was
several miles in length. San Jonabandon coal camp life and resume AFTER THE WOLF.
C. B. Ruggles and "Shorty" Wilker-ternoon. Moriarty got hers In tbework on their farms. ,
Tbe bftrbecue was a profound suc In building the line across theson left on Sunday morning for the
ranch of the Adams Cattle Co., where
they will attempt to capture a lobo
cess, so much so, that another will be
ceipts. The date has not yet been and caused no further, material dam- given some time in the near future,
plains, the contractor spoke that it
was simply a snap and that they
would not be compelled to use only
the dirt moving vans.
decided bat It will be somewhere near age Raton Range.
Ihe 20th of this month. McKinley Re
when other land buyers will be pres-
ent. Cimarron News.
FIRST CLASS FRUIT.
RAILROAD WRECK.
wolf, which so far has a record of
having destroyed 32 yearlings and 6
two year old steers and one three
year old colt, and for the capture
of which Norman Bartlett, the mana
This constructor is of the opinionSeveral passengers of the local run- -publican.
HOMELESS BOY. ' ning between here and Carlsbad were that the road will be built within the
year, and that the line would extend
within a few miles of Grady, and
Just a tribute of respect to an injured about 9 o'clock Monday morn-
ger of the company, has offered ahonest and industrious boy who was iug when the freight was wrecked
Sentinel.
INDIAN BOY KILLED.
A regrettable accident occurred this
week near Shlprock, In which pne
Navajo Indian boy was killed and an-
other seriously wounded. The matron
of the Presbyterian mission, Miss
Rogers, had taken a number of the
Indian children for an outing, Intend-
ing to be gone several days. Among
the things in one wagon was a 22
caliber rifle. One of the Indian boys,
unknown to the others, got possession
of this rifle and was playing with It
under a blanket ln the wagon, He
accidentally discharged the rifle, the
bullet striking and killing another boy
instantly and passing through a sec-
ond boy. Miss Rogers' Is distracted
over the affair, although all the cir-
cumstances show boyish curiosity to
reward of $200. Messrs. Rugglesstruck by lightning and instantly about three miles sontheast of the could be brought to our town, with
only a small amount of exertion on the
The fruit growers can not be too
careful in the selection and packing
of their fruit. This is the first peach
crop that San Juan county has ever
really bad. Former crops have been
sufficient to demonstrate that we had
a country capable of producing the
goods, but this year we have the
and Wllkerson are both experiencedkilled on the 23th of Jul)- - at the city.
hunters, and Mr. Lobo Wolf had betranch of G. W. Guyerat FolBom where part of the citizens of this part of
the countty.ter keep out ot sight It he .doesn't
evening. Some crops are made right
now, others ln order to be classed as
bumper may need more In a few
weeks. The weather Is the chief sub-
ject of conversation nowadays and all
believe more rain wl'-- follow before
the end of the month. Moriarty Mes-
senger.
SHE LIKES ESTANCIA.
Mrs. V. E. Hatch, of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, was here last Thursday
nnd Friday investigating conditions in
the valley. She has traded for some
land near Antelope Springs, and was
investigating with a view to Improv-
ing this land. She was very much
pleased with the result of her investi-
gation, and announced that she would
improve the land in question. She
has spent some time In the irrigated
districts In California, and- is convinc-
ed that Irrigation can be carried on
more cheaply here than in California.
She says she will install a large pump-
ing plant on her land, and will have
It ready for operation before another
Jack Rogers sustained a bad Injury
to his left ankle and his little girl
was wounded about the knees and want to go to wolf heaven. We hope The building of thts line will mean
chest. goods probably ten times more peach
he had a fine crop of 60 acres. All ef-
forts to find "Ills relatives have failed
so far but It was known that he
had a sister living In Oklahoma and
one in California. He was interred
in the" cemetery at Folsora. "The
l.nrri fftvoth nnH the T.nrd tnkpth nwar.
John B. Gi'l was slightly injured in
the neck. N. O. Shanks was bruised
trees are now In bearing than ever
before, and it is up to the entire
section to show practically on the
an avalanche of prosperity to the
farmers of New Mexico, who are
planning on a large crop of wheat the
coming year and who have no visible
means of transporting same to mar
ket. Grady Record.
about the ribs.
There were nine passengers In thePiMaori ho thA namp nf thA I.nrrt ." open market that we can not be out-
classed by any other district. To docoach at the time and all were given
the gentlemen will capture the vic-
ious animal. Taos Recorder.
NEW ROAD WILL HELP.
Forty team of mules and dump
wagons passed through Clovis Sunday
enroute to Texico where they started
work on the Lubbock-Clovi- s road,
which is now being pushed to com-
pletion.
There are twelve grading outfits
at work along the road and It is au-
thentically reported that 'ere thirty
a severe shaking up. this It Is necessary to discourage anyClayton Citizen.PLENTY OF MOHAIR.
Joe Phillips, the Double Chimney
The local left the local depot this r policy of any Individual
morning at the usual hour, havAna nu, man loft fn himn Vactor. or company by which they might un-
dertake to "work off" any inferiorday morning after several days in thelinfg amile
'" of caAr8
itV'T'6,''a long.
city on 'business and laying in sup- -bred!'' about three miles out the airplies. He 'has 1.500 standard crop season. Estancla News Herald1. days pass the road will be readyhose broke and stopped the train
goods. There is more first class
than can be handled, so packing and
shipping should be limited to the best.
Farmington Enterprise.
THAT COUNTY SEAT.
goats which produce the kind of mo- -
hair for which hleh tariff duties are! suddenly. Two cars were turned al- -
GOOD DOPE.
The good book says that a man who
does not care for or look after the
welfare of his family "1b worse than
an Infidel." ' This may be applied
charged. Incidentally, be has about 1most on end near the Iront o( theConsiderable work was re
be at the bottom of the accident-Az- tec
Index.
FIRE AT SAN MARCIAL,
The Central hotel, occupying the
upper floors of the building ot the
San Marclal bank, was gutted by fire
at an early hour Saturday morning.
The saloon of J. A. Montoya, which oc-
cupied a part of the building, also was
destroyed. By hard work the bank-
ing room ot the building was saved
from destruction though it was con-
siderably damaged by smoke and wa-
ter.
The fire started from explosion of a
gasoline lighting system with which
tbe hotel was equipped.
J. A. Bowden, proprietor of the
hotel, is unable as yet to estimate bis
less, but it will total several thou-
sand dollars.
Judge Edmund C. Abbott on last600 fine muttons which will be shipped lram
for the steel.
The road will be completed on into
Clovis as soon as the track is laid
Into Texico, and when completed,
will give Clovis a gulf connection that
will push u on the map, indeed.
Clovis Journal.
HIT BY A 30-3-
Last Saturday night John P. Casey,
Jr., the well known mining promoter,
had a quarrel with his brother-iti-la-
W. J. Amberson, about the division
of the estate of his father. About 10
o'clock that night Casey went to
office, armed with a
rifle, and shot him through the stom-
ach. Going armed to another man's
office and killing him makes a perfect
case of what is known as "El Paso
self defense," and Casey's friends
think he will have no trouble In secur-
ing an acquittal. Lordsburg Liberal.
8UERKRAUT PROSPECT.
Mr. G. S. Yates, of Cuates, was In
from his ranch this week and reports
fine crops and much prosperity over
there. He says he will have some 20
quired to clear the tracks of the Saturday, July 27th, 1912, heard counto the eastern markets this fall
wreckage. sel for Carrizozo in chambers at
Santa Fe, at which time evidence was
introduced in an effort to Bhow that
Ranges are fine In that vicinity and
all sorts of live Btock fat. Roswell
Register Tribune.
WEQF TUCV filirFDARFTTPSf
with equal force to the man who takes
no interest in the town ln which he
lives, for In a very real sense the
town 1 bis home which he shares
An engine was hurried to the scene
of the wreck from the local yards
and the coach with the passengers the sureties on the bond in the Lin-
coln county seat matter were not quali-
fied for tbe second or additional $10,
with the other people living In It,brought back. Roswell Record.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1912.
DEATH FROM TRIPLETS,
therefore, to!r speak adversely of000 bond recently demanded by Judge
" NEW MEXICO BEAUTY SPOTS.
What is the most beautiful spot In
New Mexico? The Sunshine State
may well be called the Switzerland of
America. Mountain and mesa vie
one's town, to say no word In its fa
Abbott. After hearing the arguments vor, to habitually go elsewhere toAfter giving birth to two girls and
one boy babies Monday morning at of Attorney Hudspeth for Carrizozo trade and be indifferent to home bus
wlth valley and plain in beauty of con her home at Brazito, Mrs. Trinkiena Guests of the hotel escaped withoutinjury. The building burned occupied
THE LADIES WILL DO IT.
Raton, which come3 about third In
the list of most beautiful cities In
the United States, Is going to head the
list, if the ladies have their way.
Colorado Springs Is a beautiful city,
Springfield, Mass., probably comes
next, and if Raton Isn't third then
we miss our guess. But nature has
done more for Raton than ell the
other places combined. Springfield
was made beautiful by money, the
root of all evil, yet the necessary
root, the one we all dig for. Colo
.'tour, In color and form, until the
iness all this Is not only unpatriotic,
but It ia very much the same as If a
man should go around to bis neigh
Treste died at 8 o'clock the same
and Attorney C. C. Catron for Lin-
coln, Judge Abbott announced that he
would demand a surety company bond
In the case If one could be procured
mind is bewildered with the ever-ne- a place ln the heart of tbe business
district and for a time It was feared
the flames might spread and cause aglory
of tbe scenes in bors and find fault with his domestic
home and every member in It. Carand If not procurable, a referee is toour fair state. greater loss. Socorro Chieftain. .set In Lincoln county and evidence is
morning. The little boy died soon
after but tbe two girl babies are
alive and well at this time. Mrs.
Treste, the wife of a farmer, has al-
ready 6 living children all at home.
The funeral was held today and bur- -
New Mexico has pen artists, too, rizozo News.to be submitted before him showing GASOLINE EXPLOSION.
J. E. McCarty on Tuesday suffered
EDITOR ROY A BOOMER.
The man must be Indeed blind whothe actual unincumbered valuationof tlhe parties signing the bond. A
who can depict the beauties of nature
under our turquoise Bkies. The New
Mexico magazine wants these words
and will make this department regu
lb. cabbages and has the finest gar-
den he has ever had. He filed a
Mr. Harwood, of Davidson, Okla., on
a fine claim, also his and
son. Mr. Yates says they are very
fine farmers and will be great acqui-
sitions to the settlements of Cuates.
Clayton Citizen.
8TABBED IN ROW.
In a saloon row, lasting about two
minutes, Saturday evening, Esequlel
Orozco, a well known and popular
Spanish-America- was stabbed to
death by M. Ponce, a bad man, who
also slashed Jesus Delgado and Im-
mediately made his escape Into the
can drive out over this mesa and notla! was at Tortugas. Rio Grande third choice was given Lincoln where see tho many advantages presented
very severe Injuries from a gasoline
explosion. He was filling the tank of
hi sprayer and had emptied one can
ln and was starting with another
rado Springs has the famous Pike's
Peak and other mountain heights in
plain view, but when you come down
to real beauty, Raton has them by
the throat. The wnmen of Raton are
everywhere to transform ft into one otby they may produce an entirely newbond which must be unquestionableCAREFUL OF STREETS.
Billy May won his case against the
lar feature of the magazine.
Every section of the state has a
thousand beauty-spot- and the nature-
the finest agricultural sections of thegood for $10,000 and liable for that when from some unknown cause anwest. The opportunities for dry-far-much damages to accrue. explosion occurred that covered hisloving writers all over the state are Eolne to organize a woman's civicing are so well demonstrated already
as to leave no room for doubt as to
In announcing hiB decision Judge arms, head and trunk with flaming
city of Durango, wherein It was al-
leged that Bill drove a bunch or
horses through the streets or that city
unlawfully. We understand that the
club. They are going to organize and
work as only women can work when
Abbott stated that he believed there
requested to contribute to this depart-
ment.
In the first IsBue, September, 1912, were now and would be more damage)
and that a good bond must be secured
gasoline. He had on a light shirt and
the sleeveB were soon on fire. Hap1
plly a vest protected his chest but
hi neck wag badly burned. One of
they get Into action. Raton Range,
LIKES THE VALLEY.will appear two gems from the pens
city council has ordered that the
owners of cattle or horses who wish
On hist making a pleasant visitof New Mexico writers,descriptive of the Organ mountains, to pass through Durango must first his sons was near and the accident
its entire fitness for this method of
agriculture and the many locations
where irrigation by means of reser-
voirs or wells and pumping plants
could be successfully adopted with
only a comparatively small expense
offer special inducements to the live
e farmer while the large
notify the marshal, and that Second
and that If such a bond had not been
submitted on or before September 5th
at whicih time he will return from his
vacation that he would Issue an or-
der dissolving the Injunction now re
occurred close to the ditch and theand trip through the Moreno valley
and Beeing the bountiful crops which
are about ready to be harvested, ln
avenue has been naned as the street sen very thoughtfully caught his fath
Dawn in the Organs,'' by Judge
Thomas D. Leib, of Raton, and "A
Twilight Idyl" also descriptive of the
Organ mountains, by Josephine Fos
on which such stock may be driven. er and Immediately threw him Into the
company with B. L. Connell, Mr, Jer-straining the construction of the coun ditch. This is all that saved his life.
aid of Raton purchased a forty acrety buildings at Carrizozo. Carrizozo
San Juan County Index.
SHOOTING SCRAPE.
Wednesday last three soldierB, all
uacis or grazing land insure a goodhome market for all the feed that
farmers will raise in excess of their
tract without further delay, knowing
country, probably on horseback to
the Mexican border, as the officers
have not been able to locate him.
Orozco's funeral was held from his
late home, Monday morning, and was
very largely attended. Deming Gra-
phic.
BULLY FOR RED RIVER.
Edward Westoby, the taxidermist
and all around mining man of Red
River was in town yesterday and to-
day. He reports that camp as very
prosperous and believes Its future
prosperity Is assured. Ore Is being
shipped to the mill from the Clarlbel
Outlook.
A SLICK WORKER,
Yesterday he almost passed away
from suffocation, his throat haVlng
closed up from the swelling from the
burns outside. He Is resting easier
that Beeing Is believing.
Mr. Jerald Is a cement walk conqwn needs. Roy Spanish American.Mr. W. H. Angell made a trip to
under the Influence of liquor, .were
creating a disturbance at Central.
When asked to keep qiiet by Deputy
tractor now laying walks In this cityA NEW MEXICO SAMPLE.
Bringing a five acres plot ln the
Gallup a few days ago for the pur and made the trip to spend Sunday lnpose or aiaing in the round-u- of a east section of the clly from a voIha the beautiful mountains which sur
today and all hope for his speedy re-
covery. His suffering of course Is
very severe. Farmington Times-Hustle-
GOES NEAR GRADY.
ter, of Las Cruces.
The New Mexico Magazine will be
published by the Fosters at Las Cru-
ces. If is a new venture worthy of
the cordial support of the people of
New Mexico.
Mrs. Faustill Tryldo brought charg-
es against Mrs. Jose Aremejo, both of
Cimarron. Both complaints filed char-
ged assault and battery. The case
was aired in the court Monday even-
ing by JiiBtice of the Peace Hickman.
After the arguments of both sides
and their respective witnesses, and
after making final settlements, the
rounded this land. So pleased was he
with the general outlook of the val-le- y
country that he purchased the
or J.,00 to an estimated value of
In fourteen years Is the record
established by Edward and John Brv- - and the Memphis people are having a
swindler, who worked a slick game
on him a couple of months ago. The
man, who gave his name as Hambur-
ger, purported to be a salesman of
a liquor distilling firm of recognized
standing, but it transpired that he
had no connection with the house
Sheriff Buckner they got obstreperous
and one of them knocked Buckner
down and got on top of him. Buckner
drew his gun and fired, the bullet
making a long flesh wound 'on the
man's back. The wounded man,
whose name was Growth, was taken
to the hospital, where it was found
that his injuries were not serious.
tract of land from the Moreno valley-- . AllZT o...,.V., -- L
land company,
rond built to their mine. A test run
will be made next week and If the
test proves a success that property
will be a steady shipper, Two or three
ant of this city. In addition they sup-
ported their father, who Is totally
blind, their mother, and furnished
the irwans for three of their younger
sister to secure a good education.
Mr. Jerald will farm tbe entire tract
next year and presumably make his
route to Texico where they will com-
mence work on the Midland Tucum-car- i
line, this outfit was composed of
54 wagons and 60 head of team power
and have the contract for the first 15
home in the country with which he other properties will have test runsSilver City Independent. fell In love. Numerous sales fromThe Bryant family came to Roswell made soon. Taos Valley News.
and his skilful play as a reliable
business man making a square deal
turned out to be unfounded on fact.
He secured something like $200 here
In cash and paper. He had an active
case was dismissed. the valley land are being reported,MANY MOUNTAIN LIONS.
An unusual number of mountain
fourteen years ago from Texas an
purchased five acres in the east partit is not known what cause was and from the general prospects the
valley will, In a comparatively shortlion are reported this year from thegiven for the trouble beyond animos of the city for $500. They began Im-
proving it at once by planting fruit
partner who helped him work theSanta Rita and Black ranges. As evity. Cimarron News.
HE CUT IT AGAIN.
time be densely populated with tillers
of the soli, who will reap the harvestgame.eryone familiar with the habits of tbe
lion knows, these animals are exceed In low price lands, which equals allHe seems to have been working the
state thoroughly. One of the three
J. B. Priddy cut his alfalfa again
this week and has a bumper yield of
trees, building a house and other
needed structure. As each year went
by, their little plot became more val-
uable until at the present, time It Is
ingly wary and are rarely seen. Equip-
ped with the keen b t sight and sense of
and excells many parts of tbe coun-
try for its' phenomenal productiveness
smell, and dwelling almost entirely
firms that he victimized at Gallup, by
the aid of detective and information
furnished by firms interesled, located
the very highest quality of alfalfa
hay, but then, Mr. Priddy has become
so used to gettlig a big crop from his
Irrigated farm that it is becoming a
and fertility of News.
GOT NABBED.
A couple of shop lifters were taken
Into custody here Saturday morning
In the wooded sections, they keep out
of sigiht of the hunter or traveler.
This season reports of lions bavlng
the man, under the name of Heinsius,
In New York City. The machinery
of the law was pit in motion,' rebeen seen are of common occurrence.One man saw four, and two others
saw three each. Several fine speci
by Marshal Lou Myers. One of these
gentlemen of the cunning ' art gavu
his name as Charley Howe and the
regarded as one of the show places of
the valley. They estimate It value
at $10,000.
Tho fruit on the Bryant place this
year la exceedingly good. The apple
crop Is all that could bo expected,
while the grapes" pears, peaches, Ger-
man prunes and other fruits are doing
splendidly. Roswell Record,
MONDAY, AUGU8T 12. 1912.
THEY WEIGHED A POUND.
George Thompson brought some
qulsltlon papers were made out and
an officer from Gallup went on to
bring the prisoner back. The man
very old, though very welcome, story
to him. He Borne time ago realized
that, water, alone, could not do It all,
albeit It was an important factor In
tbe crop question, and he has used
that same good business judgment in
the care of his farming properties
that he has always exercised in the
SUMMER TOURIST RITES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT
June 1st to September 30th
mens have been shot in the Flerro
section. Silver City Independent. fought requisition and offered to com
promise by returning the money, andWANTED, A RETREAT.Wanted, an Ideal spot for a colony
other registered as George Wilson.
The two men had been hanging about
town for a week or more dressed in
working clothing posing as stone cut-
ters and plasterers. In the pretense
of wishing to make some purchases
of knockers a quiet retreat where the
that was the situation at last ac-
counts.
Seeing that the fight might be proanvil chorus" may
not be disturbed
conduct of his mercantile business,
and tbe result has been that be has
met with uniform success in both tomatoes by the Times office Wednes- they walked into a store with theirlonged Indefinitely Mr. Angell return day morning that weighed one pound coats on their arms, and while look-
by the whispers of boosters. If there
seems any dearth of material for such
a colony we might scare up a few
ventures. No, Mr. Priddy's farm Is
not for sale. It's a dividend paying each. He raised them on his flae,ng over goods would conceal articles
five acre tract In the north part of under their coat, and then leave with-tow-
Mr. Johnson is one of our out making any purchase. They
investment. Portales Times.
NEW SANITARIUM.
ed Tuesday to await further develop-
ments. Vaughn Reporter.
SATURDAY, AUGU8T 10, 1912.
WILLARD IMPROVING.
Several Improvements In the way
croakers in Raton and even pay their
car fare to get rid of tlhem; probably
the only way In which we could get best gardeners and never falls to pro were shadowed about town by theHarry McGraw who purchased the
beautiful Coleman ranch- three miles them out of town, for, paste pasto duce the goods. Portales Time.of buildings are being made in town.this In your hat, a knocker seldom has
marshal and arrested with a lot of
goods on them Just as they left the
P. Miocker store. Goods were taken
RAIN AND HAIL.
Numerous rains and some hall vis- -nickel, deserves less and in 99
Ited this section during the past from R. B. Abounader'g store, also
week. The hall did some damage to from J, M. Jacobson'B and tha Cor- -
cases out of 100 has seen about as
much of the world a his dog, who
knows more, appreciated more, than
east of town, has turned same into a
sanatorium and Is building up quite an
Institution. Ten cottages have been
erected and nicely furnished. The
place Is one of the most attractive in
this section for sanatorium purposes,
being well wooded and having an
abundance of water. A large chicken
ranch is run in connection and the
patients are furnished, with fresh
The large Catholic church Is In pro-
cess ot construction, being built of
stone of the finest quality brought In
from the mesas south of town. WIS
lard Record.
LOTS OF CHILDREN.
The county superintendent, of
schools reports 4010 children of school
age In Taos county; 2172 are boys
and 1844 are girls. This la quite an
his worthless master beside whom the
pup Is a prince In disguise. So thero!
garden truck, but the farmer gener- - don Dry Goods Company. A valuable
ally report their crops ln fine shape, broach was also taken from the Wm,
Home claim this year's crop 1 the Wurm Jewelry store. All the goods
best they have grown In New Mexico, were recovered. The two sports plead- -
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For Information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F, & P. A., Santa Fe.
Raton Range.
Endee Enterprise. ed guilty to the charges and will visitGREELEY 8KINNED.
E. C. Murrell, east of town, this 8ERIOU8 INJURY. 'with the county for about 90 days.
Little Clyde Carmichael, 8 year old Gallup Independent, rweek brought to the Times office acgg auu uiuUAVU uuBiues an iue uul-- i
army to be educated. It Is a pleasure I son of E. P. Carmichael, 1108 North ' TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1912.ter, milk and cream tthey desire. Mr.) dozen Irish potatoes that certainly
McGraw alBO kills his own beef. The were "peaches." They were large.
place Is becoming quite popular to well shaped and of even size, la fact
to know that never before did the Delaware, met with a serious accl
people take as much Interest ln the dent while at play with some young
DRIVE ANYWHERE.
It seems that tome people are prone
